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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Tba

leaders in business education are constantly looking for ways

of enriching the lives
of the schools.

of

bars and girls through the business department

Immediatel.T after World War I, General Business train

ing was added to the business education curriculum of the public high
school.

As bo;ys

and

girls were dropping out of the schools and entering

emplo;yaent at an early age without c0111pleting their high school training,
it was felt that some General Business training would assist these
dropouts in earning a living.
The objectives of the General Business course have changed through
the years.

Same objectives of the course tod.q are to serve as an

introductory course to the business curricul.Uil

and

to furnish information

which all boys and girls need, whether they enter business

as

a vocation

or not.
There is a constant effort on

the

part of business education

teachers to illproft their ��ethod.s of teaching.
conclusiveJ.T that

the

It

has

been shawm quite

proper use of effective audio-visual aids has the

following advantagesal
1. Students learn aore-appreciabJ.T more-than when they are
taught in the traditional manne r. For example, some studies have
shown that students learn 20 to 30 per cent more when sO\Uld motion
pictures are used.

lwalter A. Kumpf, "The Business Teacher Looks at Visual Educa
tion,• Review of Buiness.Education (General Issue, 1947, Series No. 1
and 2 , OklahOllia.lgricultural and lrechanical College, Stilllra.ter),
pp. 3-6.

2
2.

Students le arn in less time .

). Students retain more of what the;r learn-s ome cases 40 per
cent more .
of

4. Students remember what the ;y have learned far a longer period
time.

S. Students are motivated to participate to a greater extent in
othe r classroom activities and to do more work on their own initia
tive outside of the classroom.

6. When students are learning specific techniques or s kills ,
vis ual aids JJiq reduce considerably the amount of individual instruc
tion on the part of the teacher. In other words, vis ual aids make
it poesible to substitute to s ome extent group te aching for indiYid
ual te aching.
The

use of audio-vbual instruction, as it is thought of tod.q,

is canparativel;r new.

The

production of films for us e as a teaching

device in the bus iness s ubjects has been s aaewhat limited.

However,

there is a definite effort of producers to produce more and better
films for use in business e ducation.

The classroom teacher can do much to improve the qualitynumber of films for us e in this field.

Films

and if teachers fail to use the films which

and

are e xpensive to produce;

are

available, there will

be less incentive on the part of producers to produce more fil.lls •
In ma.ny

of films.

instances , teachers have been dis appointed in the use

It has been difficult for the • to know just whe re to find

the right fila at the ri ght time.

Consequently, the res ults have

been nonuse of films or the ineffective us e of films .

In

s ome cases ,

a poorly s elected film ma;r actuall.y' detract from the topics which are
being developed.

3

Statement of the Problem
It

was

the purpose of this study to classify and evaluate sound

motion picture films for
school.

Each film

use

in teaching General Business in the high

related to a topic in the outline for the General

was

Business course.

Importance of the Problem
1940 there were approximately' 410,891 students enrolled in

In

General Business classes in the public high schools of the United
States.

General Business enrollaent

was

surpassed only b7 typewriting

(1, 118, 538 pupils), bookkeeping (661, 320 pupils), and shorthand (603,581
pupils).

2

1lany classroom teachers

duties.
films

Often the;r fail

w hi

ch

Will.

or

in

General Business are overloaded with

do not have time to search catalogq.es for

help materiallT in the development of topics in the

General Business course outline.
In

a

stu.dy made b;r The American Cotmcil

direction of Charles F.

Hoban,

on

Education, �er the

it was concluded that visual a,;J..?s sh ould a3

2Earl P. Strq, •The Organization, Admi ni strat ion and
vis i o n of Business Education (New fork a The Gregg PUblishing
1944), p: 44.

r

guper

ompany,

3a. E. Slaug hte , •war-Time and Post-War Use of Vis ual Aids,"
CEANI, Business Education.in
- Transition, Fifteenth Yearbook, 1944- .
194S, pp. 1ao=I85.

4
ani

1.

Correlate directly in type

2.

Not entertain, but teach.

3.

Implement other established teaching materials.

taught.

content with the subject being

4. :Make a direct contribution to the subject so as not to be a
waste of time, money, and effort.

Idmitati0118 of the Stu�
Topics considered i� this study were limited to the four adopted
textbooks for General Business in Tennessee.

An

examination of the

topics covered in the course outlines of several of the other states
was made, and it was felt that the topics were so closely" related to
those of the General Business textbooks adopted
findings could be used to advantage with

any

in

Tennessee that the

high school General

Business textbook.
It was

The study was limited to sound motion picture films.
first planned to use fil.llstrips also, but the number
that the original plan
picture .films.

was

altared

to

was

found so small

include onl.T the sound motion

It was felt that the sound motion picture films bave

outstanding poasibilities and are not being as wide� used

as the older

forms of visual aids, which have already established theJISelves as
valuable teaching devices.
The films classified and evaluated were restricted
listed in publicati0118 from Janu&rT, 194S

to

June, 1951.

to

those

5
Sources

of

Data

The

data for this stl.Jdy" -were taken

1.

Producers and manufacturers who make visual aids to dissem-

fr011

the following sources a

inate information about their products.

2.

Producers of audio-visual aids for educational uses.

3.

State-adopted General Business textbooks for Tennessee.

4.

Related studies.

5.

Evaluation forliS filled out b,r teachers who saw the films.

6. Jlagazines for

business teachers, particularly the Balance

Sheet, Business Education World, Journal of Business Education, and
United Business Education

Association

Forum..

fil.l'ls.

7.

Distributors of educational

B.

Companies which catalogue films.

Methods of Procedure

The

organization of

procedure in this study is as follows:

The first step consisted of listing the available sources of
films from business education literature and requesting from these
sources their lists and catalogs of

and related information.

films

1li. th description of films

A copy- of the fora letter that

was sent

to

the various sources is in the appendix.
The

following index

card was used to record information acquired

on each film selected from business education literature and the fila
source catalogs.

6
Title

Motion
Guide

Strip
No. in

---

Series

-

Record
Di alogue
Sug. Us e

Producer

Date

------

Length

Reels
lllinutes
Frames



-

------

B&W

----

Color

----

Distributors:

Per S

SP

-

Rtl

---

Trans

"--

----

BS

Sources Mentioned

BEW

Free

---

-------

JB

-------

UBEA�-----ot�

______

The Titlez

ltoticn and
Guide:

------

The titJ.e line came first in order to facilitate sorting the
films alphabetical.ly.
To indicate whether
available.

film was motion and if

a

teacher's guide

was

Filmstrip:

This section was used to indicate whether the film was a
stripfil.Ja or a s oundsl ide f�•''·whetber it was one of a
series; and if so, how Dl&llJ" fU. were in the series. A.
record with the fila, a dialogue, or any accom.par.tring
material suggesting the film use was indicated here.

Length a

This section wa s t.o indicate the length of the fil.JI.
For
the motion fil.JI, it. was reels and/or minutes. For the
stripfilm, it was indicated by minutes and/or frames.

Produc er :

The name of the
this line if it

Date:

The

B&W:

This l ine was to indicate
black and white print.

.

producer with
was given.

release date

of

the

film

the

was

if the

address was indicated on
indica ted by

film

the year.

was available in

7
Colora

This line was to indicate if the film was available in color.

Distribu
tors:

may

Several lines were reserved for distributors, as one film
have many distributors.

SP:

This space was to indicate the selling price of the film.
the film. was available in both black and white, and
color, the price was given first for the black and white,
and second for the color print.

Per S:

If

Rtl:

The rental price was placed here.

Free a

If the

Trans:

If

BSa

If

If

the fil.Jistrip was one of a series and the price o£ the
series was indicated, it was placed here.

film was free, a check was placed here.

it was necessary to pq transportation one or both
it was indicated here.

ll"aYS,

the film was mentioned in the Balance Sheet, the m onth
and year were indicated here.

JB:

If

the film was mentioned in the J ourna l of Business Educa
the month and year were in:iicated :here.

�'

BEW:

If

UBEA:

If the fila was .mentioned in the United Business Education
Association Forwa, the month and year were iiidicated here.

Other:

If the film

Back or
Card:

The back of the index card was reserved for a ccaplete
summary of the fila as given i n the different magazines
or source catalogs. If summar ies were found in more than
one· magazine or catalog, a code was used to indicate from
wh ich catalog or magazine the summar ies were taken.

the film was mentioned in the Business Education World,
the month and year were indicated here.

was mentioned in some other magazine or catalog,
it was indicated here by listing the source. A list of
other abbreviations is given in the Appendix.

The next step was the preparation of a General Business outline
or syllabus.

The four adopted books !or General Business in Tennessee

were analyzed to deter.JI:i.ne the topics mentioned.

The main units

8
appearing in e ach textbook were combined in

an

outline c overing all ll&in

topics mentioned in all textbooks.
All the film index cards were then sorted al.phabeticall;r according
to tbe main topics in the General Business o utline .

�

fi

were written, gi ving the rele ase date ,

S'WJU118.ries of the

�he time

in Din utes , the

rental c harge, the s elliDg price , source from which the S1llllJIBl"Y

was

tak en; als o, it was indicated if the fi lm c ould be sec ured f ree or
a minimum transportati on c harge was made.
film c o uld be bo ught or rented

was

The s ource from which

if

the

given in the s wnmary.

The next s tep involved the prepar ati on of a s uitable e val uation
fora.

This was done by collecting ll8llY e valuati on f orms which had b een

used by le ading s ch ools of the nation and c cmparing the cne which the
investigator had c cnpiled to see if' 8.'Il1' of the points for e val uating
fil as had been omitted.

This f ora was then shown to authorities in

the field of audio-vis ual aids for criticis m and revision .

of the evaluation sheet used appe ars

in

J. &8Jiple

the Ap pendix.

A s elected group of films we re used from the Extension Department

of The Unive rsity
of 'Te nnessee .
'
.
business te ac hers.

The £U.S were screened £or a group of

It was necessary for the inves tigator to schedule

film previe n in advance , in order t o get
facilities f or s howing the f'ilJIS.

an

evaluating group and the

Each te acher was gi ven a fora to be

filled out iame diate ly after seeing the film.

The teachers were als o

gi ven a lis t of the topics covered in the General Business course
o utli ne t o aid in re calling all uni ts if the film s ee med to fit other
units.

Prece ding the screening, the inves tig ator expl ai ned the poi nts

9
on the evaluation form which were to be considered.
sions of the fil.Ja

were

Frequently discus-

carried on i.m.ediatel.y after the forms were

collected.
Through these teacher evaluations the films were related to the
General Business outline.
the fil.lla appear in

Tables showing the teachers 1 reactions to

Chapter V.

Analysis of the Problem
Thia problem includes the fol101ring points, on which teachers

of General Business in the high school m;q wish information before
using the filma in their classroom:
1.

What has been the historical development of the sound motion
picture fila?

2.

What are the ph1'aical characteristics of films?

3.

What

4.

What are the disadvantages of the sound aotion picture film?

S.

Hair mq films be selected?

6.

What is a good fil.ll?

7.

1l'bat are the best techniques for fil.Ja use?

B.

What is the status at films in business education?

9.

What has been the historical development o:f General Business?

are

the advantages of the sound motion picture fil.Ja?

·

10.

What are the objectives of General Business toc:iq?

11 .

When should General Business be offered in the high school,

if only one year is offered?

10
12 .

If more than one year is offered, in llh.at year or years

should it be?

13.

Who should t each General Business?

14.

What teaching method should be used in General Business?

lS.

What fillls are available for General Business?

16.

'Where can the films be bought or rented or borrowed?

17.

What are the selling prices or rental prices?

18.

What fillla are free for transportation onl.J"?

19.

Wha.t fil.Jis have a teacher 1 s guide which will accoupan;r

the film if ordered?

20.

Wha t is the length of the film?

21.

How old is the film?

22.

Is the

23.

What is the fil.ll about?

24.

What fillls

25.

Of the films available, which ones do teachers rec ommend?

26.

How should the fila be us ed in the unit?

.film in

are

color or is it ·a black and white print?

available for each unit?

Review of Related Studies
Gladiah

4

cCDpleted a s tuey- in 1950 on a classificatio n of films

and filastrips in various

areas

of business education.

The purpose of

orence T. Gladish, "The .lnal.ysis and Classification of P'ilu
in Business Education," (UapubUsbed Bachelor's thesis, The UniversitT
of Tennessee, Knoxville, 1950).

ltn.

11

this study was to anal7ze and classifY the films available for use in
teaching business subjects, except retailing, salesmanship, or distrib
Gladish found 125 sound motion pictures, twelve silent

utive education.

motion picturea, twelve sound filmstrips, and fift7-three silent film
strips available for use in teaching the business subjects.
tigator's stuqy

in

the Gladish study.

The inves-

General Business may be considered a ccntinuation of
In each stud;y fila information

related to a teaching area in business education.

was

gathered and

Gladish used a

different plan for listing and describing the films, and no evaluation
of the filas 11as made.

Par�

completed a study" in 1952 on a classification of films

b7 units for Distributive Education in high school.

The purpose of the

stud;y was to classifT sotmd films and fil.mstrips for use in teaching
Distributive Education.

Each fila was related to a unit in the Distrib-

utive Education Teaching Outline for the State af Tennessee.

Parham

listed 125 films as being available for units in the teaching outline
and presented a review of forty--nine of the films.
for obtaining data concerning films was the same

as

Parham 1 s procedure

this study.

However,

Parham personall.y previewed films and prepared detailed descriptions.
In the present study evaluations were made by other teachers instead

of providing detailed fila descriptions.

5iobert Killen Parham, "Classification of Films b7 Units for
Distributive Education in the High School," (Uapublisbed Kaster's
thesis, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 1952).

12
Elbert6 coupleted a study in 1950 on a classification and correlation of

films and

filllstrips for use in teaching the topics found in

four bookkeeping textbooks c0111on
1 ly used

in

Io.a high schools.

The

purposes of the studT were:
1.

To compile a listing of films' and filmstrips suitable for
bookkeeping instruction.
of· this

2.

To determine the adequacy-

t;rpe of bookkeeping material.

3.

To furnish general information regarding cost, sources and
availabili t;r of such material.

4.

To correlate the available filii and filrlstrip mate rial

T.i. th

leading high school bookkeeping textbooks so that procedures
ma.;r

be suggested for using such material in classro011 instruc-

tion.
Elbert found thirty--four aids which could be correlated
topics in tm bookkeeping textbooks.

Of these thirty-four

with

aids

the

filmstrips

outnumbered the films two to one, and only five of the thirt;r-four aids
we�

m

that

us

the market prior to 1947.

Elbert•s procedure was s iDlilar to

e d b;y' the investigator in locating the films and in the criteria

used in evaluating the films.

Elbert reviewed the aids and correlated

them with the bookkeeping top�cs included

in

each textbook.

6oonald George Elbert, "1 Critical Surve y and Selected Correlation
with Selected Texts of Film and Filmsti"ip llaterials Used in the Teaching
of Bookkeeping," (UapUblished Kaster's �is, University of Iowa,
Iowa City, 1950).
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Ettinger1 conpleted a s tudy in 1945 on projected visual aids in
the field of business education.

The stutJY attempted to answer the

following questicms:
1.

What are the existing visual aids (1945) fer use

in

teaching

business education?
2.

How satisfactory for teaching are existing visual aids

in

business education?
3.

What is the present status

of

classroom use o! visual aids

in business educatl.cn in the City- of New York Public Schools?

4. What is the present organization for the distribution of
visual aids in business education?
Ettinger !Oillld at least fifty--four visual aids for use in teach
ing the business subjects.

He

also found that the skill building type

of fila used in connection with teaching shorthand, typewriting, and
operation

of

office machines was especi� useful

in

setting high

standards of performance and in picturing manipulative operaticms
detail.

In the

New York schools Ettinger f ound that 92.6 per cent

the teachers never use projected visual aids.
was similar

to

that used by-

the

of

Ettinger's procedure

investigator in locatin g

aids and having them previewed b7 teacher groups
usefulness.

in

to

the

visual

determine their

Cc:aplete descriptions were compiled by- Ettin ger on the

films which were evaluated.

7 Clifford D. Ettinger, "Projected Tisual Aids in Business Educa
tion," ( Uupubliahed Doctor's dissertation, New York University-, New
York, . l945).
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Gibson8 completed a stuqy in
scripts for

35

1944

in which he attempted to create

slide films in four different fields of cOIIDlunica

mm.

tion-tel.epbone, telegraph, post office, and radio.

Gibson also tried

to fi t the needs and understandings of a t enth grade big.b school student
in Introduction to Business Course and to give an overview of those
C OIIIIIUllication fields he needs in this class,

Gibson found that the

scripta when produced as slidefilms could be used with recent Intro
duction to Business textbooks and that the slidefilms give an overview
of the subject areas covered,
tenth grade level

enjQT

Gibson 1 s procedure

was

Gibson also found that the students of

as well as gain value froa the slidefilms,

first to make up a list of topics

check sources of information.

bT

which to

A letter was written to businessmen in

each of the fields of caamunication asking for their opinions of the
topics which should b e included in the scripts.

Script outlines were

prepared and then criteria were set up for writing the scripts.

Gibson

attempted to ccnstruct a suitable fila for a topic in General Business
while this invastigator through teacher evaluations attempted to deterJl:ine 1f c ertain fi.lms

alread¥

constructed are suitable f or units in

General Business.

Organization of the StuQT
In the developlUnt of this research, the stud1' was organized

8x.

Dana Gibson, 11COIIJIU11ication Sound-Slide Scripts, 11

lished Doctor's dissertation, Bew York Universi�, lew York,

(U�ub

1944).
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under six chapters .
Chapter I
of

the problem,

has

presented the statement of the problem, importance

limitations

of the s tudy, s ources of data, methods of

procedure, analysis of the problem, review of related studie s , and the
organization of the study b7 chapters .
In

Chapter II is found the historical background of f ilms

as

the7

relate to bus iness education.
Chapter III offers the background of General Business in the high
school.
Chapter

IV

contains an alphabetical listing of films with data,

source, and summaries.
Chapter T contains a General Business topic outline, with avail
able fil ms lis ted under each topic, and films evaluated with the evalu
ations .
Chapter

VI

contains a s UIIIDar;y and recOJDDI8 ndations .

CHAPTER II

FIOO
Ccwmenius,

AS A. TEACHING DEVICE

P estalozzi ,

and

Rousseau

had

visions

of a new type

of education which made more of nature and l ess of the printed pag e.
Dir ect learning through obs ervaticn was rec cwmended
the vicarious l eaming
dir ection of a
will
see

l o;r

aap

from

aore

through

am verbal

devices as

minute

processes of plant and

animal

lifa.1

as visual education ,

visual

instruc-

Although such expressions

visual aids, a u dio-visual instruction , a u dio-visual aids, and

visual sensory aids are of recant origin
ture is

concerned, th e method involve d

it is both simpl e and natural ,
conveying ideas.

Primitive

it

man

develop ed a vocabula.r;r
were taught

eneaies

and

th e weath er

fish,

is

far as

professional

veq ol d.

litera-

In fact , because

certainlT learne d to conv ey his thoughts

with which

to hunt ,

as

is probably' the oldest method of

by signs , fa cial expres sions , and crude

youth

aids for the l earner to

a bathfspbere or th rough slow motion and aicrophotog

rap� to watch the most

tion,

the pendulua nings in tbe

varied sens orr l earning , in which the ey e and ear

new pictorial

inside

Again

books.

to replace auch of

imitations

to express them

swill , and

through ob ser

p

rotec t

vat i on and

long b efore be
orally'.

Primitive

themselves fr011

imitation.

1Gerald Yoakam and Robert G. Simpson, llodern Methods and Tech
niques at Teaching (Hew York: The lkllillan Compan;y , 1"948), P.�
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Later came hieroglyphics or picture writing, ani centuries later
the ma.ny and varied fcn-ms of early alphabets which found their wq
successfully into clq tablets and papyrus.
Even in fcn-malized education, visual aids have been used for
centuries.

Sand, boards, and slate,

oo.

which marks

were

made and

diagrau were drawn, were the predecessors of the modern blackboard.

Real objects ani specialens have al.W83's been used to illustrate and inform.
Trips •re common in the ancient Greek schools, and these and other aida
were

rec CJ111118nded and used by Pestalo:ui, Rousseau, Froebel, William

Penn, Benjaain Franklin, Horace Mann, and many other great thinkers
and educators and leaders.

Nearly

two centuries ago the British MuseWR

encouraged the •people, teachers and children" to use its collection.
AB printing developed, there came reproductions of drawings, and in

1 658 C camenius 1 110rbis Pictus," the first illustrated textbook, followed
in 1690 by' tbe faaous 11New England PriDISr," which was used for more
-

then a hundred years.

W:i.th the inwnticm. of photograp� by !liepce and

Daguerre in the nineteenth century and the development of modern engrav
ing processes, the possibilities of utilizing illutrative materials in
books and other forms for classroom purpos�s multi plied� times.2

2Barry c. McKown and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio-Visual lids to
Instruction (lew York: KcGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., 1940J';-pp.

4-5.
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History of the Motion Picture
'l'wo of the most recent visual and auditory aids to enter the
educational field are the motion picture and the filmstrip.
By the end of the nineteenth century the invention of the essen
tials for the showing of DMJtion pictures had been developed and were on
the market.

Niepce and Daguerre had developed the permanent photographs

by 1833 and Edison and Jenldns' projectors were being used to show
flexible films which were being produced cammerciall7 b.r 1895.
One of

the first att8lllpts at producing motion pictures was made

by Leland Stanford late in the nineteenth century.

He

was interested

in determining whether or not a certain horse actualJ.¥ raised all. four
feet froa. the ground at any time while it was traveling around the race
track.

Motion-picture cameras had not been invented, so several still

cameras were placed side by side along a sector of the race track and
separate pictures were photographed as the horse passed these points.
The experiEnt was successful in answering the question, but a young
engineer by the name of Isaacs

was

given the task of devising an appa

ratu which would produce a continuous record of the action of the
horse.

To him is credited JIUch of the early development of the process

for recording motion pictures.

It was not until the last few years of

the nineteenth centuey that pictures were produced which were even
passablT satisfactor.y for education or recreational use.
Although Edison's earlT dreaa was the utilization of the motion
picture for educational purposes, aotion pictures strqed far fran that
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purpose before they again returned to the educatio nal field.

The first

intensive application of the motion picture to educational procedure was
illmediately before and during the first World War, largely for propa
Kotion pictures

ganda and general training purposes.

were

found to be

so valuable during that period that the close of the war b rought into
existence a.any types of educational films and fila producers.

Heni7

Ford launched a production pr ogram covering large numbers of pictures
for educational use, Jllall3' of which were the best available at that time.

The

large industrial organizations had fOWld motion pictures to be

especiallr helpful within the organization and began preparing pictures
which would be used to educate the public with respect to the functions
and products of those organizations.

up in various parts of the country.

Educational film producers sprang
The majority of those producers did

not seek or receive the counsel of educational authorities, and � of
the films produced were of little or no value

in

the school.

The

first

use of the motic:u picture in schools was largely for the purpose of

en tertai.ning the student body.
Tbe period of enthusiasm for the application of motion p ictures

to the instructicnal field, fr011

1914

until

1920,

was followed by the

extensive sale of equipmen't, largely upon the representation

of enthu-.

siastic salesmen that unlimited quantities of highly educational films
would be available at little or no cost.
soon f ou.nd tbat the supply of

films

The schools with the equipment

was not as extensive as had been

represented and that m.a.ny of the so-called educational films were not
increasing pupil achievement to any .measureable exteil't.
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During th e early

period

of enthusiastic use of eduoaticmal

pictures and the period of the slWip which followed, certain experi
mental psychologists aDi educators

had

given attention to the possible

uses of the motion picture in educational procedure.

Experiments

conducted in various parts of the country by such pioneers
as Weber, Freeman, Johnson, Roach, McClusky, and others.

in

were

the field

It was found

that there were certain definite valu es to be expected fr011 the use of
the proper type

of

motion picture,

and

these findings were instrumental

in causing larger and more stable organizations to undertake the produc

tion of strictly educational films.
One

of the first creditable moves

the Society for Yiaual Education

with

in

this direction was aade by

its science and geograpey films.

The next JU.jor project was started by the Yale Un:iversitT Press when
it began the production of
pictures were amcmg

the

the

Chronicles of America Photopl818.

These

finest historical subjects ever produced and

are used extensiveq by schools throughout the United States.

The Yale

production program was followed closely with the announceme nt by the
Eastu.n Teaching FiJ.ms to be produced and distributed by a subsidia17
of the Eastman

Kodak

Company, an organization which had gained its

financial strength through the development of

the

motion picture.

other producers came into the field, particularq those who were inter
ested in producing industria l films of

an

educational nature-films

which would give the true story of the various industries and their
products to interested groups.
The development of the educational picture in the United States
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was paralleled to a certain extent by similar developments in the
European countries.

Although the United States is the leading producer

of D.OtiCil pictures of all kinds today, there

are

many

other l}ations

which are appzyi.ng the motion picture to educational problems in a ver'7
effective
were i n

mann

use

er.

It is not known how

m&QY

motion picture projectors

aaong schools and coJIJilUil ity groups

in

Russia at the beginning

of World War n, but reports indicate that aany cypes of projected

visuals were being used in that country more extensively than i n

a:ny

other.3
Schools and industry have pioneered in the use of the educational
motion picture for teaching, sales pr011otion, and employee training.
Although the moti on picture was a n established educational

.lll!diUJI.

before

World War II, the wartime use of the educational film created an unfor
gettable illpact upon the American public.

The

Office of War Information

and the Treasury Department blanketed America with war incentive films
to stimulate production and sell

1IB.r

bonds.

The Armed Services produced

and used six times as much audio-visual material in the milita.r,y training program

as

had been available for civilian education in

years before the war.

all

the

The United States Office of Education and pri-

va te indus try produced hundreds of films for wartime indus trial and
vocational training, and

many of

these films are used tocla1" for educa-

3misworth C. Dent, The .A.udio-Tisual Handbook (Chicag � z
Society for Visual Education;-!ric., 1942), pp. 1o1-1o4.

The
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These wartime applications of the educa-

tional and training purposes.
tional

film gave it as great

received.

a

test as

an

educational mediUJI ever

4

Characteristics of Films
In the United States there are three standard sizes of motion

picture

f'il.1uS 35

millimeter,

16 llillimeter, and 8 millimeter.

Tbe

millimeter designation refers to the width of the motion picture fila.
The standard abbreviation for ail.limeter is

111111.•

The

3S

mm.

is used

a.lm.ost exclusiveJ.¥ b7 the COIIIer
ID cial entertainment theater; use of 8
.

.

.

film is limited almost entirely to the home movies field.

The

has become the standard size of educational motion pictures.

16

as

ccntrasted with

3S

-

mm.

mm.

film")

-

fila, which is usually made from the leas

expensive but inflammable nitrate of cellulose.

16

:mm..

It is

made from "nCilinfl8lllb
l8. le1 acetate of cellulose (call ed "safety"
.

1111 .

Both sound and silent

fila are available in black and white and in color.

The sound

on the film is recorded on the side in the space called the sound track.
A filmstrip consists of a strip of cellulose acetate (nonin!laa
mable fila) 1

3SIIDI., slightly over

frcm 2 to 5 feet.

an

inch wide and varying in length

The weight of a s ingle strip packed for ship.��ent is

so slight that it can be mailed for

3 cents.

The picture begins after

4lfo7t R. Galvin, Librag Journal (A project of Audio-Visuals
COJDittee of American ld.bracy Association), p. 6.
slbid., p. s.
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a short length of blank leader, which is provided at both ends of the
to

f'ilutrip

facilitate threading into the projector.

are all related to one topic and are organized
Fil:astrips

are

pl"inted and projected

on

in

These pictures

a definite order.

machines with sprockets siail.ar

to

those used in motion pictures.

or

importance to the average user is that, while the single-frame strips

may be

projected on

can

used only

be

for projection

in

are

aQT

Possibl7 the only point on frame size

filmstrip projector, the double-frame strips

projectors designed for them.

distributed either with

or

Fi1JI8trips suitable

without accompanying

reccrdings. 6
The

silent film, the sound film, and the fil.llstrip have peculiar

advantages and disadvantages.

Ett1nger7 stated the following concerning

the advantages and disadvantages of the different films z
Advantages of the silent motion picture-1. The silent motion picture increases the uount of learning
which takes place.
2.

It

3.

It decreases the amount of time necessaey for learning.

4.

.A.

5.

The

aids

in the formation of proper word illa.ges.

large aaount of material is retained longer.
silent aoti.on picture helps to clarifT relationships.

6Tera ». Falconer, P'U.trips (Hew Yorka

Camp�,

In c., 1948), pp. 3-4.

.

McGraw Hill Book

7clifford Ettinger, "Projected Visual Aids in Business Education"
(Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, New York University, New York,
194$), pp. S-12.
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6. It proaotes learning by' increasing s twent participation in the
learning process .
7.

It s tiaulates inter es t in a subject.

8.

It stimulates further reading upon a subject.

9.

It provides valuable motivation for work to be done.

10.

It reduces verbalism.

11.

It is o lates significant elements.

12.

It pres ents mass es of data in a dynallic

13.

Where desirable it may

be

�.

used to standardize learning processes .

14. B;r means of animati on and slow motion photograp� it
used to explain intricate processes.

may be

15. The silent motion picture mtq be used for introducing a topic,
for s UIIIIII&ri.zation, and for renew.

16. The silent motion picture has a cons iderable degree of flexi
bility because the teache r raa;y talk while it is being shown and s o
relate the film t o the particular class l esson.
DUadvantages of s ilent motion picture-

1.

Expense .

2. Inadequacy of silent pictures due to students 1 mental compari
s ons with Holly1rood Sound Pictures.

3. In the Knowlton and Tilton s tudies it w as s hown that s ilent
motion pictures decreased the s tudents 1 learning of time relation
ships .
4.

Improperly used, s tudents regard it

as

a

time

killer.

5 . Sound pictures cannot be shown on most silent proje ctors.
Sound film cann ot be run on silent projectors having sprocket
teeth on both sides of the sprocket wheels. If sound film is
used en such projec tors the film will be ruined.

Advantages of the s ound motion picture.A.ll of the advantages previoU8l.y listed for

the

silent picture
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are clai:med for the sound motion picture.
In addition, the sound
picture is claimed to be more effective because it appeals to two
senses, sight and sound simultaneously.
As the c omme ntary never
varies, sound pictures are useful in teaching of procedures where
standardization is of primar,r importance.

Disadvantage of the sound motion picture-

1.

Expense.

Inflexibility.
The sound track does not parmit variations bT
the teacher to meet the needs of individual classes.

2.

The

3.

Iaproper use.

4.

Suaceptible to use for propaganda purposes.

tajnaent period.

class JJ113' use it as a t.iae-killing or

enter

Advantages of the filmstripS-

1. In ita ability to show succession or progression the filmstrip
may provide a unique means of capturing some of the action and
continuity the school j ourney

2.

or

motion picture provides.

On the filmstrip ar e usually a unified collection of pictures

on a single subject or unit of study.
pictorial materials .

It can combine graphic with

The filmstrip is considerably smalle r in size than corresponding
pictorial devices with a comparable number and variety of pictures.
Storage space is much reduced.

3.

4.

Because the hazards of breakage are reduced to a minimum it
can be aade available easily to other teachers.

5.

It � be

aade in

coler.
\

Its cost is much less thlm that of
of glass slides.

6.

an

equivalent collection

7. Fil.JIIstrip material is available in large amounts and can be
prepared easily".
Disadvantages of the filutrip-

1. Its

brigbtnesa is II.UCh less than that of the glass slide.
it is extreaely satisfactoey for ordinary class use and

(.However,

8Ibid.,

pp.

18-19.
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the brilliance of the image may be much improved by the c ons truction
of a cheap single shadow box) .

2. Fila slides are ordinaril..y in fixed sequence, interfering with
flexibility and adaptation to class use .

Film Selection and Use
Because the motion picture is e ducati on ' s most realistic projected
aid, it is desirable that careful selection of films be made so that
only materials pertinent to the curriculWR reach the classroom s creen.
Essential to preliminacy film selection are such guides and regular
peri odicals as the fall cnring a 9
Educational Film Guide and Supplements . Hew York : H. W. Wilson
COIIpal,lT Annual . 12.
The 1000 and One : The Blue-Book of Non-Theatrical Films . Chieago:
- -s Educational Screen, Annual . li.
Bwliness Screen. Chicago: Business S creen Magazines, Inc .
Educatiorlil Screen. Chicago: The Educational Screen.
Fum and Radi o Discussion Guide . Newark : Educational and Recrea
ti ::mi!GU:ides , Inc .
Film News . New York: The American Film Center , Inc .
Fnm world. Hollywood: Ter Halen Publicati ons .
!iearid B8ar. Eau Claire , Wisconsina E . M. Hale and C011pany.
IOti"'ilPPCt\ir e Film Sources . Chicago : Bell & Howell Company.
General Electri"CCItion Pictures . Schenectady, New York: General
Electric Compa.n;y.
General Motors � Catalof• New York: ' General Kotors C orporation.
UDlted States Govern��ent F1.la Directory. Washington: U. S . Office
of Education, Federa'!'Tecurity lgency.
United States Steel Corporation Subsidiaries Film Catalog. Chicago:
u. S . S teel C orporation Subsidiaries .
Tisual Aids for Re tail Training. Woodbridge, Hew Jersey: Retail
Tr&Iiiio&nure au. 11.
Educator ' s Gu,ide to Free Fil.Jis . Randolph, Wiscon8in : Educational
Progress !league:-13.
-

9Robert E. Schrieber and Le onard Cal.ftrt, Building !:!! .lud.io
Tisual Program (Chicago : Science Research Ass ociates, Inc . , 1946 ) ,
p . 1o3.
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The average fila library catalogue is helpful in gaining a general idea of the s ubject matter of a.rrr particular title, but there is
seldom any critical appraisal of subject matter presentation or production quality.

A completely frank, critical appraisal of

of educati onal films is not extant.

the larger body

However, a s t� of approximately

twenty authors concerned w:i. th tm problell of selection reveals the
!ollcnring generally agreed upon criteria a
Film

Objectives--

1.

Purposes should be clear-cut an d readil,y identifiable .

2.

Objectives should be pertinent to the demands of the curriculllll .

3.

The film should limit itself almos t entirely to the presentation
of li.Otion.

4 . The fil.D. should be sufficientl,y limited in scope to perllit
adequate exploitati on of the concepts contained therein.
Film Content-1.

Student interest should be appealed to in the presentation .

2.

The subject matter s hould be accurate .

3.

The film should be up to date .

The c ontinuity should introduce concepts in the order of proper
learning efficiency.

4.

5.
. 6.

The vocabular;r should JJ&intain an age-level uni tT

•

S ound and visual elements should have a professional quail v.

7 . The SUJIIIIl&l7 should s timulate s tudents to discover new illpli
cations and induce further learning.
Having tentativel,y selected the films des ired for a particular
us age fr011 one of the described guides or periodical lis tings or from
one

of tile filii library catalogues , the teacher should next preview
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these filma--a practice encouraged bT progressive audio-visual directors.

In previewing the teacher may not follow any such formalized

selective method as

has

been outlined but

�

ascertain the general and

specific appropriateness of a fila for classroom us e.

The additional

effect entailed by" previewing is justified in the light of the incre ased
effectiveness with which the teacher

may

present the film when the

time

canes.
The

film to be used should be built into the curri c ulum as an

integral part of classwork.
device.

It should not be considered a supple11entary

The fila should be treated with the same respect as a labora

toey experiment.

Objectives

of

use, procedure of exhibiticn, and

foll01r-up integration should be careful.l.)" planned in advance.
the teacher

has

Even

if

al.read;r seen the picture, the film should be previewed

again before presenting to the class.
lizing notions as to how the film

Especia.llJ" helpful in cryBtal.-

'1IJJq

be integrated

1li th

class work is

the timely Enc;rclopaedia Britannica Film, Usi� the Classroam. Filii.

Here

are

some suggestions for the effective utilization of

films, given b;r Kappa Chapter, Delta

Pi

Epsilon, University of :Mich

iguu 10
Preview the film-A film cannot be evaluated apart from. the use
that is to be:mide of it. A teacher preview is necessar.r for an
intelligent use of films as a teaching device.

lOJ:xcerpts fr011 a Director.r of Films Evaluations b;r Kappa
Chapter, Delta Pi Epsilon, University of Michigan (Department of
Vocational Education, University of Kichigan, Ann Arbor, 1947 ) .
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Prepare the class for the filli-Does the s tudent know what he is to
look for in the film? apro,r-any of a number of procedures to help
the student understand what he is to look for . This will increase
the effectiveness of the film as a teaching instrument .
Darken t he classrooa-Allow enough light to enter the rear of the
room to-ailow taking of notes . This als o helps to maintain disci
pline and makes it possible for the student to jot down ques tions
and cODUients for subsequent discussion.
Show the fila in the classrooa-Going to the auditoriUD. suggests a
1iO!IdiY"from. lessons. See ihat satisfactory results can be obtained
b;r s howing the filll in your classroom, projected on a light wall if
need be , and with enough light filtering into the roam fr011 a window
in the rear to penait the taking of note s .

fh of it) more

Sh01r the filii ( or pi
ii&Cisiii7"tOacC'Qmp

s

than Cl'lce--Bhow as JlallT times as
the"teaChing purp088.'

Follow-up the .!£:! with appropriate activities-Plan to make use of
informati on gained fr aa the film itself or of s timulation by the
fila an projects which will be worth llhile to the students .
Discuss the fillll-Disouss it with the class after it has been shown
in order"tO bring wt the maj or pointe . Do not be afraid to recog
nize weaknesses of filii with students .
Remember that the fila is to be used to assist zou-It is not to
replace ;y"'li'asateacher . - - - .

t

Familiarize yourself wi th the procedures necessar for showing
clas sroOiiS'ituati on-If this means earning to operate
films in
the projec or, learn to operate it.

l£

·

Order films earl.z-Thia is neceasar;r to insure arrival of films at

the time when proper use can be made of tliem.

Films in Business Education
It s hould be of interes t for
of the value of films

in

teachers to know s omething

bus iness education, the number of films avail

able, the extent of film use ,
educati on.

business

am

the outlook for films in business
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It is needless to s� that

as

business subjects ,

Ett.i.Dpr11

have value in the teaching of

n

films haTe proven themselves in other subjects i

and

s chool, in industry,

films

in the J:nq

and

Na v training progrm.

stated the following concerning the Talue of projected

visual aids in business educa tiona

The major conclusi on of thi s s tudJ' is that proje cted vis ual aids
have definite ins tructional value .
This conclusion is based on an
analogy with other subje c ts , infomed opinion, and a saall body of
research .
significance is that visualization pr obably will
expand the are as of ins tructi on in business education
increase
the amomt of individual learning.
It ma.y bring about maj or curric
ulum revision, chan ges in teacher-training .me thods , and
J1183" broaden and mode rnize the whole approach to
business education and vi tali�e Jll&llY present teaching methods

Its

and

class

equip•nt. It

•

. ltti.Dgerl-2 found that there were at leas t fit"t7-four visual

aids

( 1945)

for use in teaching the bus iness subjects .

aids

four visual

machines, 5

in guidance,

business ,

2 in mail

machines ,

12

manship ,
th:i'i:ft

classified in subje c ts and

7

<:ne in business English,

folloe :
cating

were

3

and

a ernce,

in typewri ting,

in shorthan:l ,
budge ta , and

1 in
2

1 in

4

2

The

subject

are

in c onsumer educati on,

in insurance ,

4 in

c ollliiWlicati on unit,

2 in

in mis cellane ous

as as

2

in dupli

introducti on to

2

in offi ce

in voice writing machines ,
s tenotype,

fifty-

3

in s ales-

tele phone service,

1

in

•

The success of the World War II training program. with filas gave
a b oost to the pr oduc tion of fillls for training purposes in indus try
and schools .

llsttiager, �· �. , p . 334.
12Ibid. , 322 .
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Sis ter K. Specios a13 reported in 1950, twenty-one typewriting
JD.oti cn picture films and three filmstrips .

This gives approrlmatelT

100 per cent increase in typewriting films available in 1950

as

compared

with the number available in 1945.
Donald George El.bertl4 s tate d that of the thirtr-four films and
fillu tri.ps reviewed in his s tudT in 1950 , onlJ" five were on the market
prior to 1947.

If coJBparable percentages of increase in the nWiber of

films available in the other business s ubjects exist, it s eems safe to
assume, counting those produced by industry, that many films are available for business subjec ts .
That films

are

not being used extensi vel¥ by business teachers

and others .is verified by producers of fillls who are going bankrupt,
dis tributors of films , and research on the use of films .
Et tingerlS fQund in the business departments of New York Public

High Schools in the fall of 1944, that none of the departments made
frequent use of the projected visual ai ds ,
occasional use 1

92 . 6

7 .4

per cent designated

per cent never use projected visual aids .

13su ter K. Speciosa, ".ludio-Tisual. Aids in Teaching Typewrit
ing , " The Balance Sheet, 311 214-15, Janua.r;r 1950.
.

14n onald George Elbert, "A Critical Survey and Sugges ted Corre
lation with Selected Texts of Films and Filmstrips Materials Us ed in
the Teaching of Bookkeeping, " (Unpublished Waster ' s thesis , University
of Ia.a, Iowa Ci�1 1950) , p. 102 .
15zttinger , loc . cit.
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W.

A

.Aahbroo�

•

of the educational

6

stated in

1948

the

following conceming

the us e

film:

In spite of the value of educati onal films and their w orth as
proved by the Armed Services , mos t of our school leaders are still
apathetic. At leas t 40 per cent of grade and high s chools don't
use films at all and many of the remainder us e them ve ry little.
On]J' eleven states have Audi o-Visual programs , and only three are
requiring that teachers knOW' h ow to use films .

Business e ducation literature indicates that among tbe maj or
reas ons for films not being us ed as extensively as they should be are
the following:
are not

ings

lack of films produced for

the bus ine s s

teacher, build-

properly equipped, school leaders have been slow to get

financial support from

s chool boards ,

and

te achers

have not been trained

to use films .

Gibson1 7 stated that less

than

thirt7 per cent of

education aids were produced c c.merciall.J'"-that is ,
be
are

vended to teachers on its own merits , for
several

business

c011111odity to

private p rofit.

There

teacher and foremost &Dlong the re as ons is that the pr oducers
teachers

have taken a loss

business teachers .

want and

because

Among the

value in business education,

liodern

a

reas ons 1lb7 more films have not been produced for the

do not know what the
man;r

as

business

on

the

onew

the films were not being used by' the
indus try

but it

spons ored films , many have

is neces sary for

16w.

A . Ashbrook, "Audio-lisual Aids in

17E.

Dana

Business Education,

they have produced

the business

Business Education, "

15 al6, November 1948.

Gibs cn, "Iou Have a Stake
Business Education World, .32 z 2 76, Februar,y

in Audio-lisual Aids , "
952 .

1
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teacher to s creen the films for selection before s howing them to the
clas s .
The busines s teacher s hould use the films available

in order that

the pr oducers can produce more films , and if the s chool adll:i.nis trators
see that a teacher is doing a good teaching j ob with what is available ,
the needed financial support fran the s chool board will likel7 be
provided .

Gibscm.18 s tate d that in the spring

of

1951,

when

100 producers

of films we re consul ted in regard to films in process of production, 50
reported and approxiaatelY one-third of those who reported had films in
process of production which should be of intere s t to business teachers .
The pr oducers reporting films in proces s we re the following :
Bell Telephone Canpany
The City Colle ge of lew York
Coronet
Dictaphone C orporation
Enc7clopaedia Britannic a, Inc .
Films Research Ass ociates
The Gregg Publishing Division of the llcGraw-Hill Book Comp&D¥,
Inc .
Informative Classroora Picture Publishers
John Hancock Life Insurance C011pany
Ke7stone ProductioRS , Inc .
KcGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc .
S tlllfil.Ds , Inc .
Teaching Aids Exchange
Teaching Film Cus todians
The Twentieth Centur,y Fund
Tarie ty Merchandiser Publications
Young .&aerican Films , Inc .

lS Loc . cit.
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Gibaonl9 s tat ed the f ollowing

as

to the steps for te achers of

business and others intere s ted in audio-visual aids for business education :

In clOI!Iing, let us all remember that until the producer is s ure
of a large enough market for any aid he lU1' produce , he will nat
ural.J.7 hesitate or refus e to produce it . It behooves us , as busi
ness teachers , not onlY to determine areas of need but to agree on
a body' of knowledge for the s e ar eas so that producers will have a
reas onabl7 large ��arket.
Then it is up to us to purchase or rent
thes e aids in s ufficient quantity for our dollars to support the
producers 1 efforts .

19
Ibid. , p .

277 .

CHAPTER

III

GENERAL BUSINESS IN THE HIGH
In

order that General Bus ine s s

aq

SCHOOL

be better unders tood today,

it is essential that the past and present objectives , curriculum prob
lems , the teacher, and the methods of teaching be considered.

Objectives
:

General Business is a s ub je ct added COJJp&ratively' recently to
the high s chool curriculum, as it
An e.xaa.ina tion

of

was

not known before World War I.

the objectives gf the c ours e in the

1

high

school shows t.ha t it has passed through tiro phases and is at present
in the early stages of •.a third phas e .
The firs t phase of developaEnt llight be cons idered vocatioD&l.

or preparat017 stage for the business s tudent.

The

sec ond period

explorator,r or guidance phase for the bus ine s s student.

was

The present

er�phasis is upon s ocial-economic activities of all high school s tudents ,
business and acadellic .
Walters 2 in
aims

1942 s tated s ome thing of the initiation and early

of the course in General Business :

lBenjamin R. Haynes and Harr;r P. Jackson, ! Historz of Business
Education in the United States {Cincinnati : South-Wes tern fublishing

CaapanY', 1'91sr;-p. 79.
Ohio :

2R.

G. Walters , The Business Curriculllll , Monograph S5 (Cincinnati,
S outh-\fes tern Publishing Company 1 1942) , p. 11 .
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A. little over twenty years &60, the need for an elementary
course in business began to be dis cus s e d . A.t that time many stu
dents , upon finis hing junior high s chool , were able to secure j obs
in stores or offices . In t owns which did not have a junior ,high
school, it was found that ma.ny students dropped out of the regular
high s chool to take business jobs at the end of the ninth or tenth
year .
Thes e drop out s tudents secured jobs as 11essenger boys, cash
boya and cash girls in department stores , wrapping cle rks , file
clerks , and clerks in other " j unior" j obs that require d no kncnrledge
of bookkeeping or s horthand
• .

Teachers who were interested in the elementa.I7 c ourse in bus ines s
believed, at firs t, that the c ourse sh ould prepare possible dropout
s tudents fer the junior j obs that were open to tbe.11.
·

. The

early

objectives

set forth in the lew York S

1.

To fill

a long

Gtt·�lementarT buiness training have be en

�te Syllabus

felt need for

of

a type

1925a 3
of elementary bus iness

training for be ginning bus ines s pupils , eli.Jii.nating the temptation
to bring down the more advanced commercial subjects .

2.

To teach in
principles .

an elementary way business

To prepare all c CDJaercial
fi rs t Te ar in bo okkeeping .

3.

4.

practice and business

pupils better for

the work of the

To s erve as a medium for teaching vocational information,
and s;ys tem.

g ood

business habits , order

5.

To help keep in s chool pupils who
because of lack of interest.

would otherwise drop out

training to those pupils who DlUSt leave school
business positions in which 70ung persons
invar1abl1' ma.ke their s tart in the busi nes s 1r0rld .

6.

To give a bette r
far those elementary

Harold Cohea4

stated in

1939 that

two of these aims had

3syllabua

been

in C ommercial Subjects for Four-Year High School8
(Alb&Dy, lew York a State Educati on Department, 1925) , pp .
a.29 .

2

4Acbieveme11ts
Yearbook,

193S:39,

in C OIIDle rcial

ofCEDI', p .

85.

Contributi ons of

Research

19th
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completely dis carded.
In business training the attempt is no longer to make school
interes ting through the use of one particular subject, nor is the
assumpti on made that the completion of a course in business training
will be the " Open Sesame• to firs t year bookkeeping .
.
co:taenS s tated iR 1939 the present objectives of the course

concise}J", " to give the ccamercial student an opportunity for explorator,y

and tr,rout experiences under a teacher." Since the vocati onal

has been minimized, this course opens the fi eld of choice

to

a

aim

student .

He ��� at the conclusion of a y-ear ele ct to enter a field of apeciali-

zation; that

is ,

accounting, stenograpey,

ar

merchandising and salesman-

ship .
The Hqden6 study of 19.)1, which lis ts the opini oDS of business

educators regarding major issues in business education s tates the
primar,r objectives of General Business thus a
The priJiary- purpos e of general
should be to provide both general
prevoeational educati on for thos e
for initial poaitions in business

business in the high school
educati cn for all students and
s tudents who intend to prepare
at the high-school level.

If business education is to attain both objectives , general
business sh ould be revised inasmuch as there is at present too
much emphasi8 on the development of skills and techniques . These
sldlla and techniques 110uld be of little value to any s tudent
other than a business student. On the other haD:l, the skill and
techniques are often of such a nature that they- are 1118 aningl.eas
evan to the business student whe n presented early" in the business
program. If general business is to be of value to all students ,
the •phasis should be upon developing an unders tanding of those

Scohea, �. cit.
6carlos I. Hqden,
graph 75 (Cincinnati , Ohioa
p. S7 .

KajSr Issues in Business .Education,

Mono

outh-Wes�n PUblishing Compa.r73',
19)1) , '
.
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economic concepts that are basic to a democratic s ociety; that is 1
thos e knowledges that are needed by all pe ople just to live in a
democratic s ociety.

Curriculum Problems
In many of the high schools tbe curriculUII is alre� crowded

With subjects, consequentq, when a course in general business for all
students is c msidered as an additional offering, it creates probleDIS .
Many of the business departments offer s ocial-business subjects, in

addition to the sldll subjects, in the upper grades of
A problea

is

high

schools .

created as to how and when to offer a c ours e in general

business education for all students .

Some educatons think that such a

subject or subjects should be offered b7 departments other than the
business, for example, the s ocial s tudies .
Walters 7 makes the following statement concerning this subject:
Hcnr much time should be devoted to the s tudy of general business
depends , of c ours e upon the range of subject matter covered. As
no two textbooks are alike, either in size or range of topics
included, it is impot�sible to make a s tatement regarding time which
will hC)ld good in all cases .
Ordinarily, one year is devoted to
general business, although a number of schools devote a single
semes ter
The following s tatement taken from an official
publication of the New York State Education Department represents
the opinion of � business educators not only in New York State
but throughout the United States z Introduction to Busines s (the
name used in New York) is a ninth-year subject and in s chools
organized oo the 8-4 plan it should be placed definitely' in the
ninth-year program. Eleventh and twelfth-year pupils should not
be permitted to elect this subject.
•

•

•

•

7waJ.ters, 2.2· cit., p .

12 .
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lian

C.

I.l.oyd8 s tates

c ourse in gene ral

the

follcnring

concerning

offe re d

business should be

in

how am

the high

a

when

school :

For the maj ority of schools, therefore, the onl.y s olution that
can guarantee an adequate prograa of general bU81ness e ducation for
all s tudents is the comprehensive course, a c ourse that covers all
the essential topi cs of general business education and is require d
of all s tudents
In order to be availabl e to all students who can
should profit fr 011 this inetruction, the course should be
offered at t he high tide of s tuden t enrollaent-probably in the
ninth or t enth grade .

.

and

In addi ti ::n to

the juniar

caffered in the early' high

s

course •f advanced general

Bnterline9 JU.kes

general

bWiiness course which

c ho ol period, some

business sh ould

the foll owing

educators

think

be

would

that

a

be •ffered.

statement

concerning

a

course

in

advanced general busines s :
An advanced general business information cours e , open to all
students , s hould be offered in the upper grades at the sec andarT
school. At the preseD.t time this business inforu.tion is available
largely only to thos e who folln one of the business curriculum
concentrations.

General
In the pas t

it has

Business

been the

Teachers

custom in

trators to assume that anyone on the s taff

many

was

cas es

for adminis-

c ap able of teaching

S.llan C. Llerd, • General Busine s s for Secondary Schools , "
Ye arbo ok of The National Business Teachers An ociation and The
p.
BUSiness 1'eaCJii rs lssOC!atian,

1949,

32o.

9H� G. Enterline, Trends of Th ht in Bus ine ss Education,
72 (C incinnati , Ohiot Soutfi:estern PUblishing Company,

Konovaph

1 9$1) , p . 12 .

�

Sixth

- - Eastern

general business .

It aight be a teacher of the skill subjects or any

teacher who had a light schedule in one of the other departments .

Fre.-.n10

stated the following concerning the qualifications of

skill s ubje ct teachers to teach a course in general business :
There seems to be general agreement that while most business
teachers are relativel.T expert in presenting the specialized voca
tional business subjects, some are not quite as pr oficient in
teaching the general business subjec ts . This s ituation is under
standable in tems of the development of business education. The
business teacher-training insti tuti9na have in the past concen
trated aost of their attention on preparing their graduates to
becOM specialis ts in teaching the vocational business subjects .
COI18equently, uny experienced business teachers have not received
much preparation to teach the ge:oeral bus iness s ubje c ts .

S au differences of opinion exis t among school adminis trators

as

to which teachers are beat qualified to teach a separate c ourse or
courses in general business education for all s tudents .

Some adJiinia -

trators think that such a course or c ourses c ould beat be taught b;r
business teachers , some by s ocial s tudies teachers, and others b;r hoae
economics teachers .
ll
Hqdell
found the follft'ing in a s tudT among s chool adainis
traton relative to opinions on which teachers were bes t qualified to
teach a course or courses in general business education for all s tudents :
If general busine88 is to b e made available to all students in a
separate course, it should be taught b;r the bus iness teachers .
Although the business e ducators who responded to this question were
in complete agreement, IIIB.IlT c 0111111e nted that " at leas t the business

10..

Etndair

Herbert Freeman, Basic Busine1s Education for Eve
Obio a !outh-testem-,stibiis

Li.vi.Dg, llonograph 74 ( Cincinnati,
�
�, 1951), p . 12.
lllfq'dan, EE• cit. , p . 64.

g

teacher should be the best qualified. " Others comme nted that they
were 11usuall.y the be st prepar ed but not al:ways. n Still others
quali fied the ir responses wi. th the statement, " if trained for it;
not if trained only for shorthand and typewriting."

Me thods in Teaching General Business
Educational authorities agree that the re are three outcomes of
teaching:

knowledges, skills,

and

ideals or attitudes.

In a sens e,

knowle� }.. s the basic outcome because both ideals am skills are
dependent up on knowledge.

In general bus iness, a student cannot develop

desirable ideals about money unl ess he knows c ertain facts about JIOll ey.
In

typ ewriting, the student cann ot develop skil l unless he knows certain

f'acte

bout his machine and its operati on . 12

a.

'1'01Ule13 state d that there were two prillary
(1) the authoritative Ilet.hCJd, essentialq
and

a.

� of

te aching:

teacher-centered procedure

(2) the deYe lopmental lle thod, whi ch emphasizes student activi ty.
The traditional method of teachi ng had m� characteristics of

the authoritative method.

It must not be assume d that the traditional

me thods were entirely wr ong, be cause
method

are

used today

111. th

many

featur es of the traditional

success.

Essentially, the tradi tional

or

authoritative method imp lied a

12R. G. Walters , lfethods of' Teaching Comme rcial Subjects, Kono
graph 43 (Cincinnati , Ohio a South-Western Publishing CompaiV, 1939),
p. s.
l3
He rbe rt .1 . Tonn e, Este lle L. Pophaa, am K. He rbe rt F reeman,
Methods ot Teacg Business Subjects (lew Iork: The Gregg Publishing
Company,l94§), p. 360.

plan of ins truc tion 1.miform. with all members of the class .

The teacher

assigned a ce:tai.n number of pages wi th ques tions and probleas to work
out .

The next s tep

used

in

JDa.ey casas .

was

recitation by the s tudents .

d.uting

lecture was

In textbo ok ass ignments li ttle thought

divisions of work into uni ts .
book

The

the semes ter.

The main obje c ti ve

was

was

given to

to cover the text

The fortunate ones " pas s e d . "

The unfortunate

ones nre either 11l&ZJ" or • s tupid, " and were meted out punishlllent in
order to remove their lazines s , or were penalized by " failure" for �ing
This method of teaching

stupid.

was

the easy method.

It required little

knowledge of psychol ogical principle s , little teac hing abili ty, and
little teaching e ffort.
' .:.a.centl.y, recognition was been given to differences in capaci t.Y
of stu.alents .

If the greatest good is to come to the indi vidual and

s ocietT, there must be adjustment of me thcxls to suit the capaci ties of
s tudents .
The Federal Office of Education in its survey of secondary education bas found many different plans bas ed on the recognition of individ-

ual

differences .

Two of thes e plans , Morrison and Contract, s e em

applicable t o business educati on and would be considered as developmental
plans for teaching .
The following are the chief charac teris tics of the �ison
plana

14

1.

The recognition of individual differences of s tudents .

l4vra1ters ,

2E.

cit . , Monograph

43 ,

pp.

16-22

•

2.

Thl bellet that the main outcomes of teaching are attitudes
and s ld.lls •

.3 .

The subs tituti on of •aasterT' of subject matter for passing
grades .

4.

The

division of s ubject matter into logical teaching units

rather than arbritar,y less on assignments .

5.

The recognition of a teaching cycle .

The Morris on
business .

plan s eems

llastery is

well

de te rmined

adapted to the teaching of general

largely by whether the s tud.ent has

readjusted hills el! as a reault of s tudying a unit; in other worda
whether his " attitude" has changed.
are

be tter than arbritary les s ons limited by a ce rtain number of pages

or probleiiS .

This plan r ecognizes a teaching cycle which c onsis ts

the following s teps

(2)

Certainly logical units for s tudy

Presentation ,

taken

(.3)

by teacher and students :

Ass1mil.ation,

(4)

(1)

of

Exploration,

Organization, and

( 5)

Recitation.

The C ontract plan has the follcnring characteris tics :

1.

Rec ognition of individual differences .

2.

Laying out of definite uni ts of work t o be completed in a
spec ified length

3.

Use

of

of

time .

guide sheets for s tudents to foll·aw in completing

the contrac ts .

4.

Grading scheme based on one grade far doing a minimum assign 
ment and s ucces sively highe r grades far c capleting additional
a.s sigmaents.
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The recitation me thod handicaps the bashful or slow student and

develgps in

him

an inferiority CCIIlplex; at the same time it leads the
'

superior s tudent to overes timate his

own

abilities .

The

contract plan

eliminates these undesirable characteristics of the recitation plan by
.

.f'urniahing

uni t.s

.
,

of work of varying lengths and difficulty for s tudents

of unequal ability.

In using this plan, provision should be Da.de for

class discussion when a contract is c ompleted
All

and

a new one is initiated.

�rk required for a certain grade must be aatisfactortly finished to

entitle the st&ient to receive that grade .
regarding the essentials of

the

The

uncertainty which exists

contract plan limits the extent of its

use .
The developmental plan, which emphasizes student activity" is

characterized bT
cedures z

the

teaching by units and through the following pro-

dellons trati on, dis cussion and converaation, projects, note-

books, student outlines , debates , current events , tera papers, reading
outside the textbooks , field trips , and assignments .
Gladys

�S

states these

as

teaching methods and techniquea z

1.

Collecting mate rials from gove l'DIIent and businesa .

2.

Using librar,r materials

3.

Emphasizing current events .

4.

Preparing notebooks .

5.

Caring for

the

•

bulletin board.

1SGlad18 Ba.hr, Improved Jlethods of Teaching the Bus iness Sub ecta
(Cincinnati, Ohi o: South-Wes tem PUblishing Company, 1§45), pp . 1 82.

�
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6.

Contacting the communit7.

7.

Reporting by committees .

8.

Using audio-visual aids .

9.

Giving individual reports .

10.

Discussing problems in class .

Teane16 stated the basic principles to be followed

in

achieving

aore worth-while ins truction in basic-business education as follows :
1 . The teacher plans all teaching around an important and
fairly large unit at leaning, such as insurance, b¢ng, or banking .

2 . In each basic learning unit, a few central ideas are to b e
thor� mastered by the s tudents .

3 . The teacher mus t be sure that students unders tand the illpor
tance of the s ubject and have as much intrinsic motivation as
possible .
4. The teacher proceeds fr011 the very si.Jiple to the aore diffi
cult. In so doing, he keeps arithmetic figures in round numbe rs ,
and uses simple illus trations at the beiJ.nning . In every lesson,
he goes back to the fundamental concept to be Jl88 te red; but, as a
result of repeated learning of the basic concept in .ll1&ll1' different
situations , at leas t the fundamental idea will be retained.
5. The basic-business teacher uses a variety of procedures . He
minimizes aere telling-and-shcnrillg procedures and emphasizes student
activity. He mus t be sure, however, that the acti'rit;r contributes
to the attainaent of the simple objective already decided upon.
,
6. He develops a teat in terms of the aiaple ability or c oncept
to be JU.stered. He should �ot glorU)' the memorization of pic�e
facts at the expense of fundaaental ideas .

The teacher mus t be s ure that the material t o be u.stered in
every unit is made lll!l aningful to t he s tudenta in terms of its rela
tion to other units of learning. The extent to which studtnts can
take the idea mas tered in one unit and apply it in othera is possi
bly the best e vidence of mas tery.

7.

·l

6.r

ane ,

Popham, and Freeaan , 2£• cit. , p . 388 .
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B . The basic-business teacher teaches less more thoroughl.T. He
avoids bus71rork for the s ake of mere busy work. Ha does not • throw
the book" at the students .

Since October, 1947 , the Business Education World has printed,
aonthly with the exception of a very few months , a plan of teaching
This

general business .

plan is

knom

as

the Q-BAGO plan .

·

This plan

bas in outline form questions on a particular unit, subject matter to

cover, activities to

perform,

goals , and outcCNBes.

The

foll n:l.ng

unit

is adapted from the Janua17 issue of Business Education World in 1950 .'
UNIT:

BUYING

LIFE

INSURANCE
Expressive Activities

Leading Questions
Group

Ia Unders tanding Service Nature of Business

What is insurance ? Haw has it come Poster giving definition of insur
ance found in varioua textbooks .
into existence? What different
kinds of insurance are there 1 Why Displ!f of kinds of policies .
Chart showing benefits of different
is insurance . a service? How do
kinds of policies . Report haw any
insurance c ompanies ope·rate ?
one i�urance fi.rll ope rates .
•

Group II :

Recognizing Place of ,_Busin�ss · .il;l C0111un
111 i ty

Haw is insurance bought in our communitT? Who sells it? ·For haw long
bas that agencT been in business ?
If there were no local agency hOW'
c�d you get insurance ? What is
an · insurance c�elor?
·

Group
Wbat

·

,E showing location of agency

o fices or territories of representatives of any one fira? Chart
s howing years in business of lo.cii
agencies? Poll on nUJlber of policies , and tqpes , held by parent.
far selves and on students ; froa
whom purchased.

Ilia Unders tanding

are benefits of in.wurance to
family? salesman? pe rson who is
insured? insuring comp&lJ1'? Would
your neighbors hepe your f� is
covered by insurance? Should the
-welfare agencies care-?

Our

Interdependence

Visitor, "The right insurance
program for average family in our
community. " Diagram, division of
aoney we pay as preaiua for :iJalur
ance
Skit, " I Sold a Million
Dollar Policy." Dramatization,
"In the Da;ys before IDBurance . "
•
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Group

IV :

Understanding the Consumer Pos ition

Who regulates the rules bT which
insurance is s old? 1ley' are regu
lations needed? What legislation
has reduced th& need for s ome
kinds of insurance? How does the
sale of insurance affect its cos t?
Is it better to insure with a
s tock or a mutual insurance com
P&n1'? How much insurance should
our .£a thers carry?
Group V:

Graph on c os t of insurance at
ages 15, 20, and 25. .Re rt on
insurance nature of Soci
Securi tT. Interview to learn how laws
control insurance . Revieu of
pamphlets from Life InSurance Ins ti
tute . . Diagraa comparing IIUtual
and stock company insurance plans .
PGStera overdrawing nature of
·benefits , with truthful challenges
in�cated.

ii

Sharing Explorations in Vocatioos

Who

Chart of j obs in an insurance fira.
Diagram ot managerial organization
of an insurance fim. Visit to
insurance office . Demonstrati on
of writing shorthand, emphasizing
vocabulary of insurance .

besides saleBllen work in an
insurance office? What are their
duties ? hours ? aalarie•? routes
of advancement?. What are ·the divi
sions of a big ·insurance firm?
Group VI 1

Improving

Our

Contest in us ing (froa duplicated
sheets) insurance tables and c om
puting insurance rates . S�lling
Contest, in writing, as a
s t of
both penmanship and spelling.
Panel on "Pers onal Tools in Insurance
Buying OI: Selling . "

.lre spelling ( terms) , arithmetic
(computating rates ) , p�nmanship
( filling out applicati ons ) iapar
tant in insurance work? lho needs
skills most--office wo�kers or
salesmen? Do we have these skills ?
Group VII:

Iaproving

Our

What pers onal traits do you expect
in your insurance visitor? the
agency unager? the swi tohboard
operator? How ·important is repu
tation? .appearance? sincerity?

Pers anal Skills

Pers onal Characteristics

•

Personalit.z ratings to determine
meDiber of clas s *mos t likelt to
succeed� as a salesman, etc .
Sudden inspection on good grooming
factors .
asq c ontest on " The
Insurance ob far 'Which I Could
QualifT."

�

Purpo.ea of Unit& The pr1Jil&l7 purpNe i8 · to guide the s tudents in the
development of a tentative life ins'ilrance program based on what tbe7
now estimate their earnings lli1l be . Through a s tudy of this unit,
the students will achieve a second purpose : the UDderstanding of the
fact that, and of the reas ons why, protection insurance should be
separated from savings insurance .
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Start with What The7 Know-some stude nts may have a general understanding
of life insurance . A quick test will reveal to the s tudents what the7
do know and what the7 do not know. .lnot.Qer opening llli. ght be the .use
o£ a film tba.t des c ribe s life insurance .
The Unit Activities-The activities must be spread so that each goal is

touched upo�.
The tkrl.t Outc omes-There are two kinds of outccmes to be expected from
this unit. The firs t is related to the general goals of all Q-BAGO
The second type of outcOE is con
units and listed in the outline .
cerned with subject matter . .A. student m:q not be an ins urance expert,
but he should certainl7 have learned enough about illBurance to know
that there are different kinds of policies and that he and his fuil7
should constantly review their policy purchases to ascertain that the;r
are buy-ing the right kind of insurance .
The s tudent should not be
made SUBpiCiOUB of insurance •
He should want i t-but di.scr:iminatel.T . 1 7

1 7Ke nne th J. Hansen, "Activities for a Q�AGO Uni t on Life
Insurance , " Business Education World, 30 r 23 7-38, Januar,y 1950 .

C HAPTER

IT

FILitJS FOR GENERAL Bt5INESS
Business adminis trators and teachers recognize the values of the
s ound motion picture as a teaching aid, but many reas ons are given by
them

as

to why' visual instruction is not a part of their s chool .

Among

the most common reasons given for the nonuse of films are the following :
the expens e, tm difficulty of obtainjog films , and the problems of
getting a suitable film as to quail ty and relation to the particular
teaching situation.
Among

the purposes of this study is that of helping General

Business teachers to became more familiar with what films
in the field, their suitabilit7, costs , and s ources .

sponsored films are fr� rental .

available

This listing of

films for General Business c onsists of two types of films :
sponsored aD::l t he s tric_tly- educational film.

are

the industr,r

)(any of the indus tr.r

The cost of this type of film usuall.T

does not exceed the mailing charges both w-ays , and often the film may

be had for the return mailing charges .

The educati onal film may be had

for a nominal rental charge in mos t cases .. Some films can not be
rented, and others can not be bought.

Sources of Film Information
The information about this listing of fi.J...ms for General Business
were obtained from the following sources :

(1) businesses which produce
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films to inform the public about their products or services ; ( 2 ) educa
ti onal film producers ; (3 ) magazines for business teachers , particularly
The Balance Sheet, The Journal of Business Education, Business Education

�,

and

United Business Education Ass ociation Forum; (4) companies

· which catalog films ;

and

(5) departments of business education.

Films are distributed in differeat wqs .

Some films are distrib-

uted by companies set up for that purpose with branches in principal
.

cities .

1laiJ1" industr;y sponsored films are available only from the

indutries themselves .

The

s tate university film libraries and other

regional film libraries handle all types of films .

Description of Films
Ia

order that a particular film

may

be located quicklJ' in this

listing, the films are alphabetically arrange d by title .

An

as terisk (*)

in the left margin indicates that the film has been previewed by a group
of

business teachers , and their evaluations of the film are given in

Chapter T.
Pertinent date about each film follow the title in the follaring
orderz

1
year of release ; running time in minutes ; nature of the print

(if color is not indicated, it is available

in

black and white onl;r) ;

rental ( free rental means mailing charges only) ; selling price ( the

1It year

of release was not available in the descriptions used,
the date was obtained fraa Educational Film Guide ( Bew York: The
H. w. Wils on Company, 1951) .
-

51 .
black and white cost price precedes
(sources of s UDIIlary

the

color) ; guide ; film

SWIIIl&ry'

are

given in abbreviated form and the key to the

abbreviations is in the

J.ppendix) ; unit number and title , taken fraa

the General Business outline of topics ; rental s ource (the ccmplete
address is in the Appendix) ; purchase source (the c0111plete address is
in

the

J.ppendix)

•

11A" FOR ACHIEVEMENT

-

1949

-

10 llin. - $10 rental

This film pres ents Tim, a s tudent at Alexander Wils on High
School, who was not too happy when he drew the subject of the savings
banks for his term p&per in his ciTies class . Tim had hoped for some
thing with the high polish of fire engine or the JIJ1'8 te1'7 and adventure
surr ounding a newspaper. Tim decided to do s ane research on the subject
of the savings banks . He learned how savings banks differ from other
banks , how they have withs tood the tes t of time , and how they have
helped to de"V8lop thrift into an American habit. Tim als o discovered
that the banks inves t the money entrus ted to them in carefully selected
mortgage loans , public enterprises, and responsible private indus try.
(BS Ja-50) (Unit Til-Banking)
The Savings Bank Association of the State of New York
ADVENTURllS

IN

TELEZONIA

-

1949

�

17

min.

-

Color

-

Free

rental

This film presents a 11 ttl.e boy who has a serious problem-he
has lost his dog, is all alone at home , and doesn ' t know how to use
the telephone. .llcmg comes a little telephcme gnome who takes him to
Telezonia, where he learns how to use the telephone correctly and is
able to find his dog. (EPS ) (Unit III-cODIIlUDication)
Association Films , Incorporated
AIR

EXPRESS

This film shoW'S the development of transportation, its effect
on business and life and on consU.III.er . (DES) (Unit !!-Transportation)
American Express CompanJ" - Try local company
AIRPORT, THE

- 1948

-

11 min.

-

Free rental

This film portrays the activities of a large, busy airport.
Ins tructions are radioed from the control tower to incoming planes;
giant airliners land and :take off; passengers purchase tickets ; food is
prepared in the airport kitchen for each flight; baggage and mail are
made ready; and a private pilot -charts his trip and submits his flight
plan. ( EPS ) (Unit II-Tranaportation)
Civil Aeronautics Administration
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AIR POWER

IS

PEACE POWER - 1948 - 27

min .

-

Free rental

This film shows some of tlle operations of scheduled air carrie rs .
It pres ents the flight characteristics of the Constellation and some of
the extensive testing through which this new type of carriers was put
during its dewlopment. (EPS ) (Unit II-Tranaportation)
Civil Aeronautics Adminis tration
AIR POWER IS PEACE POWER - 1949 - 31

llin .

- Color

-

Free

rental

This film shoe the growth of air transportation frCD the early
flights ·of the Wright Brothers to t�e present-dq luxu.ry flights in the
new type Constellation four-engined aircraft. Captain E . V. Richenbacker
is the cOlllllle ntator. (EPS) (Unit II-'l'ransportation)
Eas tem Airlines, Incorporated
AIR

TRANSPORTATION

-

1946 -

11

min.

-

Free rental

'!'hi� film presents the whold field of occupati ons in the air
transportation indus try, from the highly trained fiight and mechanical
pers onnel to the clerical jobs which take but a small amount of instruc
tion to train its members satisfactoril.y . The requirements and training
ne cessary to quali.fy for the poai tiona of pilot, meteorologist, and
fiight dispatcher are c overed, as are the responsibilities which acc om
pany their jobs . (EPS) (Unit II-Transportation)
CiT.il Aeronautics Adminis tration
AIRWAYS

OF

THE

- 1944 - 12 Dlin. - $3 rental $50 s ale

FUTURE

This film shows how an incredibl,y complex global ne twork of air
routes was built and hOW' the ai.rtra¥s of war shaped the ail'Ol'S of peace,
linking together the remotest corners of the world . The u. s. Army ' s
Transport C c:.mand, to which America 1 s Commercial Airlines supplied much
of the knOW'-hOW' and personnel during World War II, pioneered manyof the new airways of todq. Scenes of the actual training and activi ties of the A.TC pers ormel and impressive shots of obscure air terminals
make this film one of exceptional interest. (MT.FF ) (Unit II-Transportation)
Karch of Time Forum Films
-

·

,

Al!ERICAN KIRACLE

-

1945 - 18 min .

�

-

Color - Free rental

This film illustrates in simple terms how a typical j ob is
actual.l;r se t up and operated on a •balanced• mass production basis .
To most pe ople , the words "aass production" .bring to mind visi ons of
thousands of automobiles , tanks , or refrigerators pouring off long
assembly- lines . .lctuall¥, the s tarT of mass production s tarts long before
assembly is ever reached. (EPS) (Unit I-Busineas Relationships )
General Motors C orporation
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AMERICAN PORTRAIT -

1940 - 10

min. - Free rental

This film emphas izes modern advantages enj oyed by pe ople because
of the pioneer of all ages , the salesman. Pas t generations of her
family seem drab and Wlinteres ting to a vivacious young girl until
Grandfather (a retired life insurance agent, plqed by .Uan Lad.d) makes
her see the glamor of 100 years of pioneering . .lll the modern mechanical
marvels and ele ctrical c OIIIf orts and conveniences are accepted as every
� privileges until she realizes the full significance of the faith,
hope, and work of the men who sell and who educate the public to accept
higher s tandards of li'rlng.
It shocks her to appreciate that folks
once were leery ot a •new-fangled gadge t• like the old keros ene lamp .
(MTPS) (Unit VIll-Blqing)
Modern Talking Picture S ervice
_

APPROVED BY THE UNDERWRITERS

- 1948

-

30

min. - Free rental

This film show actual tes ts of pr oduc ts us ed every dq by pers ons
in all walks of life--products upon which pe ople rely f or everyday
safety.
It shows how the tes ts are c onduc ted and why some devices pass
and others fail .
( Unit
Bureau of C ommuni cation Research

(EPS)

BACK OF

EVERY PRCiliSE

-

nii-Bu;ying)

1948

-

30

min. - Free rental

This film portrqs the part that corresp ondent banks play in the
movement of raw materials to fac tories, to dis tributors , and to e ventual
us ers ·of finished products .
It shows bank credit at work and explains
the collec tion and p81llent facilities of banks used by pe ople everywhere .
The story is told bT Sam Smith, a c ountry banker.
The picture
opens as Mar, a yoUDg liidlnte tern farm· band , receives a letter fran his
wife in Stockholm.
liar takas his, problem to George Atwell, his empl oyer,
and together they hurry into town to see Sam Smith, Atwell •a banke r, to
explain to him the need for raising money and getting it to liar ' s wife
in Sweden in less than two dqs . As Mar and Mr . Atwell watch Kr . Smith
pick up the telephone and arrange to transfer funds i.:almediately to Mar • s
wife , their wonder as to jus t what banks do is answe red bT. the s tor;r
which Sam Smith unfolds to them.
(BS Ka-49) ( JB 0-.50 ) (Unit VII
·

Banking)

Continental Ulinois Nati onal Bank and Trust C ompany of Chicago

BACK TO SCHOOL -

1949

-

20 min.

- �olor - Free rental

This film explains in detail a Bates back-to-s chool prCDotion.

The emphasis is on prCDotion rather than s elling techniques , from the

It demonstrates the
origin of the idea to the completi on by the store .
success of integrated promotions at national and retail levels .
( Unit I-Business Relati onships )
Bates Fabrics , Incorporated

(EPS)

S4
*BANKS AND CREDIT -

1946 - 10

.min. - C olor -

$2

rental - Guide

This film shows how an individual ' s transactions relate to the
bank ' s extensi on of credit .
It p oints out the part credit and banks
The film illus trates haw
pla.y in the economic life of a camm'Wli ty.
credit is created, hawr it is transferred, how it serves the c ommunity,
and how both time and demand deposits help supply" the funds behind
cre dit.
(BEVA.) (UTEK) (Unit ni-Banldng)
Universi� of Tennessee Extens ion

BEAUTY FOR KEEPS

-

1944

-

29 min.

- Free rental

This fil11 gives information on where wax is f ound in the animal,
vege table , and mine ral kingdoms ; the prima.ry' func tion of wax in nature ;
and applications .
Protective housekeep ing is the major ob jective of
this film.
(llTPS) (Unit TII-B¢ng)
llodem Talking _ Picture Service

BEFORE YOUR TELEPHONE RINOO - 1946 - 17 Din.

- Free rental

The film touches
This film presents a telephone ins tallation.
on the activities , not � of the ins taller but als o of the busines s
office , directory pe ople, plant assignment, central office , s upply"
service , cons truction work, accounting operati ons , and informati on
s ervice .
The film emphasizes that for any ins tallation much more mus t
be done behind the scenes than meets the custc:mer ' s eye .
(EPS)
(Unit III-Caamunicati on)
Bell Sys'tem Telephone Offices
·

BEHIND YOUR RADIO DIAL

-

1946

-

26

min. - Free rental

This film presents a documentation of the pe ople , organization,
and operations that make possible NBC 1 s radio and television programs .
Tarious scenes of NBC ' s early" broadcasts are shown.
H. Y. Kaltenborn
narrates the NBC newsroOlll sequence; and the operations of various
other NBC departments , including Gues t Relati ons , Communications , l4ail ,
an d Information are shown. A. Schwerin tes t audience i s pictured, and
Ben Grauer explains how the Schwerin sys tem of testing programs helps
to improve the produc tions .
(EPS) (Unit III-C 0111uni
111
cation)
Modem Talking Picture Service
BIG DAI, THE -

1946 - 17 min.

-

Free rental

This film shows four girls j oining the ranks of telephone opera
tors and how they quickly learn to appreciate the importance of their
j obs under the guidance of their as s ociates , instructors , and Miss
The fillll ends with a s trong statement of the
lreeks , the Chief Operator .
spirit of serrlce that exists among the operators in the telephone
organization.
(EPS) (Unit XIII-Bus iness Ethics )
Bell Sys tem Telephone Offices
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BOOK OF BOOKS - 1939 - 10 min. - Free rental
This film portrqs the interes ting c anbination of mechanical and
hand operations which go into the. production of the world 1 s most widely
read book, the Bible. (EPS) (Unit !-Business Relationships )
National Bible Press
*BOOKKEEPING AND IOU - 1947 - 11 min. - B&W and Color - $2 rental
$45 (B&W) $75 (Color) sale - Guide

·

-

This film portrays each s tudent ' s re&S on !or taking bookkeeping
in a typical high school class . Harry .Winslow is taking the course
becaUse he assists his !ather, who is a grocer, after school and on
Saturdays . The scene shifts to the grocery store where »r. Winslow
explains to Howard how he uses the cash register tapes , sales slips ,
check stubs , and invoices as immediate records of the store ' s trans
actions . He als o explains the nature of his permane nt records-the
daily record of transactions and the periodical reports .
In like manne r , the film portrqs the value of this type of
training !or those who plan to be nurses , filling s tation operators ,
beauty parlor operators , and farmers ; thos e who will keep pers onal and
family records ; those who, as s tenographers and secretaries , will be
expected to keep pers onal or c omp&QY records !or their emplqyers;
those who want to be bookkeepers or accountants ; those who plan to
enter s ome branch of government service ; and those who want to be
intelligently informed as citizens and voters . (BS S 47 ) (Unit IX
Record Keeping)
Univers ity of Tennessee Extension !or rental
C oronet Instructional Films !�r purchaSe
-

BUDGETING-MANAGING THE

FAMILY

INC<JdE - 1941 - 38 min. - Free rental

This film shows how an ordinary family makes a plan !or spending
their income . Some of the points emphasized are the necessity !or
living within one ' s income, preparation of a budget, how to evaluate a
budget, and ways to avoid the common mis takes made in budgeting .
(BS Kr-48) (Unit X-Tbri!t and Savings )
Modern Talking Picture Service
.

·

.

BUILDING AMERICA 1S HOUSES - 1947 - 12 min. - $2 rental - $45 sale

This film shows how the house-building industry operates . It
illustrates why costa are high and pictures new techniques that may
provide better homes at lower cost. »ass production is emphasized as
an important factor in building homes at a low cost. ( BS Ma-48 )
( Unit XI-Inves tments )
University of Tennessee Extension for rental
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films , Incorporated, for purchase
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BY THEIR

WORKS

- 1949 - 45

:min.

- Color - Free rental

This film s tresses the point that General Electric is made up of
pe ople and that the c omp� will stand or fall "by their works . " The
point is emphasized that what is true for General Electric is true for
all induatrT. It tells something about each maj or department of the
company. (EPS) (Unit ITII-Business Ethics)
General Ele ctric Company

CAPITALISM - 1948 - 10 min.
B&W and Color - $2 rental - $45 ( B&W)
$90 (Color) s ale - Guide
-

This film gi.ves an introduction to some important aspects of the
capitalistic sys tem. It presents conflic ting opinions of pe ople, each
shOwing what this system means to hi.JI. The scene is laid in a broad
cas ting studio where a gt"oup of high s chool students are gathered for a
radio forum. Before they go on the air, the s tudents discuss s ame of
the various meanings of capitalism. The broadcas t itself begins when
the tam treasurer explaina what he unders tands capitalism to be . He
asks a few ques tions that are intended to introduce the discussion
among the s tudents . To arouse discussion, the film ends with the forum
chairman looking at the camera and asking the question, "What is capi
talism?" (BS Ja-49) (BETA) (Unit I-Buainesa Relationships )
·University of Tennessee Extension far rental
C oronet Instructional Films for purchase
CARAVAN - No date given - 19

min.

-

Free rental

This film tells the s tory of the General Motors "Parade of
Progress . " The film follows the caravan on its travels . and includes
scenes of homes of the past, present, and future ; the story of the
evolution of power; a kitchen unit that freezes and fries at the s ame
tim . (EPS) (Unit !-Business Relationships )
General Motors Corporation
CHALA.14PE

BRIDGE,

THE - 1948 - 15

min.

- Color - Free rental

This film presents the rec onstruction of a large bridge over the
Rhine . It was an unus ually dan $8rous task due to the presence of mines .
The commentary is in Englis h. (EPS) (Unit II-Tranaportation)
French National Railroads
CHECK AND

DOUBLE-GHECK

-

1945 - 15 min . - Color - Free rental

This film shows how the check snatcher and forger work. It then
effectively presents the specific s teps that should be followed to pre
vent loss : firs t, by those who receive checks through the mail and,
second, by those emplo;red in business who cash checks for cus tomers .
Those who frequently become victims and innocent acccmplices of thes e
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criminals are s torekeepers , hotel clerks , auto s ervice s tation attend
(Unit
ants , and department s tore clerks .
Mr 6 )
Aetna Casualty and Surety C ompany

(BS

-IICHO<l3ING IOUR OOCUPATION - 1949 - 10 min.
$45 (B&W) $90 (Color) sale - Guide

ni-Banking )

-4

- B&W

and Color

-

$2 rental -

This film assumes that each s tudent in the audience is seeking
vocational guidance .
The counselor, therefore , talks direc tly to the
audience much of the time .
He recommends that in looking for a job the
(1) his own interes ts , abilitie s , and mental make 
s tudent investigate :
up, and (2) the preparation req,uired, the working atmosphere , and the
opportunities for advancement in the gobs that interes t hi.Dl.
S-49)
(EFG) ( Unit Xi-Guidance )
Univers i � of Tennes see Extension for rental
C oronet Instructional Films f or purchase

(BS

tCONSUMER PROTECTION - 1948 - 10 min . - B&W and
$45 (B&W) $90 (Color) sale - Guide

Color

- $2

rental

-

This is a realis tic fi.lm in which the b¢ng habits of two
The White fam.ily thinks of bargains chiefly
families are contras ted.
in terms of price ; Mr . and llrs . King are interested in b¢ng wiseJ.T
even if it means pa_ying a little . more .
In sele c ting the goods they
bu_y, llr . and llrs . King make use of the ma.ny services supplied by
government agencies , private tes ting companies , and c onsumers • labora
tories .
They realize the importance of reading labels an the articles
they buy.
They know how to interpret these labels and where to look
for further inf ormation if the labels do not tell all they want to
know.
N-48) ( JB S-48 ) (Unit fill-Buying)
University of Tennessee Extension for rental
Corone t Instructional Films f or purchase

(: as

DATELINE TOMORROW

-

1946 - 19

min . - Free rental

T his film ill us trates the vari ous finis hes for aluminum-
mechanical., chemical, electrochemical., electroplated and organic ;
and their application to aluminum products is shown.
The picture
dis cusses these finishes brief}Jr but is not a how-to-do-it film.
It
was designe d to acquaint those interested in the varie d finishes for
the metal.
The reas oning behind each finish � is explained.
(EPS)
(Unit
Canpaey of America

TIII-Bl¢ng)
.ll.Wiimul

DIAL CCJ.IES

TO TOWN

-

1946

-

2 0 min. - Fre e rental

This film portr;q-s the different attitudes of pers ons to a change
in the type of s ervice rendered by a s ervice business . As the picture
opens , Gramps has just learned that the telephone c 011pany is planning
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to ins tall dial service in his community .

His advers e attitude about

aey-thing new is not s hare d by other members of his fa.m:Uy or his
friends , llho agree that the new dial s ervice will be an advantage .
Representatives from the telephone c ampa� speak at a meeting to give
s ome of the background of the change to dial service and to demonstrate
proper dial usage .
Gramps finds the new service to his satisfaction .
(EPS)

( Unit ITI-camrru.ni.cation)
Bell Sys tem Telephone Offices

DIAL C OMES TO TOWN

(Short lersion)

min

- 1948 - 10

.

-

Free rental

This film opens with a meeting of t ownspe ople in a communi�
that is to be changed from manual to dial telephones . A. t this meeting

repres entatives of the telephone compa� comuct demons trations and
supp� informati on about the new method of operati on.
(Unit III
C ommunication)
Bell System Telephone Offices

(EPS)

iiDISTRIBUTING AMERICAN

00000

- 1945 - 12

min

.

-

$2

rental

-

$45

sale

This film uses animated drawings and direct photographs to show
why it cos ts as much as it does to dis tribute America 1 s goods .
Sequences
are devoted to the dis tribution cos ts of the pr oducer, the wholesaler,
the retailer , and transp ortation cos ts .

The film shows how

5o

cents of

each purchase dollar helps pay for the dis tribution of the g oods .
s equence indicates the ways

in

A.

which dis tributors and cus tome rs can
co-operate to reduce distributing cos ts .
(BS F-48) ( Unit !-Business
Relationa hips )
Universi ty of Tennesse e Extension for rental
Encyclopaedi4 Britannica Films , Incorporated, for purchase

DOUBLE DUTY

-

No date given - ll min.

-

Color - Free rental

This film covers the wide application of caterpillar track-type
tractors , bulldoze rs , and motor graders in snow removal work. Allied
tools , such as the Traccavator, Kobiloader, Athey Force Feed loader
are als o shown.
The film is a sales film. (EPS) (Uni t II-Transpor
tation)
Caterpillar Tractor Company

iiDRIVING ECONOMICALLY

-

1951 - 17

min.

- $1 . 15

rental

This film familiarizes the new driver wi. th the relationship
between certain driving practices and the cost of operating and main
tajning a motor vehicle . Excellent film for all drive rs .
( Unit n-Transportation)
UniversiV" of Tenne s s ee Extensi on for rental

(UTEK)
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DUTIES OF

A SECRETARY, THE - 1947 - 30 min. - $3 rental - $52 .50 sale Guide

This film opens nth Barbara Hayes just being employ-ed as secre
tary' of George Barman, a real es tate broker . At the beginning of the
stor.y Barbara receives ins tructions and information from the departing
secretar;y regarding the routine of the office . That evening as Barbara
is reviewing the notes she has taken in he r secretarial c ourse, she
falls asleep and dreams o.f her first da¥ at the office . In this dream
she does everything wrong, and the off-s tage voice of a teacher reminds
he r of the correct techniques and procedures of secretarial practice.
The next da¥ at the office Barbara discharges her duties in a competent
manner .
The important " do 1 s and don ' ts" of many secretarial duties are
portrqed. Among the . points emphasized are those pertaining to dress,
office security, business confidence and secrets, dictation, etiql.B tte ,
mail handling, filing procedure, calendar c ontrol, and telephone tech
nique. The importance of tact, initiative, and other traits is stressed.
( BS N-47) ( Unit Xl-Guidance )
University of Tennessee Extension f or rental
National Educational Films , Incorporated, far purchase
EARNING MONEY WHILE GOING

$2 rental - $45

TO SCHOOL - 1950 - 10 min . -

(B&W) $90 (Color) sale - Guide

B&W

and Color -

This film serves as a guide for s tudents who are interested in
doing part-time work while in school. (JB »r-50) (Unit XV-Guidance )
University of Tennessee Extens ion for rental
Coronet Instructional Films for purchase
E:VERIDAY COURTFSY - 1948 - 10 min . - B&if
(B&lr) $90 (Color) sale - Guide

and

Color - $2 rental - $45

This film presents courtesy in action. When your s tudents attend
a s chool exhibit on c ourtesy, they will learn that such supposed formal
ities as written invitations and replies and proper introductions , such
phrases as •Please" and • Thank Jou, • really' add up to the frienc:Q.iness
and thouiht for others which make each person ' s life more enjoyable .
( JB S-48) ( Unit liT-Pers onality)
University of Tennessee Extena ion for rental
Coronet Instructional Films for purchase
·

FACES AND FIGURES

-

1948 - 28 min. - Color - Free rental

This film gives the star,y of hardwood veneer and hardwood p�ood
and its use in modem living . I� shon the felling of trees , and trees
being sawed into logs , the various steps in the manufacture of the
veneer, its assembly into hardwood pl.7wood, and its wide varie-cy of
uses in furniture, radio, television, pianos , office furniture, and
sports equipment. (EPS) (Unit Vlll-Buying)
Veneer Association, The

FARMER 'S TELEPHONE

- 1946 - 2 7 llin. - Free rental

This film explains what the Bell System has d3le and is doing to
expand and illlproTe farm telephone service . Descriptive scenes and
animation illus trate the stor,y. Points covered include the ins tallati on
of 200,
000 farm telephones during the war years ; new cons truction
1 .
meth008 and materials , and plana for extending the present lines ;
service i��provements for rural lines ; a brief description of the poesi
bili ties of the power line carrier and radio telephone s ervice for
�arms . (EPS) (Unit lli�OIIIBUDication)
Bell Sys tem Telephone Offices
FEDERAL

- $3 rental

RFSERVE SYSTEM - 1950 - 15 min.

-

$70 sale - Guide

This film graphically explains the purpose and functions of the
Federal Reserve System. It s hows how the Sys tem, growing naturally out
of a nati onal need, was devis ed to meet certain economic conditions .
It covers the period fraa the money panic of 1907 through World War n,
emphasizing historical high spots in the sys tem ' s development as well
as important c ontributions made by seve ral national leaders . ( UTEK)
(Unit Til-Banking)
University of Tennessee Extension for rental
Corone t Instructional Films for purchas e
·

FEDERAL TAXATION - 1948 - 10 min.
B&W and Color - $2 rental
(B&W) $90 (Color) sale - Guida
-

- $45

This film lucidl.T outlines pers ona1 and corporation income taxes
taxes on luxuries and special services
graphicall1 relating
each to the basic question of (1) How do we PCI3' taxes ? ( 2 ) lb;r do we
pay taxes? and (3 ) lrha.t do we get for our tax money? {CIF) (Unit !
Business Relationships)
Universi� of Tennessee Extensi on for rental
Coronet Instructional Films for purchase
and

•

•

•

iCFILING PROCEDURES IN BUSINESS - 1950 - 10 min. - B&W and Color - $2
rental - $45 (B&W) $90 (Color) sale - Guida
This film bridges the gap between theory and practice by showing
a typical filing system in action . Here s tudents will see a large,
efficient central filing sys tem functioning as an integral part of a
well-run business organization. Through this positive approach to the
subject, correct procedures are aet firmly in mind. (CIF) (Unit IT
Filing )
University of Tennessee Extensi on for rental
Coronet Instructional Films for purchase
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FINDING PEOPLE FOR PRODUCTS

- 1947 - 10

min. - Free rental

This film briefl1' tells the story of city marketing .
It outlines
the vari ous types · of c onsumers who make up the market for the products
of industry .
(Unit TIII-Bl¢ng)
United States Rubber C ompany

(WVBE)

FI.AliE FOIL FOR CANVAS PROTECTION

-

1948 - 20

min . - C olor - Free rental

This film des cribes the thous ands of uses to which cotton goods
are put .
It s hows the effect of natural agencies in des tro.ying cotton
oods
and
means
of protecting them agains t the se farces .
�
t Unit nrr-B¢ng)
Philadelphia Textile Finishers , Incorp orated

(EPS)

FORMICA STORY, THE - No date given -

40 min.

- Free rental

This film tells the s taey of a laminated plastic-how it is made ,
and where and how it i8 used.
It shows the me thods by- which the mate
rial is manufac tured and clos e c ontrol methods us ed in production; the
impregnati on of paper, cotton asbes tos , glass , and wood with therm
s etting resins and the curing of these laminations into homogeneous
sheets , rods , . and molded forms .
(Unit TIII-Buying)
'
F ormica C ompa.ny, The

(WVBE)

FRED 14EETS A BANK

( B&W)

$90

- 1947

11 min. - B&W and Color
(Col or) sale - Guide
-

-

$2

rental -

$45

This film illus trates and explains s ome of the functions of a
It tells the s tory . of how Frederick llarshall, Jr . , opens a
bank .
savings account. When Fred visited the bank, he not only learned how
to open a s avings acc ount but he als o had the opportunity to see how
the s afety- dep osit boxes were handled, how a loan was secured, and how
much work was involved in handHng each cus tomer ' s account.
(BS
(Unit Til-Banking)
Ideal Pictures f or rental
C orone t- Ins tructi onal Films for purchase

lr-48)

FROM BRISTLES TO BR{,TSHES -

1949

- 30 min .

-

Free rental

This film presents the manufacture of brushes . Sources of
bris tle , hair, wire , fiber, and c otton, as oll as their careful proc
ess ing after arrival and their fabrication in intricate mechanical;
operations are included.
( Unit TIII-Bu;ying )

(WVBE)

C as tle Films
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GENERAL MILLS

TODAY

- 1948 - 16 min . - Color - Free rental

This film reviews the .:company ' s twenty years o:f progress and .
expansion with the products , facilities , and company personnel as a
supporting cast . Figures frCJil the company ' s 1947-1948 income s tatement
and balance sheet are brought to li:fe by means of stop-motion photo
graphy. (EPS ) (Unit II-Record Keeping}
General Mills , Incorporated
GIFT OF

TS 1 AI

LUN-PA.PER, THE - 1946 - 33 min. - Color - Free rental

This film sets the historical background with scenes depicting
the invention of papermaking and transitory scenes showing early writing
materials . A. complete and comprehensive s toey of tb:l modern papermaldng
process follows, as practiced by the Hamme rmill Paper Company, :from
northern woodlands to the printing shop . (WVBE} (Unit II-Record
Keeping)
Hamme rmill Paper Company, The
GOLFER, THE

- No date given - 20

min.

-. Color - Free rental

This film s hows how the McGregor Golfer Jacket is made and, in
showing its many uses, features golfing and mal\V other sports activities .
(WVBE) (Unit VIII-Buying)
Doniger and Company, Incorporated, David D.
GROWTH

OF

CITIES - 1942 - 11 min. - $2 rental - $50 sale

This film calls attention first to the natural influences affect
ing the location and growth of cities-harbors, water courses , raw
materials , and climate . Describes with animated maps the gradual growth
of American cities from trading centers to modern metropolitan areas .
Outlines curr ent trends in city development and points out the advantages
of decentralization and careful city planning . (EBF) (Unit !-Business
Relationships)
Ideal Pictures for rental
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films , Incorporated, for purchase
.HELLO, BUSINESS

-

1949 - 20

min.

-

Color - Free rental

Tbis film brings some s cenes from the lives of Ed Baker, a
business executive , Doc White, a physician, and Joe Allen, a newspaper
man .
It shows how Dictaphone Electronic Dictation with Telephone
Recording entered their lives and how it help ed them handle their
business and professional activities . (WVBE) (Unit IX-Record Keeping )
Dictaphone Corporation
.

'
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HERE IS TOMORROW -

1942 - 3 5

min.

-

$4.50

rental

- $60

sale

This film explains and dramatizes the acc omplishment and scope of
It shows s ome of the various
c o-operatives throughout the Unite d S tates .
types of businesses owned and op erated by the . co-operative s .
So��e of
the businesses s hown are grocer.r s tores and warehous es , fertilizer
se rvice s tations , refinerie s , pipe
factories , insurance businesses
�
( Unit !-Busine s s Relationships
lines, and oil wells .
(.BS
Co-operative League of the United States of America

)

N-48 J

HERITAGE FOR VIC TORY -

1945 - 19

min. - Free rental

This film tells the his tory of Wes te rn Electric C ompany from its
beginning in
as a small model shop, run by two young men, to its
present position.
( Unit I-Business Relationships
Bell Sys tem Telephone Offices

1869

(WVBE)

HIAWATHAS ARE ROLLING -

)

1949

24 min.

-

- Color - Free rental

This film shows exteriors and interiors of the various Hiawatha
trains and the r outes traversed b;r them.
The trains included are the
Chicago-Twin Cities ; Chicago-lforthern Michigan; Chicago-lforthern Wiscon
s in; Chicago-Qnaha; and Chicago-S eattle and Tacoma.
The film includes
s ome very good scenery, particularly along the r oute of the Olympian
Hiawatha through the Pacific Northwes t .
( Unit II-Transp ortati on)
. Milwaukee Road, The

(EPS )

HIDDEN WORLD, A -

1949

-

26

min . - Color - Free · rental

This film tells the s tor;y of engine ering in acti on-how indus trial
engineers and engineering are behind e ver,ything we use and enj oy in our
daily living.
(Unit XV-Guidance
J.llis -chalmers lfanufac turing C Ollpai\Y

)

(EPS)

HIGHWAIS AHEAD -

1947

-

20 min.

- C olor - Free rental

This f ilm shows the deterioration of the country 1 s higlnvays
during World War II.
It p oints out the illp ortance of building a first
class network of roads and offers sugges ti:ms as to how they may be
.
realized.
(Unit li-Transp ortation)
Caterpillar Trac tor Company

(EPS)

HOW .1 WATCH WORKS

-

1950 - 20

min. - C olor - Free rental

This f ilm uses a large scale model to s how how the many precis i on
parts of a g ood watch work.
Mos t of us take a watch f or granted. We
wind it,. s et it, and never worry unles s it fails to keep good time .
(Unit TID-SWing )
Ass ociation Films , Incorporated

(EPS )
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HOW BANKS

SERVE

-

1950 - 10

min. - Free rental

This film explains the following three basic functions of comme r
cial banks :
(1) safeguarding funds , (2 ) transferring funds , and
making loans .
The acti on s tarts and ends at the fami]¥ dinner table , giving the
film s tory simplicity and uni ty . A light touch in the s urprise ending
adds good humor to the presentation . At dinner one evening, Joe Killer
expres ses doubt that he woUld e ver have much use for bank services .
Susan Miller, a. few years out of high school, does n ' t feel that way now
since she s tarted working. She has opened a savings acc ount to protect
her s avings .
The film. explains how a pers on should save, why he s hould save ,
and the ways in which a bank helps pe ople save s uccessful]¥.
Mrs .
Miller then takes up the subject of checking services of banks .
She
me ntions the us e of checks in running a home . She tells Joe that he 1 11
be needing a checking account of his own s oon, maybe at c ollege .
The
film develops the use of checks in paying safely, keeping rec o:rdl , . and
getting receipt8 .
ltfr. Killer then talks about bank loans .
He shows how
bank credit helps him in his own s tore to JUke profi ts through the
financing of s e as onal needs and lending for modernizati on and repair .

(J)

Loans

to buy equipment and home appliances , personal loans , and other
types of bank credit are presented as examples of bank lending servic e .
( Unit TII-Banld.ng)
American Banke rs Ass ociati on-Try local bank

(A.Bl)

*HOW

TO

BE WELL GROCI4ED
1948 - 10 min.
B&W
$45 ( B&W) $90 (Color) sale - Guide
-

-

and Color

-

$2

-

rental

This film emphas izes the importance of good grooming .
The
s tory centers around Don and Sue, two young people whom a1. yone would
look at and want to know.
The film s hows how Don and Sue illlpr ove their
pers onal appearance through c ons tant attention to good grooming habits .
It demons trates the following four factors ne cessary to make a good
ap:p earance a
(1) good · health, (2) good p os ture,
cleanliness , and
(4J neatness . The film als o emphas izes that friendships and business
success depend to a great extent on pers onal appearance .
Mr-49)
(Unit !If-Pers onality)
University of Tennes see Extension for rental
C oronet Instruc tional Films for purchase
·

(J )

(BS

JOB - 1949 - 10
( B&W) $90 ( C olor) s ale

*HOW TO KEEP A

Dlin .

- B&W

- Guide

and Color

- $2

rental

-

$45

This film carrie s an important theme for vocational guidance, for
business education, and for all yotmg people and mos t adults .
Job
success is dependent upon more than a wise s election of a vocation,
more than the right attitude toward work its elf, more than the wise
selection of a particular position.
Al though all of these are illp ortant,

•
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job success means getting along with fellow-workers , attitude toward the
company, and several other factors which this film explains vividly in
the context of a fascinatin� story. (JB 0-49) (Unit Xi-Guidance )
University of Tennessee Extension for rental
Coronet Ins tructional Filma far purchase
ICE KING'S CHALLENGE , THE

-

1949 -

11

min. - Free rental

This film des cribes the ice s torms that crippled telephone
communication in five s tates of the S outhwestern Bell territory in
January, 1949 . Actual scenes show the damage to the telephone plant
and how the emergency was met.
Other s cenes show how the Wes tern
Electric Comp&nT me t the urgent demand far large amounts of telephone
supplies . (EPS) (Unit III-Gamnunication)
Ass ociation Filma , Incorporated
Bell Sys tem Telephone Offices
*IMPROVE YOUR HANDWRITING - 1949 - 10 min. - :OO:W and Color - $2 rental $45 (:mt\Y) $90 (Color) sale - Guide
This film present. Eddie Miller and shows how he can improve h is
handwriting b7 obserying others and taking �to consideration such
factors as pos ture , manner of holding the pen, correct slant, alignment,
and line quality. ( JB Mr-50) (Unit II-Recard Keeping)
University of Tennessee Extension for rental
Coronet Ins tructional Films for purchase
·

*INSTALLMENT BUYING - 1948 - 10 min. (B&W) $90 (Color) sale - Guide

mew

and Color - $2 rental - $45

This film pres ents young Dr . Harris who has jus t g one into
private practice and who needs new furniture for his waiting room but
cann ot afford to pay cash for it. His experience in b1qing the furni
ture on installments demons trates some of the pitfalls of installment
buying and encourages students to make a comple te investigation of
ins tallment credit, contracts , and interest rates before making pur
chases in this "ffi1\f . Before Dr. Harris buys the office furniture on
credit, he considers the following three questions 1 (1) Is the article
worth buying on the installment plan? ( 2 ) Can I afford it? (3 ) Am I
getti� the ,best installment terms ? ·( BS Ja-49) (JB N-48) (Unit VI.
Credit)
.
University of Tennessee Extension for rental
Coronet Instructional Films for purchase
·

INTERNATIONAL .AIRPORT - 1949 - 20

min.

- Free rental

This
film gives a thorough acc ount of the opening. dq activities
'
at the New York International .Airport. It features a thrilling displq
of aircraft and inaugural festivities . (EPS) (Unit II-Transportation)
United States Rubber Caapany
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INVISIBLE

RECEPTIONIST - 1949 - 21

min.

- Free rental

This film shows the technique to be used in operating a telephone
switchboard. The stor,r centers around Irene, a well-trained PBX attend
ant and receptionist. She tells how she learned to give the best
possible service and why it makes her work more ple as ant . Through a
series of incidents taken from her own past his tory, Irene shows what
happens when a PBX attendant fails to follow the more desirable prac
tices . Her experience covers the operation of a cordless board, a
one-position, a two-position, and a multiple board. Several sequences
in the film show Irene leaming to operate these boards at the PBX
training department. The handling of cords and keys is covered in a
sequence at the multiple board. Irene points out that she is an invis
ible receptionis t and " invisible11 . is more challenging because it re
quires the ability to e�ress her c omplete pers onality with only her
voice and actions . (BS Kr-50) (Unit !III-Business Ethics )
Bell System Telephone Offices

...

\

IT MUST

�

BE

SOMEWHERE - 1948 - 28 min. - Color - Free rental

This film explains and illus trates geographic , numerical, alpha
betic, and Soundex filing. It explains the variadex system of alphabetic
filing . It shows the method of charging out materials and the use of
substitution cards . It s hows the method of handling overloaded files ,
modern safe files. insulated against fire , modern well-lighted suspended
drawers with an adjus table shelf for filing efficiency, a visible index
sys tem using colored signals , and new expand.ipg pockets for accommodat
ing materials . This film had its prellle l;.'e recently at the Waldorf
As toria in New York City before a group of businessmen and business
educators . The picture was ver;r well received because it was well
motivated and smoothly acted by professional actors . It presents a
great mass of information which can be directly correlated with the
educati onal materials presented in units on filing, information on
filing methods , skills and techniques which go far 'b,eyond usual aca
demic limitations . It shows the necessitq" for speed and accuracy in
handling papers and documents . (EPS) (Unit IV-Filing)
Remington Rand, Incorporated
itKNOW YOUR MONEY

-

1940 - 18 min. -

15 cents rental

This film dramatizes the passing of counterfeit money and the
apprehension of the criminal. A considerable part of the film compares
the details of counterfeit and genuine currency. The purpose of the
film is to show how professional counterfeiters operate and how busi
nessmen and business employees may protect · themselves agains t counter
feiters . The film is narrated by Lowell Thomas . (RS Mr-46) ( Unit Y
lloney)
University of Tennessee Extension for rental
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GRAPBSl THE - 1948 - 10 min . - B&W and Color - $2 rental $56. 25 (B&WJ $112 .50 (Color) sale - Guide

LANGUAGE OF

This film shows boy-s and girls considering the financial and
circulation problems of their s chool newspaper with bar, line , and circle
graphs . The film shows how they- use equation graphs to picture relation
ships and make comparis ons . (CIF) ( JB S-48) (Unit IVI-Aritbmetic
Fundamentals )
Univers ity of Tennessee Extension for rental
Coronet Instructional Films for purchase
.

·

LIFE

INSURANCE OCCUPATIONS - 1948 - 10

min.

- Free rental - Guide

This film describes career opportunities in life insurance
compaqy offices . It outlines the qualifications necessary for filling
various home office positions and gives a brief description of home
office operations . The film is suitable for high school and college
vocational guidance programs . (EPS) (Unit IT-Guidance )
Institute of Life Insurance
LITING nTH

FORMICA - No

date

min.

given - 25

-

Color - Free rental

This film tells the stor.r of Formica-a laminated plas tic-haw
it is made and 'Where it is used to make life happier and " homier" for
millions of Americans . It traces the development of this , amazing
product in the fields of architecture , design, and c ms truction. (EPS)
( lkli. t TIII-B¢ng)
Formica. Compaey, The
MAKE

IT

IN

MASSACHUSETTS - 1948 - 30 min

.

- Color - Free rental

This film tells the advantages of Massachuse tts as an .industrial
state. The three major inducements offered in this film are skilled
labor, research facilities , and location near maj or markets . In addi
tion, there are well-developed transportation facilities .
(EPS )
(Unit I-Business Relationships )
l4as sachusetts Development and Indus trial COIIIsIIi sion
MAKING MONEY

- No date given - 12 min

.

-

Free rental '
.

This film sholf5 the manufacture of pape r mmey in the Bureau of
Printing and Engraving. The making of the engraving plates and the
printing, exam1ning, colUlting, and distribution of money are shown. The
film also depicts how the worn-out currency is removed from circulation
and destr078d and how partially destroyed currency is identified. lir .
Morgentbau is shown i n the opening s cenes as the Secretary of Treasury-.
Although this part dated the film � that fact should not detract appre
c.iably from its value . (BS-Mr-46J (Unit f-lloney-)
United States Secret Service
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MARTIN 2-o-2 , THE - No date given - 15

min .

- Color - Free rental

This film depicts the construction and flight testing of the
Martin 2-o-2, a thirty-six passenger airliner which is now in scheduled
operation in the United States and S outh America. (EPS) (Unit !!
Transportation)
Martin Canpany, The Glenn L.
MILITARY

RAILWAY SERVICE - 1949 - 20 min. - Free rental

This film begins with a comparison of civilian and militar;r
railway operation and then shows the operations and procedures in a
rail� division.. This is a general orientati on film of operation of
the Military Railway Service . (EPS) (Unit !!-Transportation)
Department of the Army
MR. BELL

- 1947 - 35 llin . - Free rental

This film is a s tor7 of how lir . Bell invented the telephone .
The background far this film is Bos ton in the 1870 ' s . There is a series
of scenes showing Mr . Bell as a teacher of the dea.:f. and of potential
teachers of the deaf. In one sequence he explains to .llr . Hubbard ' •
deaf dalghter, Kabel, his experiments with the harmonic telegraph an d
his theory about the telephone . The events leading to the invention of
the telephone are s hcnrn, ending with a dramatic scene of Wats on ' s hear
ing Bell ' s words on the telephone for the firs t time . :Mr. Bell - is also
shown as . he s trives to convince skeptical business leaders of the
practicabili'Gf and the future of the telephone . Another scene shows
.Mr . Bell at the age of 74 speaking before a group of young laboratocy
engineers . The film closes \IIi. th a brief epilogue telling of the results
of young Mr • . Bell ' s dream of a universal sys tem of voice communication
and suggesting its promise far world be tterment . ( BS S-48 ) (Unit III
Communication)
Bell System Telephone Offices
1m. STUART ANSWERS THE QUESTI ON

- 1947 - 3 4 min . -

Free

rental

This fUm shows how Mr . Stuart, the owner of a typical small
retail s tore , found an answer to increased competition in a buyer ' s
market and how he corrected the poor selling habits which had developed
in his s tore . It emphasizes the importance of developing among sales
people the attitude of wanting to help customers b� the things they
want and need. (EPS ) ( Unit TIII-Bqing)
United Sta�s Department of C ODmerce
MONEY AT WORK - 1947 - 17

min .

-

Free rental

This film explains in general terms the functions of the New
York Stock Exchange . The film emphasizes the illport.ant part played by
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the New York Stock Exchange in our economic system, the part pl�d by
the stock exchange in developi.Dg our system of mass production. (BS
S-47 ) (Unit XI-Inves tments )
llodem Talking Picture Service

iCMGriON STUDY APPLIED
TO LETTER INDEXING - 1936 - 11 min. - Free rental
. .
'l'his film describes the indexing operation in TVA. files . It is
of interes t to those engaged in this type of work. (EPS) ( Unit IV

Filing)
NEW

Tennessee ValleT Authori�

VOICE FOR KR. X, A

-

1939 - 22 min. - Free Rental

This fil.Ja presents the s tCJI"Y' of llr . I, a ·mythical character who
feels that his business is suffering because of careless telephone
habits and incorrect use of the instrument . lir. I accompanies a friend
to a " hear-your-telephone-voice demons tration" and becomes c onvinced
that be should take steps to improve telephone condi tiona in his own
office . The remainder of the picture shows how llr . I accomplished
this improvement. (BS .l-46) ( Unit III-Canmunication)
Bell Sys tem Telephone Offices
NEW

WINGS FOR PUBLISHING

-

No date given - 22 min. - Color - Free rental

This film depicts the processes of rotogravure operati on in the
plant of The Croqll-Collier Publishing Compacy. (EPS)
(Unit II
Record Keeping)
Crowell-Collier Publishing Company, The
·

NIGHT MAll. - 1936 - 20 min.

-

$3 So rental

This film. motivates all teaching of "Mail Services . " This is
an excellent Jolm Grierson Documentation . ( BEVA) (Unit III-CommWli

cation)

Business Education Visua1 Aids

*ON THE TRACK

-

1951 - 16 min .

-

Color - $1 rental

This film. portrays the role plqed by the railroads in meeting
peace-time needs of agriculture, indus try, trade , and the general
public. The film presents the essential s ervices that the railroad8
perfOl'll in tome of a nati onal emergency. ( UTEK) ( Unit !!-Transporta

tion)
Universi� of Tennessee Extension for
,

rental
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OPERATION :

FAST

FREIGHT - 1950 - 25

min.

-

Color - Free rental

This film' depicts the various phases in the operation of a fas t
merchandise freight train. It includes the classification of cars ,
making up of the tt-ain, change of locomotives and crews . The N . & W.
box car 5PI60 and time freight train lro. 86 are featured. The car and
train are followed by the cameras from one end of the railroad to the
other in presenting the fast and efficient operation of a modern time
freight. (EPS) (Unit II-Transportati on)
Norfolk and Wes tern Rai1'01' Compan,y
OPERATION • 46 - 1946

-

24 min . - Color - Free rental

This film presents the "� a large American manufacturing company
earns its living. Plants , produce, services , pers onnel, research, and
future plans are sh01111; also, dis tributi on of s ales for materials,
wages, and taxes . (GM) (Unit I-Business Relationships )
General Mills , Incorporated
ORCHID.

FOR PEGGY,

AN

- 194 7 - 16 min . - Free rental

This film shows that telephones are made possible only by the
dailT efforts of man,y people performing maQY" different and not alw�s
interesting j obs . As the narrator des cribes how each j ob helps to
provide telephone service , the film shows typical people at typical
jobs in various phases of the business . (EPS) ( Unit III..Co.lllllUlli cation)
Bell Sys tem Telephone Offices

OUT OF THE WOODS - 1949 - 17 min . - Free rental
This film shows graphically how the transition from tree to
Tribune takes place . The s tory starts in the northern woods where
husky lumberjacks fell spruce and balsam trees during the winter mooths .
In the spring the logs are carried by the streams and rivers down to
the huge paper mills
The process of reducing the logs to we od pulp
is s hown . (EPS) (Unit I-Business Relationships )
Dail.y Tribune , The
•

PAPERBOARD PACKlGING

-

1949 - 30 min .

-

Color - Free rental

This film covers the manufacture of paperboard and folding
cartons . From the whirling vortex of a eyd.ropul.per to the finished
folding carton, from the beginning of the board-making process to the
purchased product � this film shows all of the processes . (WVBE)
( Unit YIU-Bl¢ng J
Ass ociation Films , Incorporated
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PARTY LINES

- 1946 - 15

min . -

Color - Free rental

This film opens with illus trations of how good nei ghbors should
share s uch things as drivew�s or telephone lines .
The way in which
party lines serve many custcaers is shown by a diagram, am the ne ces
sity for ne ighb orly c o-operation is shown by dramatizing some of the
things that can happen if the neighbors fail to co-operate .
The use of
mari one ttes throughout. the entire production serves not only to make the
picture informative but als o appealing and entertaining.
Unit III-communication
. Bell System Telephone Offices

(

{BS Ma-48)

)

PAY TO THE ORDER OF -

1949 - 11

min. - Free rental - Guide

This film pres ents the basic facts about checks .
The film
shows how to write a check, explains vari ous types of endorsements ,
gives the reas ons � checks are used ins tead of cash, and explains
the journey of a check in comple ting a payment.
The s tor.y centers
around Bill Rogers , who helps his fathe r operate a grocery s tore during
the s umme r vacati on. When Bill s ee s his father pa;r bills wi th checks ,
he wonders why the bills are not paid in cas h and asks
father
numerous ques tions .
Bill ' s father decides to send Bill to the bank
for the facts . At the bank _Bill mee ts Mr. Sterling , a bank officer,
who explains the four principal reas ons w}V che cks
s o widely used.
The four !ollowring reas ons for using checks are explained by Mr.
Sterling :
(1) safe ty, (2) convenience , (3 ) use as receip ts , and ( 4)
accurate records .
The film also demons trates the correct process to
be foll owe d in writing a check .
Unit ni

his

are

(BS 1-49) (JB D-4.9)

Banking)

(

American Bankers Ass ociatioa-TrT local bank
I

PER CENT IN

EVERYDAY
$45 (B&W) $90

LIFE - 1948 - 10 min .
(Color) sale - Guide

This
may

-

B&W and Color

-

$2

rental

many ways

film emphasizes the
in which the knowledge of
per cent
be used.
The s tory centers around Bob, a s tudent, who
is figuring c ommis sions , taxe s , interest, · and disc ount. B ob finally
develops a formula that may be used to s olve everyday problems that
involve per cent.
F-49
Unit XVI-Arithmetic Fundamentals
Universi� of Te nne s see Extens i on for rental
C orone t Instructional Films for purchase

(BS

PILOTES DU

RAIL -

1948 - 15

)

(

min .

)

-

Free rental

This film depicts the activities of the engineers and firemen
on express train service in France .
The c ommentary is in French.
Uni t II-Transp ortation

(EPS)

(

)

French National Railroads

-

12
QUARTERBACK, THE - 1950 - 25 min .

-

Free rental

This film presents Tom Walker, the college football hero, as a
real e s tate salesman. Tom. repeatedly ignores warnings that preparation
and planning are as necessary for success in life as in football .
Twice out of work, he s till fails to s ee that he is the cause of his
own failure , until a s tormy scene with his wife redirects his thinking
and enables him to tackle an old sales problem with the kind of enthu
siasm and intelligence which assures success . ("'VBE) (Unit Xi-Guidance )
National Ass ociation of Manufacturers
RETAILING FISH

-

1948 - 18 min

.

- Color - Free rental

This film depicts the handling and lnf\rchandising of fresh and
frozen fish products.. Particular emphasis is pla<?ed upon such factors
as methods of s election, icing, and handling of fish ; cleanliness and
san:itat.iQrq display and merchandis ing . (EPS) (Unit VIII-Buying)
Fiah and Wildlife Service
RIGHT APPROACH, THE - 1948 - 6 min

and Color - . $4.50 (B&W)
$9 (Color) , rental - $3 1 .50 (B&W) $75 (Color) sale
.

- B&W

This film shows a number of salespe ople who have exactly the
attitude, manner, and manne rs that customers , owners , and managers
would like to s ee d.Upl8¥ftd. The salespeople welcome the customers
to the s tore and, by using the right opening, s tart sales flowing
smoothly. (EFG) (Unit XIV-Pers onality)
International Films Bureau
'

·

. iCSEA.RCH FOR SEC,URITY, THE - 1946 - 17 min . - $2 rental - Guide

This film shows how the first life insurance company in America
w� organized. The film begins in 1690, when in England it became
customary for a number of businessmen to share in underWriting a risk,
such as the voyage of a vessel . It eXplaitis how, todq, the - policy
holder ' s dollar paid for insurance is used in the building of a reserve
fund for the payment of policy benefits and hOW' this 'fund is invested
in the economic life of the nation. S ome of the most important appli
cations of life insurance are visualized. (BS Ja-48) (Unit XII
Insurance)
University of Tennessee Extension for rental
SELLING BEnSPREADS AND MATCHING DRAPERIES
Free rental

-

1949 - 17 min .

-

Color -

This film illus trates the right and wrong way to build sales and
promote cus tomer good will . J.l though the film is concerned primarily
with the correct way of selling bedspreads and draperies, it is helpful
generally in training selling pers onnel. (EPS) (Unit I-Business
Relationships )
Bates Fabrics , Incorporated
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SELLING YOUR PERSONALITI
1948 - 11 min . - B&W and Color - $4. 50 ( B&W)
$9 (Color) rental - $SO (B&I? $100 (C olor) sale
-

This film demonS trates the right and wrong methods of selling and
gives a graphic exhibition of the "Gvpe of c ourtesy, intelligence , and
interes t in the cus tomer which makes for sales and resales . (EFG)
(Unit XIY-Pers onality)
International F� lm8 Bureau, Incorporated
S HARE THE PRODUCTION PLAN - 1948 - 20 min .

-

Free rental

This film explains how the Nunn-Bush s hare-the-production plan
works . Many of the details of the plan are omitted. However, these
details ll1q be obtained by writing the Nunn-Bush Company, Milwaukee 1,
Wisconsin. The film explains that each employee receives fifty-two
pq checks a year and that the amount of the pq is based on the per
centage of sales . Ths purpose of the plan is to develop better rela
tionship among labor, management, and capital . (BS .A.-49) (Unit XIII 
Business Ethics )
Yena.rd Organization, The
i6HARING ECONOMIC RISKS
$90 (Color) sale

-

1947 - B&W and C olor - $2 rental - $4S ( mtW)
·

This film portrays the nature and functions of property and
life insurance . The scope of the film is indicated by the following
ins urance terms that are defined and explaineda inventory of personal
property, proof of loss , insurance policy, public liability insurance,
property damage insurance, premium, insurable interest, beneficiary,
endowment policy, cash value , and
. participating policy. ( BS N-48 )
(Unit XII-Ins urance)
University of Tennessee Extensi on far rental
C orone t Instructicmal Films for purchase
SPEEDING SPEECH - 1949 - 10 min. - Free rental
This film uses the theme of operator toll dialing to empb&size
the part that future planning plays in continuing to provide the bes t
possible service at the lowest possible c os t . After shoWing how the
operator handles a call, an animated sequence c ompares the new method
with the former me thod. The crossbar switches , the marker, and the
sender are seen, and the tones used in sigrull. ing are heard. (EPS)
(Unit III-communication)
Bell Sys tem Telephone Offices
STEEL

-

1947 - 34 min . - Color - $6 rental - $200 sale

This technicolor film describes the s teel indus try and the
processes used from the time the iron ore is dug from the ground until
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the finished product leaves the plant.
The proces sing of small ins tru
ments as well as that of huge keels for ocean-going vessels is s hown . ·
The work of highly s killed craftsmen who maintain the blas t furnaces ,
The s etting
forges , rolling mills , and machine shops is emphasized.
for the f ilm is in England.
(BS D-47) (Unit !-Business Relati cnships )
British Consulate Gene ral
·

STEP HIGH

- 1946 - 17 min .

- Free rental

The film presents a young girl who is undecided about what she
wants to do in the future . At the telephone company ' s office , she sees
the emplqyment office, the central office , cafe teria- and lounge, and
hears about s ore of the different j obs , s uch as teller, machine opera
tors , typis ts , and s ervice representatives .
(Unit IT-Guidance)
Bell Sys tem Telephone Offices

(EPS)

STORY OF LEATHER

-

1950 - 3 0

min. - Free rental

This film shows actual s cenes in a modern calf tanne r.r producing
chrome tanne d upper dres s calf shoe leather for the manufacture of
quality" s hoes for men, women, and children, from the raw s kin to the
finis hed leather .
The c oncluding porti on of the film shows pictures of
shoes and handbags produced from black and c olore d calf leather .
( Unit TIII-B¢ng)
Ohio Leather Campa�, The

(WVBE)

STORY OF

MONEY, THE - 1946 - 16

min . -

$2

rental

- $3 7.50

sale

This film is an illus trated lec ture .
The s etting for the s tory
is in England.
The film explains the development of the mcnetary
sys tem fran the early days of s i.Jiple barter to the mode m banking
system.
It shows the value of coins , checks , banking houses and the
part they plq in the busine s s world tod8f .
This film is both inter
es ting and helpful .
(EFG) ( Unit V-Koner J
Business Education Tisual Aids
STRANGE INTERVIEW

-

1947 - 55

min.

-

Free rental

This film presents Bill Parker, who owns a small production
shop which is losing business because of the attitude of Parker toward
his eapl oyees • . In a dream Benjamin Franklin appears and demons trates
to Bill his philosophy for getting along with pe ople .
Franklin tells
Bill that the s ecret of ge tting along with people and getting them ·
to get along with you is to treat them nth cons ideration and as indi
vidual human beings .
(Unit !III-Business Ethics )
General Motors Corporati on

(EPS)

15
TALE OF THE POWDERED PIG - 1949 - 30 min . - Color - Free rental
This film describes the uses to which aluminum powders and
pas tes are put, ranging fran polychranatic finishes an automobiles to
pyrotechnics and the coloring of many business and household appliances .
Scenes in the research laboratories show how new uses for aluminum
powder are being discovered. The new aluminum paint for the preventi on
of mold and rot and the recently developed aluminum putt,- are illus

trated.

(EPS )

( Unit YIII-Bu;ying)

Reynalds Me tal Ccapaey

TELEPHONE COURTESY - 1946

-

22 min. - Free rental

This film tells the story of how Jlr. Burton, a typical business
man:, runs into difficulties one day when he tries to telephcme his
office . As a result of this experience , Mr . Burton s tarts thinking
about the telephone habits of his organization and discovers that a
number of things s hould be illproved. His firs t s tep is to consult a

representative of the telephone company to get s ome helpful suggesti ons .

Kr . Burton then calls his employees together and puts on a telephone

s how to point out some obvious poor telephone habits and to illustrate
and Wlders core the value of good telephone manners . (BS 0-48)
( Unit III-caamunication)
Bell Sys tem Telephone Offices
TELEPHONE SCREEN REVIEW, NO. 7 - 1949 - 11 min. - Free rental
This film includes : Kear�zy" 1 s twenty-fifth anniversary, which
includes scenes · of the Western Electric ' s Ke&r�zy" Works , consis ting of
thirty--three buildings in which nearly 20, 000 employees produce tele
phone equipment; Talk Jurr, in which Bell Lab oratories engineers make
e.xhaus ti ve technical tests in developing new transmission circuits .
The film als o shows the important part pla;yed b7 transmission facili ties
of the Bell System in television b7 providing the c oaxial and radio
rela;r circuite needed to send programs out over the networks . (EPS)
( Unit III-communication)
Bell Sys tem Telephone Offices
TELEPHONE SCREEN REVIKW, NO. 8 - 1949 - 11 min. - Free rental
This film includes 1 Chinatown Goes Dial, in which the San
Francisc o Chinatown exchange , the only Chinese telephone exchange out
s ide of China, yields to progress ; .Upeth Cable, in which is shown a
new type of cable sheathing being manufactured to aid in the great
expans ion program; A. » .1. , in which the automatic message accounting
sys tea, developed by Bell , helps cus tomers to dial directly to near-by
t011IlS by' making an automatic record of the call necessary for accurate
billing . (EPS) (Unit III-com•mication)
Bell Sys tem Telephone Offices
•
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TELEPHONE SCREEN REVIEW, NO. 9 - 1949 - 11

min.

- Free rental

This film includes : Easy Does It, in which a one-tan vehicle is
shown performing a wide variety of j obs , including digging holes , setting
poles , pulling in cable , and reclaiming wire ; Planners for Tomorrow, in
which engineers of the Wes tern Electric Company co-operate with tele
phone company engineers to plan central office equipment for the partic
ular job it mus t doJ Kidnight Debut, in which a manual type of exchange
is replaced by a new dial system, showing the detailed preparati on
required as well as the actual cutover from the old sys tem to the new.
(EPS) (Unit III-c ommunication)
Bell System Telephone Offices
TELEPHONE TEcHNIQUE - 1948 - 10 min. - B&W and Color - $2 .50
$45 (B&W) $90 (Color) sale

rental

-

This film demonstrates certain telephone manners , errors to
avoid, importance of knowledge of stock, and a good des criptive vocabu
lary when discussing merchandise . (JB 0-50) (Unit III-coDID.unication)
Business Educatica Yisual A.ida
·

THERE 'S A. DIFFERENCE - 1949 - 20

min.

- Color - Free rental

This film des cribes the manufacture and operation of the Byers
Traveler, a one-half cubic yard excavator. It includes many construc
tion j ob scenes and ma.ey indus trial crane operati� . (EPS ) (Unit !
Business Relationships)
Byers Jia.chine Company, The
TRANSPORTATION
sale

IN

THE UNITED STATES - 1948 - 17 min . - $3 rental - $50

This film shows how the railW'aTS are · meeting age-old shortcomings
by progressive action and, under the thre at of newer modes of transpor
tation, are making advances not only 1n keeping our nation supplied
with goods but are als o transporting us quickly and c amfortablr. Every
ye ar a ton of freight ·mus t be transported 4, 000 miles to keep a person
supplied with basic neoess�ties . The concerted effort of all forms of
transportation-r�ilroada, airplanes , trucks , buses , and ships on the
inland watenrays-are needed to meet these requirements . But it is the
railroads that are s till the backbone of the nation ' s transportation
sys tem. (MT.FF ) (Unit !!-Transportati on)
March of Time Forum Films
TWIN TRAILS

TO VICTOR! - No date given - 20

min.

- Free rental

This film tells the dramatic s tory of the c ons truction of the
Alaska Higlnray and the Canadian Oil Line . It emphasizes the part Cater
pillar p ower plqe d in these vital projects . (EPS)
( Unit II-Trans 
portation)
Caterpillar Trac tor Company

11
2-D-2 -

1948

- 15 min. - Free rental

This film presents the electric locanoti ve and shows the gradual
development of service since 1885 . The commentary is in English. (EPS)
(Unit II-Transporta tion)
French National Railroads
TWO SALESMEN lN SEARCH OF AN ORDER -

1950

- 30 min. - Free rental

This film demons trates the wrong and right w-ays of s elling and
als o how to expedite and economize on exe cutive c orresp ondence . (EPS )
. (Unit XIII-Business Ethics )

SOCIALISM - 1950 - 16 min . - BStW and Color - $3 rental $67 . 50 (B&W) $135 (Color) s ale

TWO VIEWS ON

This is an :iJiportant film for every American to see .
It is
special.l7 designed to stimulate an intelligent discuss ion on the differ
ence between socialism and capitalism. It helps students to gain a
necessary understanding of s ocialism. The basic charges le veled by
s ocialists against the capitalis tic s ociety are made and effectively'
This film is a "must• for every class and civic meeting.
answered.
(CIF) (Unit !-Business Relationships )
University of Tennessee for rental
C oronet Instructional Films for purchase

ifUSING THE BANK -

1947

- 10 min. - $2 rental - $45 sale - Guide

'l'his film explains and illustrates s ome of the s ervices offered
individual by a bank. Some of the points emphasized in the film
are the procedures for opening a savings account, interest paid an
savings , how to secure a loan, and the path that the check follows
from the time i t is wri. tten until it is returned to the bank up on
which it is drawn. (BS F-49) (Unit VII-Banking)
to

an

WATSON WAKES UP -

·

1946

- 15 min. - $3 .50 rental

This film centers around an average American couple, Mr . Walter
Wats on and his wife . Mr. Wats on encounters s ome difficulty in bal
ancing the family budget and decides to ask his b os s for a rais e .
Worry over how to approach his boss carries Wats on into a f�tasy
1;hrough which he learns that foolish spending is draining the c ontent
ment that accompanies the security of a life untroubled by financial
worries . Watson finally realizes that better planning and systematic
saving each pqd.q would and could be the real keys to financial
security. (BS Ja-50) (Unit X-Thrift and Savings )
Savings Bank Association of State of New York

78
WHAT

ARE

FRACTIONS - 1948 - 10 min . - $45 sale

This film handles the difficult and abstract theme of fractions
in a clear and intelligent manne r. A. number of well-lmown educators
acted as advisers and contributed much to the effective use of animated
sequences that are among the bes t of the new films dealing with the
teaching of arithmetic skills . ( JB S-48 ) (Unit XVI-Aritbmetic Funda
mentals )
Films , Incorporated
ifWHAT IS A CONTRACT - 1948 - 10

min.

- $2 rental - $45 sale - Guide

This film s haws the essentials of a c ontract. The s tory is
built around two boys who are l ooking for summe r j obs . One wants some
extra money to use when he s tarts to college in the fall; the other
wants to earn enough to replace his old car when he goes back to college
for his senior year. The film gives examples of both oral and written
contracts . The method of making an oral contract is demons trated when
the two bays are offered and accept j obs for the sWJiile r. In this
connection the film points out the basic elements of any contract a
( 1 ) mutual assent, ( 2 ) compe tent parties , (3 ) legal bargain, (4) con
sideration, and (5) required form. The written c ontract is in the form
of a conditional sales agreement that the boy has to s ign before he can
bq his new car. (BS N-48 ) ( JB S-48) (Unit VI-credit)
University of Tennessee Extension for rental
C orone t Ins tructional Films for purchase
'
WHAT IS A CORPORATION - 1949 - 10 min. - B&W and C olor - $2 rental $45 (B&r) $90 (Color) sale - Guide
This · film differentiates between the three principal forms of
business ownership : the single proprietorship, the partnership, and the
corporation. In addition to presenting the advantages and disadvantages
of each type of ownership , a number of technical business terms are used
and explained. Emphasis is placed on the corporate form of ownership
and its :iaport&nce in the economic , business , and s ocial structure of
the country. T he s tory centers ar ound Walter Brown, wh o is facing one
of the disadvantages of a partnership-that of being liable for an
agreement made by a partner. He recalls the day when he was a single
proprietor . Then he could run the busines s as he pleased, and he
received all the profits . When it became difficult for him to handle
his trade alone , he decided to expand. He formed a partnership with
two other men, e ach of whom had specific responsibilities in this
partnership . Now Mr . Brown, in order to avoid being pers onally' respon
sible for the mistakes of either of his partners , decides to take the
advice of his laver and form a corporation. 14r . Brown, who has learned
about corporations by owning s ome corporation s tock, discusses with his
lawyer the various advantages and disadvantages of a corporati on. (CIF)
(BS S-49) (Unit XI-Inves tments )
University of Tennessee Extens ion for rental
C oronet Ins tructional Films for purchase
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WHAT 'S AN OFFICE ANYWAY - No date given - 30 min. - Free rental
This film s hows how to break the "bottlenecks" that slow up a
typical company. I t c overs each department of a typical manufacturing
c orporation and is an interesting anal.ysis of office management. (WVBE)
(Unit XV-Guidance )
Dictaphone Corporati on
*WHAT IS BUS INESS - 1948 - 11 min .
B&W and Color - $2 rental - $45
B&W)
$90
'Color)
sale
Guide
(
-

This film. attempts to answer the ques tion, "Wha:t is business?, n
by showing the c ontributi on that business makes to.mod.em living . More
specifically, it shows how bus iness has set the s tage for the scene of
the Harrison family at the breakfast table . The many "GYPes of business
activities are divided into three groups-production, distribution,
and service . The production activities portrayed include farming,
lumbering, fishing, mining, and manufacturing . The dis tributi on activ
ities include wholesaling and retailing . The service activities include
c ommunication � transportation, and banking. ( BS o-48 ) (Unit I-Business
Relationships ;
University of Tennessee Extension for rental
C oronet Ins tructional Films for purchase
ifWHAT

IS

MONEY - 1947 - 11 min. - B&W and Color - $2 rental - $45 (B&W)
$90 (Color) sale - Guide

This film explains the nature and purp ose of money and its
functions as a medium of exchange, a standard of value , a s tandard for
future p�nts , and a storehouse of value . Also included are the
qualities that a metal lllllS t possess if it is to perform these functions
satisfactorily. (BS o-48) (Unit V-Koney)
University of Tennessee Extension for rental
C oronet Ins tructional Films for purchase
·

WHAT MAKES A FINE WATCH FINE - 1947 - 20 min. - Free rental
-

'

This film presents a trip through a watch factory . The employees
are highly skilled and the tools with which the1!-�ork are masterpieces
of precisi on. The manufacture of minute watch. parts , s ome as tiny as
flecks of. dust , is ane of the features of the film. (EPS) (Unit Xi
Guidance)
Ass ociation Films , Incorporated
WHAT 'S YOUR IDEA
I

-

1947 - 20

min.
•

- C olor - Fret rental

This film tells the story of a sugges"t4an in General llills from
the time the person gets the idea until it is accepted or rejected.
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Ideas and sugge s ti ons through the years have helped bring about advance
ment of mankind.
(Unit I-Bus iness Relationships )
General l4ills , Inc orporated

(EPS)

WHEElS FOR THE WORLD

-

1948 - 1 7

min . - Free rental

This film shows the de velopment of the automobile industr.f
through engineering progress in the pa, t half century.
(Unit II
Ti-ansportation)
Automobile Manufacturers Ass ociation

(EPS)

itWISE

BUYING - 1940 - 10 min .
B&W and C olor $90 ( Color) sale - Guide
-

$2

rental -

$45 ( B&W)

This film dramatizes the answers to the que s tions :
(1) Whe n do
you buy?
(2) Where do you btJ¥? (3 ) How do you buy? (4) What kind· do
you buy� The s tory is built ar-ound Joan, who has been given the respon
s ibility: of buying her own clothes on a regu1.ar all owance , and her Uncle
John, who is a purchasing agent.
The film als o points out such impor
tant factors as seas onal changes , quantity purchas es , and product
labels .
(BS N-50) Unit IDI-Beying)
University of Tenness ee Extension for rental
C oronet Ins truc tional Fllms for purchase

(

THE STOCK EXCHANGE , THE
1941 - 16 min . - B&W and Color
rental - $67 . 50 ( B&W) $135 (Color) s ale - Guide

WORK QF
.

-

-

$4

This film points out that the e s s entials of production are land,
lab or, money, am management.
The story of the film is based upon the
ac tivities of a c orporation that results from the reorganization of a
three -man partnership .
The importance of bonds and s tocks in this
re organization is pointed out . An important sequence of s cenes deals
with the s teps that are involved in lis ting the new owne rship securities
of the c orp oration on a s took exchange . Essential information for this
purpose is presented by the manager to one of the officials of the
c ompany, who in turn pres ents a formal application to the board of
g overnors of the exchange .
When the application is approved, s ome of
The s tep-by
the important regulations are enumerated and explained.
s tep procedure of b
and s elling s hares of stock on the exchange is
Uni t XI-Inves tments )
p ortrqed.
N-48)
Ideal Pictures for rental
Coronet Ins truc ti onal Films for purchase

(JB

WORLD OF

¢ni
{

AGGREGAT:£.5 , A - No date given

-

40

min .

- Color - Fre e rental

This film s hows the methods of producing crus hed gravel and rock,
welL as the end uses of the ag5regates , such as in the Grand C oulee
dam, airports , National Park roads , bridge s , and in asphalt pavements .
( Unit I-Business Relationships )
as

(EPS)

Iowa lLa.nu!acturing C cmpany
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*WRITING BETTER BUSINESS LETTERS
1949 - 10 min. - B&W and Color $2 rental - ' $45 (B&W) $90 (Color) sale - Guide
-

This film emphasizes the thl-ee principa+ characteris tics of a
good business letter1 clarity, brevity, and courtesy. Primaril7
designed for use in general English, it will als o be of tremendous
value in business English classes . (CIF) ( Unit III-communication)
University of Tennessee Extension for rental
Coronet Instructional Films for purchase
YEAR 1 5 WORK,

THE - 1940 - 35 min

.

- Free rental

This film presents the s tory of the fiscal year 1939-1940 of
General l4i.lls by me ans of an animated cartoon supplemented by- straight
photograpey. It puts the difficult financial details of an annual
report into easil;r understood. Tisual form. (EPS ) (Unit ll-Record
Keeping)
General ltills , Incorporated
YOU CAN TELL B Y THE TELLER - 1945 - 10 min. - Free rental
This film opens with a pqment transaction pleasing to the
customer, am his favorable reaction is shcnm, followed by an instance
ot less desirable teller service . A series of incidents show how the
teller can impress cus taners with her pe rs onal interest, helpfulness ,
and efficiency. A detailed demonstration is given of the correct n:r
to perform each of the operations involved in handling a typical payment
transaction.
(EPS) (Unit IIV-Personality-)
Bell System Telephone Offices

*YOUR FAJI.TI.I BUDGET - 1949 - 10 min
B&W and Color - $2 rental
$45 (B!c.W) $90 (Color) sale - Guide
.

-

-

This film explains and demonstrates the value of planning a
famf.l;r budget. The procedure to be followed by- any f&Jii.ly in preparing
a budget is outlined and demonstrated in this film. The film eapha
sizes that all members of the family should be consul ted when the
budget is prepared or revised. The importance of a budget to the
11811-being and general happiness of the famil.y is explained and demon
strated in this film. (BS Ja-50 ) (JB N-49) ( Unit .I-Thr:U't and Savings )
University of Tennessee Extens ion for rental
Coronet Instructional Films for purchase

*!OUR POSTAL SERVICE - 1940 - .18 min.

-

$3 rental - $55 sale - Guide

This film emphasizes the fact that the United States Pos t Office
is the largest retail business in the world today. It shows the inner
workings of the United States Post Office and emphasizes the following
points relating to its operation : (1) re venues , (2) scope, (3 ) effi
ciencY', (4) rail� mail service, (5) hig� post office , (6) air mail ,
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( 7 ) franking, (8) parcel post, (9) postal inspectors , and (10) the role
of the letter carrier. (ES F-50) (Unit lli..COIIIInlDi c ation)
Universi� of Tennessee Extension for rental
Karch of Time Forum Films for purchase
YOUR TELL-TALE VOICE - 20 min .

-

Free rental

This fil.m s hows h01r people ' s words and voices can affect, s ome
times falsely, our i.Japresaions of them. The work of five girls at
various types of switchboards shows what may- be acc011plisbed through
alert, interested, fri endly, and res ourc eful handling of calls . .A.
sixth girl, who has !lOne of these qualities , though her work is mechan
ical.l.y satisfactory, is unable to please he r cus tomers . Examples of
c alls are used to show the elements of voice , manne r, phraseology, and
helpfulness that make pleasi ng s ervice . ( EPS) (Unit XIV-Pers onality)
Bell System Telephone Offic es
*YOUR THRIFT HABITS - 1948 - 10 min. - B&W and Color - $2 rental - $45
( B&W) $90 (Color) sale - Guide
This film attempts to create a desire to budget for systematic
savings , to bey carefully and not extravagantly, and to choose future
i.Jiportant satisfacti ons rather than immediate satisfactions . Kotion
pictures to assist in the teaching of thrift habits are notably' s car c e .
Teachers will be particularly' interes ted in this f�. (JB lf-48)
(Unit X-Thrift and Savings )
University of Tennessee Extension for rental
Coronet Instructional Films for purchase
YOUR WAY TO SUCCESS IN SELLING - 1950 - 2 7 min.

-

C olor - Free rental

This film portrays the four s teps of the s al es s equenc e , the
five basic buying motives , and eleven of the more importaat sales
techniques used by professional s alesmen . (WVBE) (Unit VITI-Buying)
Rash KelT.inator Corporation

CHAPTER

1'

CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION
This
in

OF

FILMS

chapter gives the number and title of the units considered

General Business , a s umma.ry of the objectives and content of each

unit, the films available for each unit, and an evaluati on of the films
previewed for each unit.
The scale used for evaluati on of each film c onsis ted of eleven
p oints .

For each point, three degrees were listed .

t9ese degrees were expressed in terms that
under the particular point.
n organization• were
table

in

(1)

evaluation sheet .

gi.ven

Hanver,

espec� meaningful

For example , the three degrees under

logical, .

the chap�r are

�re

Under mos t points

in

(2)

fair,

(3 )

incohe rent.

In each

the degrees as they appeared on the
the dis cussion and summarizing of these

ratings , the three �grees are referred to as high, me dium, and

In

1011'.

addition to the ratings on each point, the evaluati on sheets

included the checking of the film as to whether it might
introduce the unit, to supplement the 'Ull.'U, or
of the unit.

The

to be

an

be

used to

integral part

c omments made by s ome teachers are als o included

in

this chapter.

Bus ines s Relationships
This unit is

an

introduction to the entire c ourse .

Considerati on

is given to the producers and dis tributors of goods and services ; the
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interdependence of business and the c onsumer and of one business with
purposes

of

business

To aid in teaching this unit

of

the General �iness course,

another;
the

O

the

C IDDIWl

functions

and

as

it is carried on in

ity •

Films Available

twenty films are aTailable .

These films are c oncerned with s ome phase

'or phases of business relationships .
were

The films preceded by an as terisk

previewed and evaluated by business _teachers :
AMERICAN lURACLE
BACK TO SCHOOL
BOOK OF BOOKS
CAPITALISM
CARAVAN
* DISTRIBUTING AMERICAN GOODS
FEDERAL TAXATION
GROWTH OF CITIES
HERE IS TOMORROW
HERITAGE FOR VICTORY
MAKE IT IN MASSACHUSETTS
OPERATION 1 46
OUT CIF THE . WOOns
SELLING BEDSPREADS AND MATCHING DRAPERIES
STEEL
THERE 1 S A DIFFERENCE
TWO VIEWS ON SOCIALISM
*WHAT IS BUSINESS
WHAT 'S YOUR IDEA
WORLD OF AGGREGATES , A

Evaluati on of Fil.ms
Table I shows how the films , WHAT IS BUS INESS and DISTRIB'liTING
AMERICAN

ooom , were

rated on all points which were being c<ms idered.

A majority of the seven teachers who evaluated the film, WHAT
Is B'IEINESS , ranked as high:

organization, authenticit¥, interest, and
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TABLE

I

EVALUATION OF FJ:IJAS ell BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS

Pmw Rated
ttidto OOI"l"elit.loa
High

Medium
Little
Ve

ganiza _on
Logical
Fair
Incoherent
Content
Well Balanced
Good
Su��ficiil.
V oca.bulary
Very Meaningful
Useful

1a14'
&ii.H\i

&at 1i
Buinua

{7 iatera)
3

4

3

2

4

3

4

5

3

-�

••

Excelleat
Fair

Poer

1

01

4
0

0

0

0

6
0.

.
" ..zsu:

6
4

0
2

5

5

5

0

1

Excellent
Good
Fair
Date
Current
Recent

6

0
5

2

1

(10 Ratera)
4

5

1

D18.tribut:iaa

.benca • s GMda

6

5

1

4
0
0
1

8

6

0

0

0

10

0
2

2

5

0

2

4
5

0

5
1

1

1

6

3

J

0

0
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s ound.

ular;r,

A

maj ority ranked as medium :

unit c orrelati on, c oo tent, vocab-

photography', ad:Yertising, acting, and date .

No point was ranked

as low by a maj orit7 of the teachers .

The following are ty-pical s tatements made

b7

teachers who pre-

viewed the filuu
Excellent to help s tudents of General Business unders tand meaning
and s ignificance of business to them as individuals .
This fil.ll could be used in a General Bus iness class to show the
vas tnes s of business .
It will let the s tudents see that business is
a vecy large affair.

This film gives a clear view of the c amplexi. ties involved in
supplying the consumer w:i. th goods .
Too little of each scene shown and scenes change too abrup�.
It makes the film seem dis organized.
Several of the teachers thought that this film would be effective

in supplementing the unit, since it covered several ty-pes of businesses
and showed the dependence of the consumer upon these busines ses to
supply' his wants for eV"ecyci.q living.

DISTRIBUTING AMERICAN GOODS

was

rated

authentici t.Y and sound.

it7 ranked as �:

b7

as

medium:

maj or-

The evaluators were

divided equally _on hi&h and mediWI in ranking organization.
ranked

A

ten teachers .

A.

majority"

unit correlati on, content, vocabulary, photography',

advertis ing, acting, and date .

No point

was

ranked as law b7 a majori t7

of the teachers .

The

foll owing

are

typical s tatementS_ 11ade by teachers who pre-

viewed the film:

A

good film to show how goods are distribute d to c onsumers .

I

would highly rec ommend this film for this unit.
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Several of the teachers expressed the opinion that this film
an

should be used as

integral part of the unit because it covers

an

important part of the unit objectives .

Transportation
For this unit of the General Business course , twenty--one films
are aTailable on s ome phase or phases of transportatic:a.

The films

preceded by" an as terisk were previewed and evaluated by- busines s teachers .
AIR EXPRESS

AIRPORT, THE
Am POWER IS PEACE POWER
AIR TRANSPORTATION
AIRWJ.!B OF THE FUTURE
CHA.LAMPE BRIDGE
DOUBLE DUTY
*DRIVING ECONOMICALLY
HIAWA.THAS ARE ROLLING
HIGHWAYS AHEAD
IN'!'JRNATIONAL AIRPORT
MARTIN 2-o-2, THE
MTI.ITA.RI RAILWAY SERVICE
* ON THE TRACK
OPERATION: FAST FREIGHT
PILOTES DU RAn.
TRANSPORTATION IN THE UNITED STATFS
TWIN TRA.n.s TO VICTORY
2-D-2
WHEElS FOR THE WORLD

Evaluation of

Films

Table II shows how the films , DRIVING ECONOMICALLY

alXi

ON THE

TRACK, were rated on all points c onsidered•
DRIVING ECONO:tJICALLY

ranked as high :

was

rated b7 four teachers .

A maj ority

unit correlation, organization, content, authenticity,
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TABLE II
OF

EVALUATION

Pointe Rated
tJD1t Cerretatin

High

lledium
Te!Z Little

or�anizati on
Logical
Fair
Incoherent

C"ontent
lf'ell Balanced
Good

.,.
••
Yeey Keaningful
'd5t1oal.t
li\di

Driving Econoaicall.T

(4 latera )
4

Accurate

Genera1.ly True

�
Teey Good
Fair

None
Teey Little

&tr'f!Ml•
Pr•feaaio:nal
Fair
.,...Ia
...
Excellent

Fair
Poar

0
0

4
1

0
0

3

0

3
2

1

0

3

0

4
1

0

0

0

4

2
2

'

0

0

2

0

0

4
1

�

0

0
1

0

3

0

0

J

2

0

4

2

0

0

4

4
0

0

4

4
0

Out Dated

S"'ound
Excellent

4

3

Goeel
Current
Recent

The Track
(4 Ratera)

0

her

l&i'lldii

On

0

Useful

\7

FialS ON TRANSPORTATION

0
0

0

4

0
l

3

0

0
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interest, and date .

The e valuators were divided equally- on hi�h

medium in ranking vocabulary and photograpb;y.
advertising and acting.

medium:

A

maj ority- ranked

A. maj ority- ranked

as

lOif:

and
as

s ound.

The following are typical s tatements made by teachers who pre

vielfed the film:
This film would be of keen interest t o any s tudent who has
access to a car and is interested in driving econanically and
carefully-.
Used the latest model cars available (1950 Chevrolet) at time
picture was made . All drivers should see this . Also used new
Buicks and other popular make s .
May be used in the thrift and savings unit to advantage .
poor; much of the effect was lost.

Sound

Several of the teachers expressed the opinion that this film
could als o be used in the thrift and savings unit.
thought that the film shoul.d be used to supplement

Mos t of the teachers
the

unit on trans

portation.
ON THE TRACK

as high:

was

evaluated by four teachers .

divided equally on high and medium
as

maj ority- ranked

unit c orrelation, organization, content, vocabulary', authen

ticity, photograpb;y, interes t, date , and s ound.

ranked

A

medium:

The

in

The e valuators were

ranking acting.

A

maj ority

advertising .

following are typical s tatements made by- teachers who pre-

viewed the film:
Excellent interest-photograpb;y outstanding .
transportation, s ocial studies , or ge ography.

Equally good in

Film in color and full of interesting scenes and presented much
information relative to the complexities of transportation.
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Good ! A very good presentati on of economic geography as well as
of railroads in Ame rica .
Several of the teachers stated that this film should be used as

an integral part of this unit; also, with s ocial studies and ge ography
classes

C ommunication
This

unit covers mail, telephone , and telegraph services .

preparati on of an acceptable letter is s tressed.

The

The unit covers the

services prondad by the United States Post Office Department.

After

stud1ing the unit, the s tud.ent should be able to make a choice of
communication service

in

the light of s uch factors as speed, cost, and

probable time of deli very.
Films Available
Twenty films are available on this unit of the General 'Business
course.

Al l films are concerned with s ome phase or phases· of communi-

cation.

The films preceded by an as terisk were previewed and evaluated

by business teachers :
ADVENTURES IN TELEZONIA
BEFORE YOUR TELEPHONE RINGS
BEHIND YOUR RADIO DIAL

DIAL COMES
DIAL C!l4ES

TO TOWN

( Short Version )
FARMER ' S TELEPHONE
ICE KING CHA.LLENGE, THE
MR. BELL
NEW TOICE FOR MR. X • A
NIGHT KliL

TO TOWN

ORCHID FOR PEGGI

PARTY

LiliES
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SPEEDING SPEECH
TELEPHONE COURTESY
TELEPHONE SCREEN REVIEW, .NO. 1
TELEPHONE SCREEN REVIEW, NO. 8
TELEPHONE SCREEN REVIEW, NO. 9
TELEPHONE TEC HNIQUE
* WRITING BETTER BUSINESS LETTERS
* YOUR POSTAL SERVICE

Evaluation o! Films
Table III
and

s hows how the

fil.ms , IRITING BETTER BUS INESS LETTERS

YOUR POS TAL SERVICE , were rated on all points c onsidered •
WRITING BETTER BUSINESS LETTERS was rated

maj ority ranked as
advertis ing .

A

high:

by !ive teachers .

A.

organization, content, p hot ography, and

rity ranked as medium:

maj o

unit correlation, vocabulary,

autbe�ticity, acting, interes t, date , and s ound.
as

.

No p oint was ranked

low by a majority of teachers .
The following are typical s tatements made by teachers who pre

viewed the film :
Good !

llrings out basic points .

This film s hows the :lJIIp ortance of a well-c ons tructe d letter in
ge tting results .
S ome o.t the teachers s tated
supplement to the te aching of

that this fil.ll. would be

a de s i rable

that part of the unit which includes the

cons truction of a good business le tter.
YOUR POSTAL' SERVICE
ranked

as bight

was

rated

by six teac hers .

A maj ori ty

unit correlation, organization, content, vocabulary,

authenticity, and interest.

The e valuators were divide d equally'

on

high and medium in ranking photography, advertising, acting, and s ound .

•,
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TABLE III
EVALUATION

ON

OF FIWS

tour Postal
Point.

Ba�d

ttiil\ Cor:retatlloa
High
Medium
Ve:£l Li.ttJ.e
organizati on
Logical

Fair

Service

(6-,Jatara} .
5

5

1

1

�NM
wen Balance d

Good

··�
ler7 Meaningful
Us eful

lll-.erAccurate

Oeneral.l.T True

....

.

6

4

5

3

3

3

. Excellent

Good
Fair
Date

Current
Recent
Out Dated

So·und

Excellent

Fair

Peor

4

2

3

0

2

1

3

COMMUNICATION
Yritiiig Better

Business

2
0
4

0
3

3

2

4

3

3

1

2

0

0

0

0

2
3

0

0

2
3

0
3
0
5

3

Letters

(S Raters}

0
2
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

2

0

3

3

4

4

0

0

0

0

1

0

!
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.A.

majority ranked

medium:

as

date .

No point was ranked as low b;r a

maj ori t;r of the teachers .
The following

are

typical statements made b;r teachers who pre-

viewed the film:
.A. very good film.
showing.

Will hold student ' s attention throughout

Yery good ! Could be used in
office practice .
Slow getting started.

commercial

law and secretarial and

Good !

Several of the teachers expressed the opinion tba.t this film
should be used to supplement
in the guidance

unit,

the

unit. Another suggested its inclusion

as it presents

ma.ny

postal service jobs .

Filing
This unit is

an

introduction to filing methods and procedures .

It contains information to help the student use more effectively the
dictionary

1

cit;r

directory, encyclopaedia, almanac gove rnment reports
1

and c onsumer bulletins .

Such procedures in .tiling

as

s orting

coding, alphabetizing, handling charge-outs, and indexing
to the s tudents .

are

mail,

introduced

Several of the aost ccmm on methods of filing are

presented.
Films

.A.vailable

This unit of the General Business cours e is covered by three
films on s ::ae phase or phases of filing.
asterisk were previewed

and

The films preceded b;r an

evaluated b;r business teachers :

1
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*Fn.ING PROCEDURES IN B US INESS
IT MUST BE SOMEWHERE
*MOTION S TUDY APPLIED TO LETTER
Evaluation of
Table

INDEXING

Films
IT

shows how the films, FILING

MOTION STUDY APPLIED TO LETTER

INDEXING,

IN BUSINESS and

PROCEDURES

were

rated on all points

considered.
FILING PROCEDURES
A

majority ranked

as

IN BUSINESS was rated by seventeen teachers .

high:

unit correlation, organization, content,

authenticity, photograpJ:v", advertising, and date .
as medium:

vocabular,y, acting, and interest.

� by the majority

o:t

.l majority ranked

No point

was

ranked as

�achers .

The following are typical s tatements made by teachers who pre-

viewed the film:
It 110uld be a good film !or a high school filing class .
This film is very helpful to further explain procedure and make
class work more meaningful and practical .
·

I think it might be good to shaw this film at the beginning of
a unit, but probably it would mean more to the s tudents after they
have read about and discussed the s teps of s orting, filing, etc .
Contents of file folders . c ould have been shown s o as to show
proper arrangement.
Many of the teachers recommended the use of film in teaching

the filing unit and s tated that it should be used as a supplement

to

the unit.
MOTION STUDY
business teachers .

APPLIED
A

TO LETTER

INDEXING

'majority ranked as high:

ticity, and advertising.

A

was rated by fourteen
organization, authen-

majority ranked as medium:

unit
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TABLE IY
EVALUATION OF FIIJ.fS ON FILING

Pointe Bated
Uiilt eorrelatloa
High

IDiiig ProcedUres
in Business
(17 Raters)
11

Medium

Very Little
organization
Logical
Fair

c-1!19
Well Balanced
Good

,.-..w

Te17 Keaningful
Useful

15

Hone

Tery Little

•

Excellent
Good
Fair
Date
Current
Recent
Out Dated
Sound
Excellent
Fair
Poor

6
1

0
11

2

10
1
1

0
5

0

8

3

1

13

0
10

5

16

l

1
. 13

10

12

9

1

3

0

Ob.aie ctimable

ct.ing
Professional
Fair

(1.4 Raters)

0

�t

Accurate
Genera.ll.y True
14islead�
Photograp
Yery Good
Fair
Poor
Advertising

6

IIOtioa Stlidi lPPlied
to Letter hdexing

8

1

1
0

4

4

0
0

2
2

4
0
1

4
1

10

0

3'

10

14

8

4

0

6

0

13

11

7
12

1

.3

1
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correlation, content, vocabulary, photography, acting, interes t, date ,
and sound.

No point was ranked as low by a maj ority" of the teachers .

The following are typical s tatements

made

by teachers who pre

viewed the film :
Fila not very highJ.T rec OIIMnded.
lot desirable .
lfot nearly s o helpful in a high school class

as

the other film .

(The teacher was referring to the film, FILING PROCEDURES

IN

Busn.'ESS ,

Which she bad jus t seen) .
Jlcmy of

the

teachers thought that this filla was too technical

for high school students and bad no place in the high school filing
unit.

Money·

This

unit goes into the his tory

and

tells the nature of money and the reas ons for
of currency

and

coin.

are

to protect themselves

and

using our present types

Problems in handling money, in making change ,

and in making pqrolls are c ons idered.
counterfeit money

It

development of money .

Points

en

the rec ogniti on of

presented in order that the pupils
as

well

as

ma.y- be

prepared

other mellbers of society fr 011 racketeers

money " s hovers . 1�

Fi.lms

Avail able
Four films

films preceded by
teachers :

are
an

available on

s ome

phase or phases of money.

The

as terisk were previewed and evaluated by business
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* KNOW YOUR MONEY
MAKING MONEY
STORY OF WNEY, THE:
*WHAT IS MONEY

Evaluation of Films
Table V shows how the films , KNOW YOUR MONEY and WHAT IS MONEl,
were rated on all points considered.

KNOW YOUR MONEY was rate d by eight teachers .
as

high:

A aajori ty ranked

unit correlation, organisation, content, Yocabulary, authen

ticity, adYertising, and interes t.

The evaluators were diYided equal.J.T

on high and medium in ranking photograplJ¥.
acting, date , and s ound .

A maj ority ranked as medium :

No point was ranked as latr by a aajorit;y of

the te achers .

The following

are

typical s tatements made by te achers llho pre

viewed the film:
Very interes ting and helpful to be used

in unit on money.

Attracts attention of students to examine money as well as duty
of a citizen in enforcement of law and order as well as obligation
as a tax p81'er.
Tery good as a supplement to the
money, c ounterfeiting, c ould easily
children concerning money and would
counterfeit money could be shown to

unit on money.
This phase of
arouse the in teres t of the
be very beneficial if actual
them.

Several of the teachers expressed a liking for this fil.JI. and
thought that it c ould best be used :mos t effectively to supplement the
unit.

One adverse criticism

was

the length of the film.

teachers t hought that a thirty-minute film
peri od.

was

Some of the

too long for one class
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TABLE V
EVALUATION OF Fm5 ON

klioa- tour
llone;r

{8 Batera)

6

1

Well Balanced
Good

5

�
Very Meaningful

6

Useful

•
�01&1,

1

Accurate

Generall1' True

•••
Tery Good

8

None
Very- Little

Dai

Current

Recent
G& !!iecl
Nil
Excellent
F.ai r
· PHr

3

2

0

7

2

6

3

Kone;r

(8 :Raters)

0
5
0
4
Q

3
0

5
0

5

3

2

5

3

0

0

2

0

0

1
4

Objectionable

Acting
Professional
Fair
Amat.eurish
Inte i�esi
Excellent
Good
Fair

1

'lh&t t8
3

4

Fair
,...

DifiRmii

2

MONEY

1

6

2

1

0

2
0
0
0

6

6

0

0

2

1
5

0

2

1
5

2
6

1

0

0

2
0

6

0
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A

WHAT IS MONEY was rated by e ight teac� rs .

�:

organization, content, and authenticity.

medium:

maj ority ranked

..l maj ority ranked

as

as

unit c orrelation, vocabulary, photograpiJ¥1 advertising, acting,

interes t, date , and s ound.

lo point was ranked

as

low by a maj ority of

the te achers .

The following

are

typical s tatement made by teachers who pre

viewed the fil.Ju

Tery good on money as a medium of exchange .
Too long for topic.

to

Elementary

far

high

s chool s tudents .

Seems to be more economic principles involved than woUld need
learned in the unit. Would be a very good introductory film.

be

Credit

The purpose or this unit is to acquaint the s tudent with the
extent to which business tran_s actions

are

dependent upon credit and to

familiarize him with the illp ortance ot character, capacity, capital,
and collateral .

The s tudent s hould be ude aware ot agencies such as

banks , loan collp&llie s , and others which lend money to bus inesses and
individuals .

The unit should teach the s tudent haw to formulate judg-

118nts by which he may be guided in his choice of credit agencies .

Filml

Available

This

unit of the General Bus iness course is c overed by two films

on some phase or phases of credit .
and evaluated by business te achers .

The films lis ted were previewed
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* INSTAIJlrfENT BUYING

*WHAT IS A CONTRACT
Evaluation of Films

and

Table TI shows hOW' the films , INSTA.LLMENT BUYING

WHAT IS A

CONTRACT, were rated on all points which were being considered.
INSTAJJliENT BUYING

was

rated by five teachers .

unit correlation, organization, c ontent, vocabulary;

ranked as hi.ghl

authenticity, advertising, date ,
·

•dium:

and

s ound.

photograpq, acting, and interest.

low by a Jl&j ori ty of the teachers
The following
viewed thi s

A maj orit;r

are

J.

maj ority ranked as

lo point was ranked

as

•

typical statements made by teachers who pre

fila :

ferr good ! Explains problema and questi ons to ask about install
ment buying .
Highly rec omme nded to be used

Several

of the

an

integral part of the unit.

teachers expressed the opinion that the

should be used as · an integral part of

WHAT IS A CONTRACT
ranked as high:

as

was

the

unit to teach installment

rated by four teachers .

A

maj ori t;r

unit correlation, organization,. content, vocabula.r;r,

authentici iijr, and s ound.

The e valuators were equallJ" divided

and mediwa in ranking advertising, interest, and
ranked as medium:

filra

photography

and acting .

date.

on

high

A Jl&j ori V

lo point was ranked

as

low

by a :ujori ty of the teachers .
The

vie-.ed the

following
film :

are typical statements made

by te achers who pre-
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TABLE VI
EVJ.LUATION OF FILMS ON CREDIT

&til1•nt
Pcd.at. aa-.

lfii£\ mwtoa
High

lledium

.u.w.
gi cal

S:

Lo

il\ia

Buying

(S Raten)
4

4

Fair

��i
Well Balanced
Good
Su_perficial

VocabUlary

Veey Meaningful

3

3

Us eful

Too Di!ficul t
utnentici ty"
Accurate

Generally' True
IU.sleadi�
Photography
Very Good
Fair
.f�

lillriliiii
None

4

2

,

Teey Little

OE.Jectionable

Acting
Professional
Fair
Amateurish
Iiif:erea t
Excellent
Good

1

2

Fair

Date
Current
Recent
Out Dated
Sound

Excellent

Fair

Peer

3

3

1

1

2

2

1

3

0
4

3

2

2

nat xa
a Contract

(4 Ratera)
3

0

4
0

4
0
3

0
3

0
0
0
2

0
0
0
2

0

0
0
1

1

4

2

4

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0

2
0

2

0
3
0

1

2

1

0

0
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Very good for high school s tudents to see and very practical.
. Film gives excellent information concerning vital elements of a
contract. The presentation was such that a high s chool s tudent
would enjoy.

The s tory was told in an interesting and educational way.
rec omme nd it highly.

Would

Some of the teachers stated that this fila could also be used
profitably in other units ; for

example ,

buying and investments .

Banking

The purpose of this unit is to teach the s tudent about the bank
as an instituti cn and how he , as an individual, can make the mos t

advantage ous use of the services provided by the bank.

Discussion is

allotted to c 011111ercial, savings , and trus t banks , their functions and
the laws and regulations under which they operate ; banking services ,
s uch as loans , checks , bank drafts , cas hier ' s checks , certified checks ,
and certificates of deposits ; procedures in opening a checking account
and a savings account and in applying for a loan.
Films Available
For this unit of the General Business c ourse nine films
banking are available .

on

The films preceded by an as terisk were previewed

and evaluated by business teachers :
"A." FOR ACHIEVEMENT
BACK OF EVERY PROJ.ITSE
* BANKS AND CREDIT
CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK

FEDERAL RESERTE SYSTE14
FRED :MEETS A BANK
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HOW BANKS SERVE
PJ.I TO THE ORDER OF

* USING THE BANK
of Films

Evaluation

Table lli showa how the films ,

BANKS AND CREDIT and USING THE

rated on all points which were being c onsidered.

BANK, were

BANKS AND CREDIT was ra�d by- six teachers .
as

highs

and

A

majority ranked

organization, content, vocabulary-, authenticity, photograpb;r,
The evaluators were divided equal.ly- on high and medium in

s ound.

ranking unit correlation, advertising,
acting and interest.

medium:

and

date .

A

lo point was ranked

maj ority- ranked

as

as

low by- a majority

of the teachers .
The following are typical s tatements made by- teachers who pre"!'
viewed the film:
An excellent insight into the actual prscednres of depositing
money- and the bookkeeping connected with such transactions . It'
used in the ninth grade , it probably- would be a li tUe difficult
far them to understand.

practical film !_or General Buainess .

A

of

Some
I

the teac�ers expressed the opinion that the

als o profitabl.v be used in other units ; for
and

thrift,

could

credit, money-,

s avings .

USING THE

high:

example,

filll

BANK was rated by- four teachers .

A

majoritg ranked as

unit correlation, organization, vocabulary-, authenticity-, photog

raphy, advertising, date, and s o1.md.
equal.l.y-

an

medium:
teachers .

The

evaluators were divided

high and medium in ranking interest.

content.

A .ajori ty- ranked as

Ho point was ranked as � by- a ma.jorit;y of the
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TABLE VII
EVALUATION OF FILVS ON BANKING
7

.�r:::

il

aw itdad

CGl"l'eiatloa

High

Medium

II& a&{
Credit
�' Iaten }
3

3

V'erz Little

organization
Logical
Fair

Yell Balanced

Good

4

s

Using the
Bank

(4 Raten }
4

0
4

2

0

0

1

1

3

0

0

rJIBfr!l
Yery

Meaningful
Useful
Too Difficult
Authenticity
Accurate
Generally True
llislea

3

cJYls

PhotographY
Tery Good
Fair
Poor
.ldYel"tising
None
Tery Little

�,...,.
Professional

Fair
Amateurish
Interest
..

·

Excellent

Good
Fair

ate
Current
Recent
Out Dated

....

.

Excellent

Fair
PMr

3

1

1

2
s

4

3

1

1

4
0
4
1
3

3

0

0

0
2

1
s
3

4

3

0
3

0
4

2

0

0.
....

0

0

1

1

0

1

0
s

0

3

2

1

0

0

0

0

0
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The

followi ng are typical statements made

by

te achers who pre-

viewed the film :

A very

good film.

of a bank •

.A.

Ccmple te description of a bank and operation

good film f or unit on banking.

Sane of the teachers s tated that this film s hould

be

us ed as an

integral part of t he 'Wlit, while others thought that it would be better

as a s upplement to the unit.

This

unit presents valuable inf ormation on

man and the c onsume r .

·

buying

To guide the buyer properl7

by ·the business-

in his

purchases ,

emphasis is placed on quality and suitability of the pr oduct and on the
need of the buyer.

The s tudent is informed ab out b¢ng s ervices which

are at his command, such as c onsumer guides , g overnment publications ,
and private publicati ons .

in

The unit also c overs s ome of the forms used

baying ; for example , sales ticke ts , purchase forms , credit memoran-

dwns , and many other type s of records used in business .

Films Available
'llrenty films on buying are available for this unit of the General
Bus iness course .

The films preceded by- an asteris k were previewed and

evaluated by business teachers :

PORTRAIT
APPROVED BY THE UNDERWRITERS
BEAUTY FOR KEEPS
* CONSUMER PROTECTION
AMERICAN
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DATELINE TOMOR1WW
FACES AND FIGURES
FINDING PEOPLE FCR PROOUCTS
FLAME FOIL FOR CANVAS PROTECTION

FORMICA STORY, THE
FROM BRISTLES TO BRUSHES
GOU'ER, THE
HOW A WATCH WORKS
LIVING WITH FORMICA
MR. STUART ANSWERS THE QUESTION
PAPERBOARD PACKAGING
RETAILING FISH
STORY OF LE&.THER
TALE CF THE POWDERED PIG
*WISE BUYING
YOUR WAY TO S UCCESS IN SELLING
Evaluation of Films
Table VIII shows how the films , CONSUMER PROTECTION and WISE
BUYING, were rated

on

all points considered.

CONSUMER PROTECTION
ranked as

�:

was

rated by eleven teachers .

A majority

unit c orrelation, organization, authenticity, photog

raphy, advertising, date , and s ound.

A 118.j or1ty ranked as medium:

content, vocabulary, acting, and interest.

Ko p oint was ranked

as

l ow

by a majority of the teachers .
The follOII'ini

are

typical s tatements made by teachers who pre

vie'Wed the film :
An excellent film to use as suppl ement in unit on b¢ng . Gives
excellent summary of s ources of c onsumer information in buying .
An aid in helping students set up standards for buying .
This fila teaches careful c cnside rati on
thrift and savings , ala o.
Perhaps would· have been more
used in the movie .

11eaningf

ul

in bwi.ng.

Fine for

if s tudents had been
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TABLE VIII
EVALUATION

Ptd.ntill

Bated

tQi Cerre1itioa
High

Conau.r
'*........
(lJ !M•n)

�.

7

Medium
Ve!2_ lJ. ttle

organization
Lo,gieal

4

3

ie

8

V0ca - ulary

Very Meaningful

Useful

�•·liff1'
Accurate

Generall;r True
Vi.sleadins; .

Photograpny

3

9

Terr Good
Fair

6

None
Tery Little

8

Poor
Advertising

let •
Professional
Fair

8

2

Amateurish

8

Interest

Excellent
Good
Fair

5

Current
Recent
... . .....

10

Excellent
Fair

7

nate:

Poor

0

�

=
0

0

-

2

0

0

4
0
7
0

9

6

0

0

10
3

0

0

7

0

0

6
3

3

,u .. aa

6

5

�ctiona.ble

"lise
ll

3

Incoherent

-

ON BUYING

13

8

Fair

Content
Well Balanced
Good
S
r fi c i al

OF FIIJ4S

6

7

0
2
0

9
0

10

4

0

1

0

10

l

3

0

0

6
4

0

7

0
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Several of the teachers expressed the opini on that this film
could

be

used to greatest advantage as supplementar;r material if time

permits .
WISE BUIING was rated. by thirteen teachers .
high :

A

maj ority ranked as

unit c orrelation, organization, vocabulary, authenticity, inte res t,
A maj ority ranked as

and date .

acting, and sound.

mediwu

content, photographT, advertising,

lo point was ranked as low by a majority of the

teachers .

The

following are typical s tatementS ' made by

� ache ra

who pre

viewed the film :
Excellent for teaching students to bUT wise ly' .
Good t o bring out "free• service wrapped i n package ; weak on
s ugges tions of individual needs of family'. Excellent for consumer
education on determining wis e buying for seas onal merchandise .
This film c ould be used to arouse interest of students in b¢ng
the right thing.
Would be especially interesting to girls
1li th shOlfing women 1 s clothing .
Several

of

i t has much to do

I

the teachers s tated that this film could als o be

used in other units ; far
s avings .

I

as

example ,

guidance , pers onalit;y, and thrift and

A few of the teachers thought that it would be a good film

for all high school students to se e .

Record Keeping

This unit introduces pers onal and business records .

The student

is enc ouraged to keep a record of pers onal expenses, a record of
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appointments,

1be s tudent should be taught the

and other rec ords .

common business records ; for example , receipts , sales tickets , credit
memorandums , purchases invoices , checks , and many others

•

The books in

which thes e records are kept are presented as the journals , ledgers ,

and

registers for notes , etc .
Fillls Available
For teaching

record keeping in

The films which are preceded b;y an as terisk

seven films are available .

were

previewed

and

the General Business course ,

evaluated b;y business teachers .

* BOOKKEEPING AND IOU
GENERAL MILlS TODAY
GIFT OF TS ' AI LUI-PAPER, THE
HELLO BUSINESS
* IMPROVE YOUR HANDWRITING
NE'K WINGS FCR PUBLISHING
!EAR ' S lf'ORK, THE

EvaluatiCI'l

of Films

Table II shows how

YOUR HA.NDWRITING , were rated

BOOKKEEPHD
ranked as high&

fil.lls , BOOKKEEPING AND IOU and DIPROVE

the

AND YOU

oo

was

all

points considered.

rated b;y eight teachers .

unit correlati on,

organization,

content, vocabular;r,

authenticit;r, photograp}V', advertising, and date .
as medium:

acting, interest, and

b;y a maj ori t.;r o:t

A maj ori t.T

sound . No point

.l ll&jorit,y ranked
was ranked as low

the teachers .

The follawi.ng are t;rpical statements made by teachers who previewed the fila&

Ver.y

interesting .
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TABLE IX
EVALUATION

CF

FILMS ON

SOOkk88p1Jii
and Iou

(8 1aten)
8

RECORD KEEPING

IJiPi'oviJlg

(6 Raten�
1

0

4

0

·1.

7

0

6

2

Su,Eerfioial.

Voca bular,r
ler;y Keaningful
Use ful
Too Diffi,cul t

Authenticiv
Accurate

Genera.J..ly True

6

Pho'Eograpler,r Good

F air

aS&!ii

None
ler,y Little

....
.. ·�'!!
fe ss
al
Pr o

,

ion

Fair
Amateuris h
!iit:erest
lxc�llent
Goed

Fair
Jrate
Current
Recent
Ol.lt Dated
Sound-· Excellent

Fair
Poor

0
4

0
2

2

4

1

3

2

0

0

0

-

2
0

6

0

s
0

s

3

s

3

s

4

1

0

0

1

8

s

0
3

0

6

7

s

2

0

0

Mislea�

1

6
1
0

Well Balanced
Good

fnr

HaDdwritillg

3

3

0

0
s

1

0

0
4

0

0

2
0

-.
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This fila is Tecy good as a general insight to the illp ortance

of record keeping.

This would be a good fila for interest motintion to be a begin- .
ning bookkeeping class .
Film is excellent for b oth rec ord keeping and guidance .
SEtTeral of the teachers stated that this filii could also be used
iii guidance and that it would be excellent as

..

an

introduction to the

unit on rec ord keeping .

A 118.jorit;y

D4PROVE YOUR HANDWRITING was rated by six teachers .
ranked as

.!!!i!! '

organization, content, authenticity, advertising,

date , and s o'Wld.

The evaluators were d.ivide4 equall.y' on high and

medium in ranking interest.

A :u.jority ranked as med.iWil:

lation, vocabulary, photograpey, and acting •

.

No point

was

unit correranked as

law by a Jla.j ority of the teachers .
The f ollowing were typical s tatements llade by teachers who pre

viewed the film2
This is
writing .

an

excellent movie to teach the basic fundamentals of

Needed by all students .

C ould be used in almos t any class .

Excellent s ugges tions to help a s tudent realize how to improve
his handwriting .
Some teachers questioned the advisability of showing this film
when there are :aaany others which might c ontribute more to the objectives
of the unit, and they recommended the us e of the fila only if there were
a definite need for improvement of handwriting in the class .
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Tbri.ft and Savings
This unit teaches thrift .of time, money,
unit covers

items

and

The

materials .

which should be included in a personal
_

and

faail;r

budget, a pl� for practicing thrift� and als o the forms which are
The attempt is

needed for s etting up the budget.
JDaiJY'

made

to teach the

factors that affect the operation of a budget and which

ma_y, in

Co-operation of all c �cerned is

turn, necessitate a readjustment.
taught as essential in budgeting .
Films Available
Four films
cours e .

available for this unit of the General Bus iness

are

The films preceded b;r an asterisk were previewed and evaluated

by- business teachers z
BUDGETIHG-Ja.NAGING THE FAMTI.Y INCOME

WATSON WAKES UP

* YOUR FAMILY BUDGET
* IOUR THRIFT HABITS

Evaluation of Films
Table

.I

s howa

HABITS , were rated

em

how
all

the films ,

YOUR

THRIFT

rated by- eight teachers .

.l 11aj ority

as �� unit correlation, organi�ation, authenticity", adver

tising, and date .
medium

BUDGET and

points COilSidered.

YOUR FAMILY BUDGET was

ranked

YOUR FAMILY

in · ranking

The evaluators were divided equally on � and
photograpey and s ound.

vocabul.ary", acting, and cmtent.
IIB.j orit;r of the teachers •

.l ��ajori ty- ranked as

medium :

No point . was ranked as � by a
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TABLE X

ET!LUATI� OF FIIJ5 ON THRIFT AND SAVINGS

P•inta Bated

Uilit cmeiatioa
High
.lle dium.
Ve:z Little

feur tami1i

!our Thrift

(8 Iaten)

(ll Raters )

Budget

6

Organization
Logical
Fair

5

.
cJe:l•!!!t
Well Balanced

2

.autT*�
Accurate

Gen.ral.ly True

-.
···
VerT Good

1

5

4

Fair

.

.._ . _
Profe•siona.l.
Fair

�
Excellent

6

0

Excellent
Fair

Poor

10

3

4

6

7

4
G

6
3

4

0
6
()

6

7

4

1

4

0
0
6
0

10
0
6
0

1

1

7

7

5

0

0

0

0

0

3

0
9

0

5

Recent
Out Dated

liii4 .

0

3

Good

*
Current

10

0

Good

fer7 Meaningful
Useful

2

Habits

2

11

3

1

3

0

0

0

0
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The following

are

typical s tatements made by teachers who pre-

viewed the film:
This film certainly shows hOW' one f'amil.y needs to c o-operate to
make their budget s tretch.
Good f'or review of' the unit

as

it went through s teps of' bu:lgeting.

Good f'or group co-operation and unders tanding family problems and
responsibilities in a plan f'or own us e .
Good film.

Scme of' the teachers thought that this film c ould als o be used in
the units of'

buyin�, record keeping, and money.

YOUR THRIFT HABITS
ranked as high :

was

rated by eleven teachers .

unit c orrelation, organization, authenticity, photog

raphy, advertising, interest, date, and solDld.
medium:

by

A maj ority

content, vocabulary, and acting .

A majari ty ranked as

No point was ranked

as

lOW'

a majoritr of' the teachers .
The following are typical s tatements made by teachers who pre-

viewed the

film&

Excellent f'or teaching savings and thrift to high s chool students .
One of' the bes t films I have e ver seen on budge ting and wise use
of' income f'or s chool students .
It relates the budge t to actual
desires of' s chool children and would holq their interest throughout.
Yeey

appealing

to youth as well as grown-ups

.•

Se veral of' the teachers thought that t his film s hould b e used
as an integral part of' the unit.

Inves tments
The purpose of' this unit is to familiarize the s tudent with such

11.5
types of inves tments as home s , business , s tocks and bonds , and insurThe s tudent should b e taught

ance .

the relationship which exis ts

between the rate of return and the s oundness of the inves tment.
Films Available
This

films .

unit of the General Busines s c ourse is c overed b;y four

Thes e films are ccncerned with s ome phase or phases of invest-

menta a
BUILDING AMERICA 1 S HOMES

MONEY AT WORK
WHAT IS A C ORPORATION

WORK OF THE STOCK EXCHANGE

No films were evaluated in this unit.

Ins urance
This unit s hould teach the student s omething of the many differ-

ent types of insurance available tod.q, such
collisi on, c c:aprehensive , and fire .

as

life , sick and accident,

After studying ins urance, the

student should see the need for certain types of insurance , but he
should knOll' how to bu;r it discriminately.
Films Available
This unit of the Gene ral Business c ourse is c overe d by two
films .
ance .

These films are concerned with s ome phase or phases of insurEach film is preceded by an

asterisk,

which indicates that they

were previe•d and evaluated b;y busines s teachers :
*SEARCH FOR SECURITY
* SHARING ECONOMIC RISKS
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Evaluation of Films
Table II shae how the films 1 SEARCH FOR SECURITY and SHARING
were

ECONOMIC RISKS 1

SEARCH FOR SECURITI·

points which were being considered.

low:

maj ori t;r

medium: organization,

A maj orit;r ranked as

content, vocabulary, authenticit;r, acting, and date .
as

A.

rated by five teachers .

was

highl advertising.

ranked as

all

rated on

A.

majoritY' ranked

unit c orrelation, interest, photograpey, and s ound.
The following are typical statements made by- teachers who pre-

viewd

the

filmz

The bad s ound

may

have been

"t:..re

machine rather than the film.

Tery poor s ound . Does not attempt to teach very much material .
Not too good in holding interest.
This film

in

criticized

on

such maj or points

as

sound, interes t,

Some teachers questi �ed whether the film

and material.
use

�

was

worthy' of

the unit.
SHARING ECONOMIC RISKS

ranked

as

s ound .

A.

high:

was

as

mediwaz

ulary, photography, acting, and

The

or

A.

maj ori'tq

organization, authenticit;r, advertising, date , and

maj oritY' ranked

a maj orit;r

rated b;r five teachers .

unit correlation, content, :vocab

interes t.

No point

was

ranked

� b;r

the teachers .

following are typical statements made by- teachers who pre

viewed the filma
Rated Good J Would c onsider using.
title .
Highly recomme nde d to be used

as

an

Presentation stuck to tbe
integral part of the unit.
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TABLE XI
EVALUATION OF FILMS ON INSURANCE

. .Poia• iated

Ui!l COiftiitlca
Hi gh

sli&riig

Search For

(S Raters)

(S Raters )

Economic
2

ct!lif'!!•
Balanced
Well
Good

..!!

T

.
Very Meaningful
Useful

4

J.ccurate
Generall;y True
Misl eadi11.g
:PhotograpTJi
Ter;y Good.

None
Very Li ttle

...-··-�·
Professional

Fair

Good
Fair
ate
Current

Re cent
Out Date d
s;;;a
Excellent
Fair
Poor

0

5

3

0
2

3

1

0

3
0

1

0

0

2

0

3
0

1

1
4

4

0
0

2
3

3

4

0

2

3

1

2
1

teurish

Interes t
Excellent

3

0

0
3

4

3

1

2

4'

2

0
3

Fair
...

ltliiRilii

1

0

2

,.. JIUfto'llt

l.i\1.Wid!'lf

Securit;y
0

3

lfediUII

VeQ: Little
orgamzation
Logical
Fair

Risks

2

2

2

0

0

3

1
4

0
0
0

1

0

4

ll8
Some of the teachers thought that this film should

be

used as an

integral part of the unit.

Business Ethics

This

unit is c oncerned with getting across to the s tudent a

. definition of e thics as it relates to emplqyees wi thin a firm and to
operators of different firms .
of fair play

in

Emphasis should be placed on the values

all dealings .

Films Avail able

This unit of the General Busine s s c ourse is c overed by six films .
Thes e films are c oncerned with s ome phase or phases of business ethics :
BIG DAY, THE
BY THEIR WORKS
INVISIBLE RECEPTIONIST
SHARE THE PROD"OCTION PLAN
STRANGE INTERVIEW
TWO SA.LFSMEN IN SEA.RCH OF AN ORDER
No films were evaluated in this unit.

Pers onality

This unit is c oncerned with trai ts which make up a good pers onality, f ar example , c ourtesy, enthusiasm, voice , honesty, pl.Ulctuality,
ambition, tact, and determination .

The main

objective is to ge t the

s tudents to i.llpr ove those traits en which they- might

be

rated low.

Fil.lls Available
This unit of the General Business c ourse is covered by s ix
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films .

'l'bese films are concerned with s ome phase or phases of pers on

ality.

The films precede d by an asterisk were previewed and evaluated

by business teachers :
* EVERYDAY C OURTESY
* HOW TO BE WELL-GROOMED
RIGHT APPROlCH, THE
SELLING YOUR PERSONALITY
YOU CAN TELL BY THE TELLER
YOUR TELL-TALE VOICE

Evaluation of Films
Table XII shows how the films , HOW TO BE lVELL GROOMED and

EVERYDAY

COURTESY,

were

rated on all points which were being c onsidered.

HOW TO BE WELL GROOMED was evaluated by four teache rs .

ity ranked as high:

unit c orrelation, organization, vocabulary, authen

ticity-, interes t, and date .

The evaluators were divided aquall.y on

high and medilDI in ranking content, advertising, .and s ound.
ranked

as

medium:

A maj or-

acting and photography.

No point

was

A IIB.jori ty

ranked as low

b,y a maj orit.y of the teachers .
The following are typical

s tateme n ts made by teachers who pre-

viewed the film:
Excellent for business training also should emphasize cleanliness
more .
J. film that would be very important in te aching importance of
grooming to personality.

Good for all s tudents to s e e as it brings in points that teachers
have difficulty in talking to the s tudents about.
Some of the teachers thought that this film c ould also be used
in the units

an

guidance and business ethics .
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TABLE XII
EVALUATION

OF FILMS 00' PERSONALITY

HOW To B8

Po1nta Bated
lfiil\ Correl&tion
High

Medium

Well-Groomed

(g Batera)
4

Ve!Z Li.ttle

organization
Logical

Fair
Incoherent

e.w\
-

4

Well Balanced
Good

2

Te17 Meaningful
Useful
"- litt.lnl\

4

Accurate
Generally True

3

.,..1al
lilGii\lC!fi

....
Te17 Good
Fair
Poor

Dt'eilGlDC

None
Teey Little

uW"-••li•
Profes sional
Fair

�)l
Excellent
Good
Fair
Date
. Current
Recent
Dated

i2Ji ,
I

Excellent
Fair
Peor

1

2

0

3

3

2

0

0

2

0

1

3

2

4

1

1

2

IVe�
Courtesy
( 7 Batera)
6

0
5
0
2
0
4
0
5
0

3
0
6
0

1
0
3
0
1
0

4
0

1

2

5

3

2

4

1

6

4

6

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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EVERYDAY COURTESY
as

high &

was rated by seven teachers .

A maj ority ranked

unit correlation, organization, vocabulary, authenticity,
A maj ority ranked

advertising, and s ound.

raph;y, acting, interest, and date .

as

medium:

content, photog

Io point was ranked

as

low by a

majority of the teachers .
The following are typical statements made by teachers who pre

viewed the film:
Since c ourtesy is lacking by many high school students , this
should be a film that could be of great benefit.
Good film.

Not too childish for high school students .

lery good film for teaching

manne rs .

Better for younger pe ople than juniors and seniors .
Several of the teachers expressed the opinion that this film
should be used as

an

integral part of the teaching unit.

One teacher

s tated that the film could als o be used in a homeroom guidance class
to a g ood advantage .
Guidance
In this unit emphasis is
course far his future .

on

helping the student choose the right

The unit covers such topics as 11 know yourself;

knOll' the occupations ; know how to fit yours elf for the occupation you
choose . "
Films Available
Ten films are available for this · unit of the General Business
course .

The films preceded by an asterisk

we re

previewed and evaluated
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b;y business teachers :
* C HOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION
DUTIES OF A. SECRETARY, THE
EARNING MONEY WHILE GOING TO SCHOOL
HIDDEN WORLD, A
* HOW T O KEEP A JOB
LIFE INSURANCE OCCUPATIONS
QUARTERBACK, THE
STEP HIGH
WHAT ' S AN OFF ICE ANYWAY
WHAT MAKES A FINE WATC H FINE

Evaluation of Films
Table XIII shows how the films , CHOOSING YOUR OCCUPATION and HOW
TO KEEP A JOB, were rated on all points which were being considered.
CHOOO ING YOUR OCCUPATION was rated b;y s even teachers .

ranked as high :

unit correlation, adTertising, and interest.

it;y ranked as medium:

A maj or

organization, c ontent, authenticit;y, photography,

acting, date, and s ound.
the teachers

A maj orit;y

No point was ranked

as

lcnr b;y a maj ority of

•

The following are typical s tatements made b;y teachers who pre-

·

viewed the f illl:
Helpful :Cor guidance in helping s tudents decide on

an

occupation

:Medium-a !air :film.
This film was sui table :Cor guidance , but I don r t believe it was
g ood as HOW TO KEEP YOUR JOB . Film should be s hown during the
senior year ins te ad of in General Bus iness .

as

S ome of the teachers thought that this film. c ould be us ed to a
be tter advantage in s chool group guidance rather than in a unit on
guidance in general business .
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TABLE

XIII

EYALUATION OF FILMS ON GUIDANCE

Peillta Rated

ttilt Cel'fti&'Eica
High

JlediWI

Ve:£Z Little
organiz.tion
Logical

Choo.ing Your
Oc cupati on

(7 1aten)
5

1

Fair

..!!!!

Well Balanced
Good

,..,.,
Very Meaningful
Useful
Too Difficult
iuthenticicy
Accurate
Oeneral.ly True

14isleadins
'Photograpfl1'
Ter-r Good

7

Good
Fair

5

l'i.!!W
Excellent

Fair
Poar

7
0

5
0

5
0
7
0
4

7

0

4

2

6

3

3

4

0

0

0

2
1

5
0
3
0

4
0

3

1

0

0

0

4
0

8

2
5

1

4

0

0

5

2

4

2

Date

Currellt
Recent

0

2

Fair

.,!¥
Excellent

6

(8 Raterw )
6

0

Fair

Poor
Advertising
Bone
Veey Little
Obje ctionable
.l.c ti.ng
Profeasional.

2

How To Lep
A Job

0

6

3

5

4

0

0

0

0

0
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HOW T O KEEP A JOB

ranked as high :

was rated by- eight teachers .

A majority

unit correlation, organization, vocabulary, authentici tl(,

advertising, and interest.

The

evaluators were divided equally on high

and medium in ranking c ontent, photograph;y, and sound.
ranked as medium :

acting.

.1

majority

No point was ranked as low by a maj ority of

teachers .
The

following are typical s tatements made by teachers who pre

viewed the film:
Good film far guidance .
Film would be especially helpful to high s chool s tudents .

The film would be very good to review the unit on guidance .
Would show the s tudent what not to do on the job and would appeal
to the s tudents because of the youth of the actors .
Some

of

the teachers mentioned other units

the film could be used, as in business ethics

or

in

which they thought

pers onality.

Arithmetic Fundamentals
This unit deals with the fundamental process es in arithmetic .

In it the teacher presents all types of problems requiring applications
of the fundamental processes to

the

s olution of business problems .

Films Available
This unit is covered by three films :
LANGUAGE
PER CENT

OF GRAPIB , THE
IN EVERYDAY LIFE

WHAT ARE FBACTIONS

No films were evaluated in this unit.

CHAPTER li
SUMMARY AND REC OMMENDATIONS

The problem in this s tudy
that mq

be

used as

an

was

to claasif;r and eTalua.te films

aid in teaching General Business

Each film was related to one of the sixteen
ness outline of topics taken

from the

units

in

high school .

in the General Busi

four Tennessee adopted textbooks .

The fila des criptions were taken from listings provided b;r
dis tributors of film, producers of film, bus iness magazines , and various
other sources .

A. list was prepared of all films which seemed to relate

to any of the General Business topics .
alphabetically with film

data,

These films

are

presented

SUJIIIIl8.l7 , s ources , and the unit in which

each film ia classified in Chapter IV.
Films for preview and evaluati on
of Tennessee Extens ion

Film

we re

used from the University

Libr&I7 at Knoxville and shown to bus iness

teacher groups ranging in number from four to seventeen teachers .

The

teachers , after previewing each film, evaluated it on eleven points
which are cons idered i��portant from the standp oint of film selection
and use .

Tables s howing how the teachers evaluated each fil..m. are

presented in Chapter i.
Table

XIV

was

cons tructed to show the total films include d in

this study, the nUDiber of films available for each unit in the General
Business course outline , and the nWiber of films eval uated in each l.Uli.t
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TABLE
FIL!fS CLASSIFIED BY

XIV

GENERAL

BUSINESS UNITS

J'1liB
Available

Evaluated

Business Relatioxahips

20

2

Transp ortation

21

2

lll cation
C Qllluni

20

2

Filing

3

2

Money

4

2

Cre di t

2

2

&,.nking

9

2

Bwing

20

2

Record Keeping

7

2

Thrift and Savings

4

2

Investments

4

0

Insurance

2

2

Business Ethics

6

0

Pers onali t,..

6

2

10

2

3

0

141

' 26

Units

Guidance
Ar:J.�tiio ladr1118Dtala

Totals

FilM
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of the General Bus iness outline .

A. total of 141 s ound motion films were

available for all units in the General Business course outline of topics .
The transportation unit has the greatest number of films , with twenty

one lis ted as being related to the unit.

Communication, buying, and

business relationships closely follow transportation in the number of
related films .

Insurance, credit, arithmetic fundamentals , and filing

are the units which seem to be leas t adequately c overed in terms of the
number of films available .

A. total of twenty-six films

were

thirteen of the total sixteen un1 ts .
following units :
mentals .

�

evaluated, two in each of

Bo films were evaluated in the

investments , business ethics , and arithmetic funda

Of the twenty-six films evaluated, fourteen were rated

and twelve as medium by a majority of the business teachers .

films were rated as 1011' b1 a majority of the bus iness te achers .

as

No
The

c omplete tabulation of final evaluations is given in Table IV .

Recommendations
The following recommendations are made from this s tudyt
1.

A similar stud;y should be made of films available and their
relation to the topics in

an

economics course on the high

school and c ollege levels .

2.

This study should be c ontinued until more filll8 are evalu
ated for each unit c overed and the three units for which no
films were evaluated.

3.

Detailed descriptions should be prepared for each film in
General Business so that teachers ma:y plan the complete unit
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TABLE XV

SUMMARY OF FINAL EVALUATIONS OF FILMS

laM ot

Yu..aa

What is Business
Distributing American Goods
Drivi.ng lc onomical.l7
Ch the Track
Your Pos tal Service
Yfri ting Better Business Letters
Jlotion St� Applied to Letter Indexing
Filing Procedures :in Bus iness
Know Your Kone;r

What is Jfone;r
Installmant. B¢ng

What is a Contract
Using the Bank
Banks and Credit
Wise Blqing
Consumer Protection
Bookkeeping and You
Improve Your Handwriting
Your Family Budget
Your Thrift Habits
Sharing Economic Risks
Search For Securit;r
How to be Well GroOJJed
Ever;ydq Courtes;r

Cbocw:l•a Yov Occupatioa

.. . . . JOb
S.,.ilms

are

lo. of

Rater.

7
10

4
4

6
5

14

17
8
8
5

4
4

6

13

ll

8
6
8

ll

5
5

4

7
7
8

1'1Dal. 11atiaateb
)(
L
B

2

4
1
4

6
1
0
10
6
2
3
3
4

2
9
6
6
l

2
8
2
0

3
4
0

a

5
6
3

0
0

4
14

7
1
6
2
1
0
4
4

5
2
5
6
3
3
3

1

3
6

�

listed in the order of the units in Chapter V.

bu, High; K, Medium; L, Low.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
0

l

0
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of work around those films that are found most effe ctive.
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Dear Sir :

llr. Robert Parham a
see, Knoxville , Tennessee,
a.nalysis and evaluation of
and dis tributive education
done under the s uparnsi on
Universit.y of Tennessee .

graduate s tudent of the University of Tennes
and I are conducting a research s t� on the
films for use in teaching gene ral business
in the high school .
This s t� is being
of t he Department of Busines s Education,

Would you please send me your catalog of films and any addi tional
information that you llla3' have relating to general bus iness and distrib
utive education films ?

and

Data such as the following will be c ompile d on each film
made available to general business and dis tributive education tsache rs
throughout Tennesse e :

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sources of the film
Sale and or rental price
Cost of transportation
SU111111&17' of the film
Length of the film
.&.vailability of guide or dialogue
Relation of film to teaching outline of general business
and dis tributive education topics

/

A.ny help which you can give me on this study 1f:i.ll be greatly
appreciated.
Yours truly,

Stephen ll. Johns on

13 6
Title : ------

FILM EVALUATION SHEET

Teaching Unit :------

Evaluated By :
EVALUATION

1.

Unit Correlation -High

2.

Organization

3.

Content

4.

Vocabulaey

_

s.

.Authenticity

-.Accurate

6.

Photograp}V

7.

_Logi cal
Well Balanced

.lle diUlll

_Ve ry ld. ttle

Fair

-

Good

_Superficial

Very Jleaningful _Useful

Incoherent

Too Difficult

-

_Generally True _Mis le ading

Ve ry Good

_Fair

Advertising

None

_Very Little

B.

Ac ting

Professional

9.

Interest

_

_Excellent

Poor
_Objectionable

Fair

Amateurish

Good

Fair

10 .

Date

Current

Recent

Out Dated

ll .

Sound

Excellent

Fair

Poor

Final

Estimate

_Hi ghly Recommended

Suitable

_Objectionable

In which unit do you think this film would bes t fit?

That mentioned above

--

•

Other-------

How film should be used:
To introduce "Wlit .
an integral part of unit.
-To supplement unit.
-To review unit.
.ls

--

C OMMENTS

APPENDIX B
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FIIJC3 IN GENERAL BUSINESS
In the film descriptions in Chapter IV, the sources of the film
des crip tions are s hown by abbreviations .
The key to the abbreviations
The abbreviati ons are lis ted in alphabetical
is given in this s e c tion .
order.

AB1

Ame rican Bankers Association

AF'I

Association Films , Incorporated

AFR

American Film Registry

BEVA

Business Education Vis ual Aids

BEW

(The

Business Education World
months are abbreviated by firs t
letters with exceptions of Ja-Ja.nu.ary, Je-June , Kr-Karch� and

U.-Jia3r)

BS

Balance S he et (Same as explained for BEW)

CF

Cas tle Films

CIF

Coronet Ins tructional Films

DES

Dis tributive Education Se rvice for Tennessee

EBF

Encyclopaedia Britannica

EFG

Educational Film Guide

GE

General Electric Motion Pictures

GM

General Motors Corporation Films

IP

Ideal Pictures Corporation

JBE

Journal of Business Education (Same as explained for BEW)

.MTFF

Karch of Time Forum Films

MTPS

llodern Talking Picture Service

SWPC

S outh-wes tern Publishing Comp&n1'

UBEA.

United Business Educati on Forum (Same as explained for

WVBE

Wes t Virginia Business Education Catalog

Films ,

Incorporated

BEW)
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SOURCES OF F II.J.5

Films
Lis ted

Films
Evaluated

1

0

.A.e tna Casualty and Surety Compaey, Publishing
Education Department, Hartford 15, Conne cticut

1

0

Aluminum Company of America, Motion Picture Department, 801 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

1

0

Allis-chalmers Manufacturing Compall7, Advertising
and Industrial DepartAent

3

0

American Bankers Ass ociation, 12 East 36th Street,
New York 16, New York

1

0

American Express Caapany

21

0

American Telephone & Telegraph, Information
Department, Film and Displq Division, 195
Broadway, New York 7, lew York (Try- l ocal Bell
System Telephaoe offices )

1

1

Association of .American Railroads , School and
College Service, Transportation Building,
Washington 6, D. C .

1

0

Automobile Manufacturers Ass ociation, 320 New
Center Building, Detroit 2 , Michigan

2

0

Bates Fabrics , Incorporated, 30 Vessey Street,
Bew York, New York

1

0

British Consulate General, Firs t National Bank
Building, Detroit, llichigan

1

0

Bureau of Communication Research, 13 Eas t 37th
Street, New York 17, New York

4

1

Business Education Yisual Aids , 330 Wes t 72nd
Street, New York 23 , New York

1

0

By-ers l4achine Compaey, 199 Sycamore Street,
Ravenna, Ohio

2

1

Castle Fil.J:Im , Incorporated, R. c..· A. Building,
Rockefeller Center, lew York 20 , New York

(Try-

local c ompany)
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Films
Listed

Films
Evaluated

3

0

Caterpillar Tractor Comp�,
Peoria, Illinois

3

0

Civil Aeronautics Adminis tration, Audio-Visual
Training .lids Staff , Washington, D. C .

1

0

Continental Illinois Nati onal Bank and Trust C o�
of Chicago, Chicago 90, Illinois

1

0

Co-operative League of United States of America,
23 West 4Sth Street, New York 19, New York

26

17

1

0

Crowell Collier Publishing Company, 2SO Park
Avenue , New · York , lew York

1

0

The Daily Tribune , Royal Oak, Jl:i.chigan

3

0

193 7 Walker Street,

C oronet Instructional Films , 65 Eas t S outh Water
Street, Chicago 11, ill inois

·

Dictaphone C orporation,
lew York 17, New York

420 Isxi.ngton Avenue,

(Try-

·

nearest branch)

1

0

Doninger & Compaey, Incorporated, David D . , Public
Relations Department, 303 Fifth Avenue, New York,
New York

1

0

Eas tern Airlines , Incorporated,
Plaza, New York, . lew York

4

2

Enc;yclopaedia Britannica Films , Incorp orated, 20
lorth Tacker Drive, Chicago 11, Illinois

1

0

Films , Incorporated,
York 18, New York

2

0

Formica C ompar:tr, The ,
Cincinnati 3 2 , Ohio

3

0

French National Railroads , Information Division,
610 Fifth Avenue , New York 20, New York

1

0

General Electric Compazq, Dis tribution Section,
1 R.i. ver Road, S chenecta.d¥ S, New York (Apply to
neares t branch)

�

10 Rockefeller

330 Wes t 42nd Street, New
4615 Spring Grove Avenue ,
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4

0

General Mills , Incorporated, Film Librar,y, 400
South Avenue, South, Jlinneapolis 1 , llinne s ota

4

1

General Motors Corporation, De
tment of Public
Relations , Film Section, 303 lfe st Grand
Boulevard, De troit 2 , :Michigan

1

0

Hamme rmill Paper Compan,y, Advertising Depart.Mnt,
Erie , Pennsylvania

2

0

Ideal Pictures ,
lllinoia

1

0

Institute of Life Insurance,
New York New York

2

0

International Films Bureau,
Chicago 2 , Illinois

1

0

Iowa Manufacturing C OIIlpaey, Cedar Rapids , Iowa

3

1

March of Times ForUII Films,
New York 17, New York

1

0

liar tin llachine Comp&IV', The Gle n L. , Baltimore
Maryland

1

0

.14as sachusetts Development and Indus trial C ommis sion,
20 Soumerset Street, Bos ton· 8, Mass achuse tts

1

0

Kilwaukee Road, The , C . C . Dilley, .ldvertising
Agent, 516 Wes t Jackson Boulevarcl, Chicago 6,
lllinois

6

·o

1

0

Mash-Kelvinator Corporation, Fil.JI Section,
Plymouth Road, De troit, K:ichigan

1

0

National Ass ociation of Manufacture rs ,
49th Street, New York 20, New York

1

0

National Bible Press , Film Loan Library, 239 South
American Stree t , Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

�

26-34 Eas t 8th Street, Chicago 5,

60

Eas t 42nd Street,

6 North llichigan Avenue ,

369 Lexington Avenue ,

Modern Talking Picture Service,
New York, New York

9 Rockefe ller Plaza,

11

1425
We s t
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1

0

Ohi o Leather Company-, Girard, Ohio

1

0

Philadelphia Textile Finis hers , F ord Street,
Norri stown, Pennsylvania

1

0

Remington Rand, Incorporated, Sys tems and :Me thods
Research Department, 315 Fourth Avenue , New York
10, New York

1

0

Reynolda Metal C ompany, llotion Picture Department,
831 South 12 th Street, Louisville 1, Kentuc�

2

0

Savings Bank Association of State of New York,
Motion Picture Divisi on, 110 Eas t 42nd S tree t,
New York 17, New Iork

1

1

Tenne ssee Valley Authority, Chief Engineer ' s Office ,
Knoxville , Tennessee

(Try

1

0

United S tates Department of C OJDmerce
field office )

1

0

United States Department of Defense , Killtar.r
District of Washington, Washington 25, D . c .

1

0

United States Department of Interior, Fish and
Wildlife Service , Washington 25, D. C .

2

0

u. s . Rubber C ompacy, Advertising Departllent,
1230 Avenue of Americas , New York 20, New York

1

0

United States Secret Service, Washington, D. c .

36

25

1

0

Vene er Ass ociation, The , 2637 S outh Troupe ,
Chicago, illinois

1

0

Yernard Organization, The, Educational Films ,
702 South Adams Street, Peoria, illinois

neares t

University of Tennessee Extens ion, Fila Librar7,
Box 8540 , UniversitY' Station, Knaxv:U�e , Tennessee

